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CJiAPTER I 
IN'l'RODUCTION 
~tudies of the absorption of visible and ultraviolet radiation 
have long been used to obtaip information about equilibria in sol4tion. 
However, since the optical absorbance of a solution is governed by a 
characteristic intensive factor, the extinction coefficient, as well as 
by the concentration o"I: each absorbing species, intervretation of 
measurements of this type is complicated if several complexes coexist. 
Many speQtrophotometric methods used in quantitative analysis have been 
developed without complete knowledge of the nature and pro~erties of 
the absorbing species. Therefore, unambiguous methods for the dete;nni-
nation of the numper, nature, and stabilities of sev~;rl:l-1 a,l:>sorbing 
species in soluti9n a;re needed. 
Adequate experimental and theoretical descriptions of the 
chemistry o:f natural water systems are difficult to formulate~ In 
order to deyelop a chemical model of a natural water system which would 
be use:ful for water quality defin:Ltion and contr,ol, deta:Uea :i.nfor-
mation concerning accurl;lte knowledge of the chemical equilibria is 
necessary. The concentrations o:f species in solution can be calculated 
f;rom the measured concentrations o:f selected i9ns and the equil:i.Qria 
relating them provided reasonably accurate values of the concentrat;io;n 
formation constants are kpown for the particular env~ronment under 
i 
study. The computer methods described in this work provide a valuable 
1 
method for determining the number, compos:i,tion, and istabiHties of 
species in solution in a straightforward, objective manner with a degree 
of accuracy apd precision required of these numbers for model;ing natural 
water systems~ The methods are described using ispe~trophotometric data 
but could be applied to concentration data obt~ined in studies of 
natural waters by most other methods. 
!he purpose of this wor,k was to develop a generally ~pplieable, 
objective, pomputer method for determining the number, nature, and 
stabilities of comple:xes in solution from spectrophotometric data. 
Si:x computer programs are used for the analysis of tbe absorbance data: 
1) Matrix Rank Progr!"ll 
2) Species Number-Program 
3) Corresponding Solutions Plot Program 
~) Corresponding Solutions n, [L] Program 
5) Formation Function Progr/;Ull 
6) Pi t ... Mapping 
The matrix rc.U1k program calculates the number of co~ponents that con-
tribute to the absorption spectrum of a multicomponent system. The 
spe9ies number program determines the number pf absorbing species and 
gives information concerning tren,ds in species number with wavelength 
or solution composition, The corresponding solutions plot program 
calculates the corresponcting solution functions, E, which are used as 
input data for Program ~. This program al,so plots the E functions 
versus total ligand concentration at each total metiil concentration. 
!he corr1:3sponding solutions n, [1J program calci+lates fo~a:t;ion 
-function data using the. E runctions, total metal and total li~and con-
centrations, and the extinction coefficients of the ligand as input 
3 
data. The formation function program calculates stability constants 
from th.e n, [L] data obtah1ed in Program it ( 1). The pit-mapping 
program calculates stability constants for polynuclear, mononuclear, or 
mixed mononµclear and polynuclear systems. These programs constitute 
a generally applic,able and objective method for analyzing spectra-
photometric data obtained from multicomponent systems. 
The ~inal part of this work was to use these programs to analyze 
spectrophotometric data from an unknown system, The pyrocatechol 
vio~et (PCV) complexes of the tin(IV) were chosen for this study. Ross 
and White (2) have published a procedure for the spectrophotometric 
determination of tin(IV) using PCV as the colorimetric reagent. Infor-
mation concerning the stabilities of t:tiese complexes has not been 
published. / 
The nomenclature used in this work is presented in the following 
definitions. The overall, stoichiometric stability constant, S , of 
mn 
the complex, ML, formed from a central group, M, and ligand, L, is 
m n 
defined by Equation (1). 
( 1) 
The total analytical concentrations of the central group, CM' and the 
ligand, CL' are given by Equations (2) and (J), where Mand N are the 
maximum values of m and n in the system~ 
M N M N 
CM [M] + I I m[MmL) [M] + I I mSmn[M]m[L]n (2) 
1 1 1 1 
M N M N 
CL .,.. [L] + I 2 q[MmL) ~ [L,] + I Insmn[M]m[L]n ( 3) 
1 1 1 1 
The degree of formation of the system. or the average number of li9ands 
bound to the central group, n, is Qefined in Equation(~). 
M N l I nSm)M]m[L]n 
n ~ 
1 1 
:;; ~~~~~~~~~~ 
M N (~) I Imsmn[M]m[1Jn 
1 0 
The frc1.ction of the ligc1.nd 1 a polYl):rotic cl-cid, present as ec1-ch species 
is the ratio of the concentrc1-tiqn of that species to the c1-nalytical 
concentl'atioµ. 
Q. :;; 
C 
(5) 
The absorbance of c1- solution which contains the species L, M, and 
ML is given by Eql).c1-tion (6), where 1 is the path length a,nd e: is m ·n · · · · · · mn 
the molar exti.nction coefficient of species M L • 
m n 
M N 
A~ 1(e:L[L] + e:M[M] + I I emn[MmLn]) 
1 1 
(6) 
CHAPTER II 
LITE~TURE ~VIEW 
The choiee of a method for determining the nUl!lber and composition 
of ;;i.bsovbing species and fo:r computing i;;tl'l.bi],i ty consti:ints from spectra-
photometric data is governed by the compie;x:ity of the system and by the 
1;1Ulllber of e:x:tinctio;n coefficients which can be determined ino.ependently. 
It is diffioul t to interpret measµrements of A and [L] unambiguously 
e:x:cept in the simplest qases. :More satisfactory result$ can be 
obtained in cases where it is possiple to calculate the funcr/;ions n, 
[L] or a, [L] !rom i;;pectrqphotometric data. 
C 
Graphic~l Methods 
A number of methods which are still widely used to determine the 
formulas and stability constants of comple:x:es were first designed for 
the c~se in w~ich only one comple:x: is fanned. The physical property 
most often measured has bee;n optical absorbance although other physical 
properties whiqh involve intensive factors have been used. The method 
of continuous variations was first applied to the formation of comp-
lexes in solution by Job (J) who ~ssumed tnat only one complex was 
present, The experimental parameter used in this method is the dif-
ferenoe, Y1 between some measured physical property of an equilibrium 
mi;x:ture of ligand and central ion in solution and the value the 
property would have if no reaction occurred. A plot of Y versus 
6 
solution composition should have a maxim\UII or minim~m at the mole 
fraction qorresponding to the qomposition pf the comple~ formed if only 
one complex is present (4). lf a system con~ains more than a single 
complex1 the concentration of any !;liven complex will reach a maximum 
at some value of the molar ratio of the reactants that differs fro~ 
that found in the complex (5)~ This method has been used to obtain 
information concerning the formulas of complexes presert in multi~ 
component systems althou~h Vosburgh and, Cooper (4) state tnat caution 
is necessary in such cases since the results obtained depend upon the 
wavelength of light used, Job (3), ijagenmuller (6), Schaeppi and 
Treadwell (7) 1 and Schwarzenbach (8) have described graphical methods 
for calculating the overall stability constant S once the value of n 
n 
has been determined~ These methocts ;:i.re not suitii!,ble for systems in 
which n is greater than one. Watkins and Jones (5) conclude that in 
t:he general case it is impossible to obti;l.in detailed information on a 
system containing several successive complexE)s by the use of the method 
of continuous variations alone. 
The mole-ratio method is of value for obtaining information about 
the composition of comple:,ces in solution although the results must be 
interpreted with care (9, to). Yoe and JQnes (9) showeq that if the 
complex formed is slightly dissociated, a plot of absorbance versus 
mole-ratio, CJCM' for a series of sol.utiorn;; in which CM is kept 
constant and CL is varieq, rises steeply from the origin as a straight 
line for mole ratios below that corresponding to the composition of the 
complex fqrmed, then breaks sharply to a constant absor~ance at the 
mole-ratio of CJICM in the complex. If more than one complex j_s formed, 
and the various comple4es have d:,i.fferent absorption characteristics and 
7 
different formation constants, measurements at different wavelengths 
will reveal their presence by breaks in the mole-ratio plots; even at 
one wavelength significant changes in slo~e indicate the presence of 
different complexes (11)~ The slope-ratio ~ethod ;is similar and is 
restricted to the formation of a single complex (10). The curvature 
of the mole-ratio and continuous variatiops plots have been used to 
calculate the stability constant of a single complex but the results 
are only approximate, These methods have the disadvantage that their 
usefulness depends upon the stability o;f the complex being studied. 
A graphical method for detef'll1ining the number of absorbing species 
is described by Coleman Md Varga (12). Absorbance data is arrangeli in 
matr:,ix fo:rm and various functions are plotted a$si.µning on~, two, or 
three absorping species. The method is based on the rank; of the 
absorbance matrix~ lhe theory of this method will be described in 
detail in a later sect;i.on dealin~ with computer progri:UJ!s, 
A new method for determining the composition o:f comple;x;es of the 
form ML was descr:i..l;1ed in 1960 by Asmµ$ ( 13), Late:r article$ modified 
n 
the method so that it could qe used to determine the composition of 
complexes of the form ML (14, 15), for the complex ML, data for 
m n . m n 
the determination o;f m/n is ol:>tained by varying the excess of the 
reactant M, the concentration of L being maintained const~t. By 
prep[;!.r:i,.ng a second series of solutions in whicn the concentration of M 
is kept constant and in excess, while the concentration of Lis varied, 
data for detennining n is obtained. Using this absorbance data, curves 
are plotted for different values of the ratio m/n. A straight line is 
obtained for the correct value of m/n. The Sc\ltle procedure is then 
repeated to determine n. 
8 
In a review, ;t3jerrwn (16) has pointed oµt that the formation o;f 
comple:)l:e,s :i.n aq'l,leq'l,ls solut:i.on appears to occur in i;;tepwise fash;i.on. 
The nwnber and nat'l,lre o;f complexes formed can sometimes be dedµced ;from 
the shape of the formation cµrve. This is a widely l,lS~d method since 
many experimental techniq'l,les yield data of this t}'Pe (nor a. as a 
C 
function of [L] ) • If the fo:rmation curve has a 1 imi ting val, 1,1e at an 
integral value N of n, then it may be assumed tn.at the highest complex 
present is MLN. It is often impossible to increase the free ligc;tnd 
-concentratiqn tr a value s4ch tnat n becomes constant ;in which case 
;inspection of the formation curve doei;; not immediately indicate the 
number of complexe,s. 
::I:rvin!:J ( :t.7) desc,ribe,s a graphical method for evalu,ating experi-
mental re~ul ts that sl).oul.d fit a 1,inear equation, The principle beµind 
this method i,s to use a coordinate system Sl,lCh that each pair of ob-
servations is used to define a straight line. The various straight 
lines for all the observat;i.ons are thep to intersect in a common point 
whose coordinates are related to the unknown constc;tnts. Irving uses 
this method to calculate the stability of a single complex, ML, from 
spectrophotometric data, 
The most common graphical method for determining stability 
constants is the method of linear plots (18). The equations describ:i.ng 
the system are transformed so that they are 1,inear in the variables 
over a certain range of one of the variables. In this range the 
experimental o.ata can be. plotted as straight lines. Uno.er limiting 
conditions, the intercept of this line on one of the axes, or the 
slope of the line, 9ives a value which may be one of the constants or 
a parameter which is a simple fµ;n~tion of the constant. This method 
9 
has peen used to calculate the stabilitr constants for N ~ 1 and N ~ 2 
where the experimentai data is absorbance, A, a13 a fµnction of CLJ (;19, 
20, 21). 
Interpretation is extremely difficult for 13ystems ;in which three 
or more complexes are fo:rmed. ror these systems extrapolation methods 
described by Newman and Hume (22) are used. They describe a method 
which uses absorbance data for determining successive fonnation 
constants and extinction coElfficients for systems contain;i.ng either 
single or mixed ligand comple:l(:es. · The approach is to assume th,at only 
the first complex exists in solutions of low free ligand concentration 
a,nd detennin;i.ng values of eo, e1, and s1 from measurements in this 
region. These values can then be combined with data for solutions 
which contain slightly higher ligand concentrations to give valuel:;l of 
e2 , S2 and the process repeated for higher complexes. Alternatively, 
values of eN 1 eN-t' and SN can be obtained using solutions of high free 
ligand concentration and the above proced4re reversed. 
A n4IDber of authors have given methods for obtaining stability 
constants by ext:i:iapolation of certain functicms te!;) ze:ro free ligand 
concentration. In each ~ase the function nor a are transformed to 
C 
give polynomials i;n [:i;.,] or [Lr 1 ano. values of the staoihty constants 
can be obta:i.ned by extrapolating these functions to [L] "" 0 or [Lr 1 ~ b, 
The coefficients of these polynomials are the required S. The 
n 
graphical extrapolations reduce the polynomials to N linear equations, 
Reviews of these methods are given by Sullivan and Hindman (23), and 
Rossotti and Rossotti (24). 
The methods of linear plots and extrapolation are:the most usect 
methods for computing stability constants from spectrophotometric data 
10 
of the type A, [L]~ Althougp ~he values of en and ~n may be refined by 
successive approximation, considerabl~ unqertainty often ex;ists in 
stability constants compµted by extrapolation methods (25). More 
satisfactory values may be obtained in cases where it is pqssi,ble to 
calculate the functions nor~ from spectrophotometric data using the 
C 
method of corresponding solutions, The theory of this method will be 
presented in detail in a later seot;iont 
The method of linear plots is also widely used for the analysis o:(' 
the data ii., [L] (24, 25). Another metnod of treating this data is the 
method of curve f;itt;ing. Values of stability constants can be obtained 
by comparing experimental formation curves with curves calculated from 
Equation (4) using different values of S. This method is particularly 
n 
useful for cases in wh;ich one or two complexes are formed. 1f three or 
more complexes are formed, a large number of formation curves would be 
necessary to fit the data and only approximate values of the constants 
would be obtained. 
Computer Methods 
The use of compµters for the determination of the number and nature 
o~ complexes in solution has been quite limited. Matrix rank calcu-
lations for the analysis of absorption spect:i;-a of multi component sy:;;tems 
and contoµr mapping of the absorbance data (three dimensional plotting) 
are the only methods in common usage. 
The original paper dealing with matrix rank analysis was by 
Wallace (26) who applied the method to a system containing organic 
indicators. Several other papers (27, 28, 29, JO) have l:leen p9blished 
using the basic ideas presented by Wallace (26). When large amounts of 
11 
data are obtained, computer calcµlation of the rank of the absorbance 
matrix is necessary. A modification of the original matrix rank 
program is µ 9ed in the present woJ,"k (27). The i;heory of the methoc:l am'l 
the program cl;langes al,"e given in a late)," sec;tion. 
Three dimensional contour plots of absorbance data can be used to 
provide a visual che~ on the rank of the absorbance matrix and to give 
information concerning the composition of the complexe.s in solution (31). 
A plotting program allows points having the relaUonship Z i;: g (X 1 Y) to 
be plotted as a topographic mapping of a three dimensional surface onto 
the X-Y Plane. The wavelength is plotted as the ord;ina,te, concentra-
tion as the abscissa, and al;:>:;iorbance as the contours. By inspection 
the number of peaks and valleys in this plot are obtained and the 
molar ratiol,l of the reactants whe;re they occur give information con-
cerning the nature of the complexes. This program was used by Varga 
and Veatch (31) in the interpretation of the hafn;ium-chloranilic acid 
system. 
The most commonly used method for numerical calculation of stabil-
ity constants in which the number of measured poi.nts exceed the nWI1ber 
of unknown constant9 is the method, o:( least l,lquares (:l-8, 32, ,33, 34, 
35, J6, 37, ,38, 39). The princ:ip,l,e of least 9quares, which is founded 
on the noJ;111al probability equation, says that the best or most probable 
value of a measured quantity is that for which the sum of the weighted 
squares of the residuals is a minimum. The application of this 
principle to curve fitting is e;x:tensively treated by Deming (4:o). '.1'he 
method of least squares does not introdµce any systematic computa-
tional errors. lt g;ives the best set of constants obtainable from the 
data according to the tl;leory of error and it also pe:rmits the 
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c;:alculation of st~dard errors of these constants. The determination 
of many para.meters from a large amount of experimental data using the 
method of least squares leads to verr extensive calculations. Th,ere~ 
fore, little use of this method had been made until rec;en'tly when high.-
speed digital computers became available, 
The least squares condition 1leads to normal eq4ations which can be 
solved by straightforward methods' if the system can be descdbed by a 
function linear in the unknown stability constants. ln studies of 
stepwise complex formation, if the concentration of the central ion or 
one of the complexes has been measured, linear equations usually result. 
Much o! the potentiometric, polarographio, ion exchange, and solvent 
extraction work done on met;;i.l. c;:omplexes has been interpreted using such 
a model which can be solved by a rigorous non-iterative linear least 
squares calculation. 
The application of least squares methods to spectrophotometric 
data usually leads to nonlinear equations in the unknowns, If [L], 
[MJ, ~~' and £M can be de~ermined, a least squafes caiculat;i,on gives 
constants from which S's and extinqtion coeffic~ents can be determined 
(4.1, 4.2, 4.3). However, if only [L], £L' and CM are known, i,he equat;i:ons 
are nonlinear l:Uld difficult to solve. 
If the :('unction relating S's and E:•s is nonlinear in these 
constants, two general approaches for solution are used. Rydber9 (18) 
outlines the Gauss .. Newton iterative·meth,od o;f solution. In order to 
dbtain an equation linel;l:r in the unknowns (S's), the S's a:re repll;lced 
by estimated Vl;llues and their deviations from the true values, The 
function ii:; then expanded in a Taylor series, neglectin9 higher terms, 
and solved for the deviations by the method of least squares. These 
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values of the qeviat;i.ons are used to ol;ita;in better values of the S•s 
and thii; procedure repe~ted µnti1 the deviations of the S's are negl;i. .... 
gible in comparison to the standard er~ors of the stability constants. 
Rabideau and Kline (39) apply this method to the spectrophotometric 
investigation of the hydrolysis of Pu(IV), 
A more systematic method of soJving the system is the method of 
'pitmappin~' described in several papers by Sillen and coworkers (36, 
37, 38). +n this method approximate stability constants are obtained 
by graphical methods. Sillen then considers the function f(S1 , S2 , 
••• , S ). The approximate values are used to stud! how the sum of 
n 
squares (SS) of the residuals vary with the variation of one parameter 
at a time. When tne minimum of ss is found for one parameter, this 
value is retained, and the next p1:1,rameter is varied until a minimum 
of SS is found for that parameter. After S$ has been minimized for 
each parameter in turn, the procedure is started over again, and 
continued in tnis manner until the sum of squares of the residuals is 
a minimum for all parameters, However, there, is no guarantee that a 
true minimum will be reached. Sillen (36) states that this method of 
programming will be applied to spectrophotometric data, which commonly 
give nonlinear equations and several articles have j~st been 
published (44, 45). 
If the spectrophotometric method of investigation is i;he method of 
corresponding solqtions, n, [L] data is obtained. Several papers 
discuss the calculation of successive stability const~ts using forma-
tion function data (1, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50). A review of these methods 
is given by Irving and Rossotti (51). Successive approximations, 
solution of simultaneous equations, interpolation at half n values, 
~chwarzenbach's ~raphical Method, correction-term method 1 and least 
squares are some of the techniques reviewed in this paper. Most of the 
recent work has been done µsing least sqµares. 
Graphical methods for determining the nµrnber and nature of species 
in solution are general,ly applicable only to simple systems. However, 
the mole-ratio method, Coleman and Varga's species number method, and 
the straight-line method of Holme q11q Langmyhr giv~ valuable infonna~ 
tion i:( the rn.unber of absorbing speci,e,s is three or less. Gri:!Phical 
methods !or determining stabilities are even further restrioted because 
of the necessity for dete;nn;i.ning e~tinction coefficients as well as 
stability constants, Usually only a.pp:ro:x:imate constants can be 
obta;i.ned. 
The computer methods most widely used are matrix rank and least 
squares cal culat.ions. ;Matrix rank; analysis is an excellent way to 
determine the mµnber of species in a .:;1olution, ;from spectrophotomei;,r;i.c 
data. Linear least squares and iterative calculations are success:ful 
;in s;i,mp]..e systems. For spectrophotometric ~i;!Jysis of' multi component 
systems the method of corresponding solutions is sµper;i.or to other 
techniques. This method gives formation function data which can be 
analyzed using linear least squares if the complexes are mononuclear. 
If polynuclear comple:x:es are formed, nonlinear least squares and 
iterative techniques must be used. 
'.l'in,...Pyrocatechol Viplet 
Many new reagents for colorimetry have been introduced ;in the past 
few years b~t very few have been applied to the determination of tin. 
Sandell (52) describes reagents available now as generally 
unsat;i,sfactory in sens;i,tivi,ty and specificity. Dithiol (52) is con-
sidered the most useful, although there are sever~l articles describing 
methods using phenylfluorone (53, 54, ?5). The procedure published 
recently by Ross and White (2) using pyrocatechol violet (pyroca;techol 
sulfonphthalein or 3, 3', 4 1 -trihydro;xyfuchsone-2"-sulfonic c;1.oid) Ji.s a:, 
sensitive and less subject to error than the above priocedures. Their 
results indicate that py~ocate~hol violet (PCV) forms complexes with 
Sn Cl;V) and not Sn (I;[)• No infqrmat;i,on is given rega,rdi:n,g the sta-
bilities of these complexes. 
PCV was first obtained in a pure state in t954 by Vodak and 
Leminger (56) who prepared it by the conden:,ation of o~sulfoqenzoic 
anhydride with pyrocatechol,. It is a reddish.-brown crystalline powder 
which is readily soluble in water and aqueous ethanol, but insoluble 
in nonpolar solven-t;s like ethe;i;-, ben~ene, and xylene. ,An aqueous 
solution of PCV is yellow witn the inpicator present as a singly 
ohariged anion owing to the ionization of the sulfonic acid group, 
Off 
OH 
PCV 
PCV shows acid-base indicator :properties with cc:»lor tw~ns:id;iops in both 
acidic and- alkaline meqia, S!;!veral eqt,t:ll :i.briii involving c;ti.ssocjation 
of hydro;xyl protons have been describea hr Suk and Malat (57). Ter-
and quad:riivalent cations form complexes with PCV in acidi,c and alkaJine 
media whereas divalent catiQns, as a rule, form complexes only in 
alkaline media. Numerous procedures involving the use of PCV as an 
indicator in cpelatometric titrations (57) as well as its use as a 
spectrophotometric reagent fo~ zirconium (58), iron (59), vanadium (60), 
:yttrium (6;t), scandium (62), and other mE:!_tal,s have been published 
recently. Very li. ttle information concE)rning the stabil i ti.es of the 
complexes formed is gi,ven~ 
Cf!AP1l'E;R I I I 
MATRIX ~N~ ANAL¥SIS 
The first step in the computer an~lysis of absorption speotra is 
to dete:r;,mine the nµmber p;t' abso:rbing species in solution. fi. method was 
developed by Walla~e (26) to find the nurn9er of components that con-
tribute to tne · absorption spectrum of a mul t;i. component system. The 
only assumption involved is that Beer's law is valid fqr each compon-
ent. The absorption i;ipec:rt;;ra of: a ser:i,ei;i 9£1 i,ol ui;ioqs in whi GP exist a 
number of absorbing species whose relative concentrations change f:,;om 
one solution to tne next are measured, The changes in ooncentration 
c~n be accomplished, fo:r exa,m11le, by o):1.ap.gin9 the ligand concentration 
in the formE1,tion of inorganic complexes or t);le pH of solutions Gon-
taining organi~ indici:J,tors, Beer,' s 1 aw :fo;r & m4l ti component system is 
given by Equation (7): 
m 
AA.j ::,: l e:,.,k cl<.j (7) 
k:::a1 
where 
·'\j is the absorbance at wavelength A in th,e .th J experiment, 
eA.k is the extinction coefficient o:( the kth compon~nt at 
wavelength\, 
. .th . t Ckj is the concentration of qomponent kin the J experimep ,and 
mis tne total number of: components. 
t7 
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Equation (7) 1 'f:ron1 tqe cle;finit:i,on of·.matrix ritultiplioation 1 can be 
written in more compact form where A is a p x n matrix~ B :j.s. a p x m 
matrix, &nd C is am x n matrix. 
A::: BC (8) 
pis the numbEJr of different wavelengths and n is the nuipber of experi-
ments. The rank, R, of a matrix is defined as the order of the largest 
nonzero determinant that can be obtained from the elements of the 
matrix. S;i.nce a nonzero determinant requires that the rows and columns 
be linearly independent, the riink. of a matrix is determined by the 
maximum nµmbe;r of linearly independent rows and co].umns. Tnerefore, 
the rank of a matrix gives the number of linearly independent 
components. 
In general, determinants derived from the B matrix are n(:>n-zero, 
irrespective of order. The rank of the concentration matrix, tperefore, 
determines the rank of the corresponding A matrix. lt ;is a standard 
theprem that if matrix A is o;f rank R, then A contains R linearly ;inde-
pendent variables with any variables in excess of ll being ~inearly 
dependent. For a given system, the following rEJlation is valid with C 
enumerating the number of components in the system and P the number of 
relationships iUJ1Png them. 
P + R:;;; C (9) 
Since in an open system the cpncentrations of the components are varied 
arbitrarily, no relationships are present between different components 
and R = c. 
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General Outline of Method 
The compute:r methoo. of determining the ran)< of an absorbance 
matrix described l;>y Wl:lllc;tce and I<atz (27) is an objective analysis 
l;>~sec;i on standa:p:l, 13tati,stical ~riteria. '.fhe method consists of setting 
up, in addition to the absorJ:>ance matrix A, another matrix S.whose 
elements, S .. , are tne estimated errors eif A... A ;is then :reduced l:)y a lJ lJ 
series of row and column operations to an equiv~lent reduced matrix, 
whose elements below the principal diagonal are all zero, Elements of 
.the error matrix S a:re transfo;i:"llled to an equivalent reduced matrix, 
during the reduction of A, by computing new values of Sij based on the 
propagation of errors in the reduction, of A. The :rank of A ts then 
determineµ oy a divect compc;1.rhon of the Gc;>r:respon,d),ng elements on the 
principal <:liaponals of the :reo:µced A and, S matrices. Tne criteria used 
is that a principal diagonal element of the reduced A matrix is nonzero 
if its absqlute value is equf1.l to or greate;r, than i;hree times the 
absolute value of the corresponding principal diagonal element of the 
reduced S matrix, The num9er of statistically nonzero rows in i;he 
reduced A matrix ;is the ran.le or the numl;>er of ind~pendent componE:lnts 
in the system, Jn other words, components are counted only when their 
contril:)ution to the magnitud~ of the ma~rix elements exceeds the experi-
mental errorf 
Detailed Desc~iption of Method 
The A matri.:x: is pivoted by an interchange of i;-<;>ws and columns to 
place the elements whose absolute value is the largest in the 1,1 
position. The S matrix is transformed by the same row-column inter-
changes used in A~ The resulting A matrix is then transformed to A' by 
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the operation given by Eciuation ( 10) performed on all except the first 
row. 
A!. ~ A .. ( 10) 
1r J l.J 
This operation makes all el~ments in the first column zero except for 
the first element. 'l'he S matdx is i;ransfo:nne(l to S 1 , accordin!J to 
the theory fo~ the propagatiqp qf errors in the elementary operations 
perfonned on the A matri~, by i;~e operation given in equation (11), 
t2 2 GAuj· 2 GAi~ .- 2 CA.1A;i,0~- % S ! . = S. . + ·\ . A_ + S. l A. _J _ ,i. s, l - l. 2 J. - ( 11) 1 J ;tJ J 11 l. 11 · ,,_ A -- ' 11 
The reascm :for pi vot~ng the mf;ltr:i..;x; to place the lc:trgest elements on the 
diagona;l i$ to minimize the rate of propa1Jat:.ion of errors. W;i,th thi.s 
2 2 2 
arrannement, the qoefficients of S, ., s.1, and 511 on the right of ;;, +:J + 
Equation (11) Gan never e~ceeli one, and the value of an element ins• 
after an operation cannot e:x;c;ieed twice the valµe of the largest of the 
elements ip S that goes into its cal~ulation, 
The sul;n!'latrices fonned by deleting tp.e first row and colµmn of A' 
ancl S' are then treai;ed $imUarlY to give A" and S". '.!,'his process is 
repea~ed until all the elements of the transfonn,ed A matrix below the 
principal diagonal are eqµal to zero. Jt is then only necessary tq 
compare ele;::ments on the prindpal diagonals of the transfo:nned A and S 
matrices to o.etermine the nwnber of statistic.ally nonzero rows, anq, 
therefore, to find the e:i1Peri111ental ran~, 
E;r:ror Matrix S 
Early workers in this area (26, 27) asstl,llled a constant error for 
all Aij• Bowever, Va~ga and Veatch (31) cles~ribe a method for 
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calculating the standard error of the absorbance, S .. , as a function of 
l, J 
the photometric err9r and the measured absorbances, A ..• '.!.'he relation 
' ' '' l.J 
between relative concentration error, Ac/c, in a photometric 
me1:1,surement and tne photometric er;ror, 6.T, where C is the concentration 
and Tis the tva~sniittance, is given by Equation (12'). 
6c o.43429 6.T 
C = T log T (12) 
From this equa.t~on and the generalized Beer's law relation, the 
following expression for th.e standard error of the absorbance? S .. , 
l. J 
can be derived. 
s .. r::: o. 434:29 x 6l' x ant:i.log A .. 
l.J l.J 
( 13) 
For a given photometric e;t"ror, AT, S~J· is a minimum for A .. in the 
... l. J 
range 0.2 to o.8 ab.:iorbance units. Fc;,:r example, using 6.T = 0.005, 
S .. :.: 1.37% of A .. if A .. = Q.5. '.!.'his approach is much, more reasonable 
l.J l.J l.J ' 
than that of assuming a constant error rega.rdless of the size of A ..• l. J ' 
Fortran Progra111 
Wallace and Katz (27) wrote a computer program to perform the rank 
calculations when large amounts of datA were used. This was a Fortran 
prog:ram for an I~M 704 c;iomputer. Varga and Veatcn (31.) modified this 
program for use on an IBM 70~0. A copy of th.is program was obtained 
and several changes were made so that the program could be used on the 
IBM 360. 
The mqst important change was the conversion of the entire program 
to doµble precision. SinGe the progrwn involves a series o! row i;i.nd 
column operations on rather large matrices, it was necessary to use 
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doul;lle precision a:rithmei;ic to avoid ;roundoff errav (6J). The input 
statements we;re changed to mall;e them compatible wj.tn the amount of data 
obtained in this wo;rk. AU elements 1 A .. and S .. , below the p:rincip1=1-l ;LJ ;LJ 
diagonals in the reduced A and S matrices were supposed to be set equal 
to zero as described in Equations (10) and (11). However, an element 
opcasionally was not set equal to zero in the original program. This 
was qo~rected when the other changes were made. 
In the or~gina,l prog;ram the eJ,.ements below i;.he principal diagonal 
in the last column, the j th column, of the reduced A and S matrices 
were not set equal to zero. Therefore, the program could not dete;nnine 
the rank of A if the rank was equal to the number of columns j. This 
wa.s qorrected by interchanging the elements in the last column of the 
i;-educed A and S matrices to place the maximum elements on the principal 
diagonals an4 then setting the elements below the diagonals to ~ero. 
The rank of A can now be determined if the ranK is less than or equal 
to the number of columns in the A matrix. 
Detailed Description of Program 
N, the number of experiments, L, the number of wavelengths, and 
CRIT, the criterion foi;- settin~ A elements to zero are read in first~ 
rhe absorbance data, V(l,J), is read next. Since the program is 
written in douple precision, the next step is to convert the absorbance 
data to double precision, T:td~ y~e.lds i;he absorbance matrix, A( I, J). 
The first step in the rank catculation is to calculate the error 
matrix, s, and write i;h,e original A an,d S m~trices. Tlw A and S 
matrices are then pivoted, reduced, and sub~pivot elements set to zero. 
This completes the reduction of i;he two ma,trices, Then the e:icperimental 
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rank is determined by comparing corresponding elements on the principal 
diagonals of the A and$ matl;"i,ces. The rank of A(I,J) plus the reduced 
A ~d S matrices are written out in the final steps of the program, 
The r~k calo'll,lation ia ~n a DO loop whic).1 allows the photometric 
error to be varied from 0.001 to 0,01 in increments of 0,001. The rank 
;is calculated for each value of the photo~etric error. By remov~ng the 
DO statement, the experimental rank canoe calcula~ed with a particular 
photometric error, A flow chart of the pr<:>g;r;;;mi and a listing of the 
program w;i.th a t¥,Pioal dai,>a set is given ;in Appendix A, 
CHAPfE:R IV 
~P~CIE$ N~ER 
A graphical ~ethod for qetermintn~ the µumber of species in solµ~ 
tion from spectrophotometric d~ta is described Pf Colemanl Va,rga, and 
Mastin (12), The metho~ is based upon the rank of an absorbance matrix. 
In this m(;lthod abso:rbanoe cj.ata is Arranged in matrix fo:rm ano. var;ious 
functions of the absorba,nce data are plotted for the cases of one~ two, 
distinction is made betw~en c~ses in which there are restrictions on 
the stoichiometry, such as the condition th~t tpe sum ot the concen-
t:1;ations o;f toe absorb:ins;J ~eoies :Ls constant 1 ancJ case1;1 in which there 
are no restrictions on the sto:ichiornetry. l'he method ~s simple to 
apply when the amol,ln,t of o.ata is sma:U. However, the calculations an\i 
plotting are time consuming for larger amounts of data. Computer 
methoo.s for hWl~Ung· the data a:re needed. 
'rheory 
Spectrophotometric measurements provide a powerful means for 
examining interactions amoqg s\lb13tances in solution, Tl:le information 
obtained in typ~cal e:x:p(.'lrim~nts c<;msists of g:rcWhs o:f absorbance A at 
wavelengths i :f9r a series of solut~on qompositions j. This informa-
tion can be displ.ayec;l as a matrix A with elements A .. or in Fortran ]. J 
notation A(InJ). The matri;x: A is a rec;tangul.a:i:' array of numbers. 
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A;1.1 A'.!-2 A13 
A !j; A2;1. A22 A2J ( 14;) 
AJ1 AJ2 AJJ 
A mat;rix of i rows and j c;:ol wnnl'! is :;;;aic;l to be of order i x j. When 
i ::;; j, as in matrix A, the matrix is of orq.er j. A det,erminant can be 
defined as a square array of nwnbers that is evaluated accopding to a 
certain ru·1e. The or!ler of a dete:rminant is the number of rows (or 
col urnns). The l"'";rgest o.etermini;J.nt that c1;1.n be :formed f:ro1t1 a sqqare 
matrix is of the same order as the origin1;1.l matrix as shown in 
Equation ( 15). 
_Au A12 A13 
dErtTA] = A21 A22 A23 ( ;1.5) 
A31 A,32 A33 
Othe~ det~:rminants can be formed from the original ~e,e;nninant by 
deletinQ an equal n\.!.fflber of rows and columns, Nine second order 
(formed by deleting one row 1:md one colwnn) and nine :first order 
determinant~ (fprni.ed by deleting two rows and two columns) can be 
obtained from the thirci o;rde:r d,etermi.nant in Equation ( 15), For 
exani~le, three second order detel"lllinants are: 
st st delete 1 row, 1 column yields 
st nd • 1 delete i · row, 2 column yie ds 
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st rd delete l row, 3 ·· coll.WlrJ. yields 
A21 
The following theorem will be ~sed in the derivations to follow~ 
Given the point.s X;;;: (a,b), Y:;;: (c,d) 1 i:Utd Z:;: (e,f) ~s shown in 
li'i~ure i, the yalµe of the determinant, lo I, is rela:t;ed to the a:,;-ea of 
triangle AXYZ by Equation (l6). The determinants used in the one 1 two, 
and three species cases will be shown it;o be of the aoove type. Tne 
proof of tqis theorem is given in many sti:Uldard mathemati~s texts (64)~ 
a b 
d ). 
e ;f 1 
lol ~ 2 x AREA (6XYZ) (16) 
One Absorbing Spee,ies-..-No Restric:.tions 
on $toi9hiometry 
If the matri~ A is of rank R, where R is the pumber of independent 
absorbing species, then each determinant IA .. I of order Rtl must vanish. 1J 
The value of the transpose of a determinant i~ the same as the value of 
the determinant, 
0 
y 
Fi,gu:re +• 
y 
X . 
'·~~ 
(t,f) . 
l 
X 
R~la~ion~~ip ~etwe~n Triru.-ig~~ 
· XYZ ano. lol , 
Fi~;i-e 2"' f;r~angle XYZ tor One' 
~o~o~qing Spe~i~$ 
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A11 A21 
= (:) 
A'.1-2 A.22 
(18) 
A.1;1. A21 l 
A12 A2g 1 ..,. 0 (19) 
0 0 Q 
This i~ a ease a;f Equation ( i6) with Ol'l-Er set of points at the origin a$ 
shown in Figure 2. The value of the dete:rmin~t must be ~ero if one 
species ;is absorbing, so lo! :;:; 2 X .AllE;.f\(6Xrz) == O. The only way thi:;i 
could l;>e true is f(;)r the i!iFea pt /J;X"'{Z ;::; o. Tll,is can occur on~y it 
points X and, Y UE1: on a 1:1tra;i.g:trt: line tbroµgh tp.e a:i;-igin, If the (X, Y) 
points are piotted, a st~aigh~ line through ttie origin for each waver,, 
length pair will be ob~ained only if one species is absorbin~-
(A:J,",l. ,A21) 
(A12'.A,22) 
,,, 
If more than one speci~s is ~bso~bing, tpen ~he value of the determinapt 
in Equ;!ltion (17) is not neoessarily equai to zerq and straight lines are 
not obtained~ fhe ~bsorbance at one wav~length is pl~tted against the 
absorban,ce ~t each, 0th.er wavel,eng'th, A referenc;e wavehmgth, usually o:f 
maximum absorbance, i~ useo.r A se:ries of i ~traigl?.t Hnei, passing 
through the origin with the nW)lbe~ of points on e~ch line equal to the 
number of solutiol'J. compo~itioni j is obtained wh~n the data are from a 
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on Stoichiometry 
When ri1:U1k R:;;:2, e~oh qete:rminant ot ~pder, must vani~h, 
AH. Ai2 AtJ 
A21 A22 iA-2.3 ;;: 0 (20) 
A,1 A.32 A',3 
To pµt the dete;i:-mina:nt in Eq~a.tio1:1 (~O) in a form $\litable ;for g;i;,apl'lica,l 
1 1 1 
A21 A2? A23 
..........., 
.......... 
-
~;1.1 ~,,~ ~;f.J 
:;;: 0 
'., 
"'-:n. A.3~ A,3' 
~ .,........ 
-
A.11 A;1~ A13 
faking tpe transpose of E~~ation (21) yield~ Equation (22). 
A2i A.31 
- -
A~1 Alt 
A22 A.32 
0 (22) ;; 
,....,..,.-
1 
A;!.2 A12 
1 
,A~, A,3,3 
~ 
-
"\, ,,, ,A1,3 
Int~rch~~inq column$· J-p. Equation (22) yield$ ttie form used for 
plotting~ Equation (?.3) res~;riat~ the folJpwing (X,Y) points to a 
straight Une becaus!;l it i1:1 of the S!;Ulle :t'or,n as the dete:rrninant in 
Equation ( 16) ~ 
,A21, A31 
t 
~ ~ 
A'.J,1 ~11, 
A;:i2 A.3~ 
;,,:1, ;:: Q 
~ ~ 
"\? A;1,2 
~~.3 A.3.3 1 
~ ~ 
At.3 A1~ 
$inc;;e the vaiue of the determi;nani;. equals ~e;ro 1 the a:re·a of 6XYZ in 
I 
.30 
(2.3) 
Figure 1 must equal ~epo. fhil:! can oc~u~ only if the points X, ~' and Z 
1,h on a str~d.ght li!Je.. '.Phis line will 0011tain pc;,;i.nts ;fo;r:, othel" !;lol~"' 
tion G9mpositions, (A~j/A1 j , A3j/A1j), Xherefore, a plot ot a~so;rpance 
ratios; involving t'1,ree d;i.t:ferent wave,J,e:ngtns prgvides a:··te~t a~ to 
.n 
Three Al;:isor'l:)ing Speeie1;1 ...... No Restr~ctions 
9rder 4 mu~t vanish, Pividing each column of a fourth 9rde~ det~rminant 
1 1'.' 1 1 
A21 A22 
\ :·. 
,A2J A~4 
-
~ 
- -
A11 A;12 A:1;3 A:1,4 
A:n. A.'.32 A.'.3~ ,A,'.34 ,., 0 (24) 
--
.,....,..,.. ~ ~ 
A'l.1 A:t.2 
.i\1~ A14 
~\l .i\42 A4.3 A44 
..,_..,... ~ ~ 
A;t.;1, ~\2 s'\.3 A:!.4 
Su'l:)tracting the f~rst co\UUtn from each of the other col~mns, exp~nding 
Along th~ firs~ ~ow, and dividing each ~ow by its last element yi~lclls 
Equati9n (25), The genera:J. :form b g;ive:n in Equation (26), 
Ai1A~2""A1~A21 A AuA2, -.A11.;l21 A;t.4 l'* 1 
x- ~~ 
1\:1A24""'A14A21 A12 
. ! 
, A11A24""A1'.t~21: A:,.J 
A:1,1 A.32""Al2A.l1 A'l.4 A:1, 1 AJ.3..,A:1,.3"'-.31, .i\14; 
;1 0 (25) ::;: 
. ;ic -- '' x-
A:1,,1 A.34 .,.,A~!,1/;3 :1 A . :12 .. .' A:1tA;34""'\1/.3:1 A1,3 
•\ 1A-1,i,~ -A;t.2A41 "\4 A1i~4:f".\1.3At.i:1 A14 
:1 ;JG; ......,..... ::x:-
Au A44 "'"'-:t4 A41 A:1.2 A:1,;1.A44'1"A14A411, .I\, 
32 
x1, 
y 1 
. ·1 
x~ x2 1 = 0 (~6) 
x3 y 1 3 
Using Equation (16) ag~in, it is seen that if a system contains three 
absorbing species a fl;Ullily of straignt Hnes is obtained .. '.l'he number of 
lines obtained is j, the number of solution compositions, with i points 
~m e~ch line. ~ince 21.U values of X contai:q the te:rm A11/-1\2 and all 
values of Y contain the term 114/A13 , the simplified elements of tne 
determinant given in Equation (27) will als;o 9ive li;near plots which dif ... 
fer only in slope from the plots obtained using Equation (~5)~ 
A11A,l3 ... A1JA31 
AHA,)4'""A11/3.1 
~\1!\3.,.A1;/\1 
1 
1 
"' 0 (27) 
Since there may be many possible wavelength cornbina~ions if datc1. are 
available at a la;rge number of wavelengths, the number of cJ111binations 
; ! 
chosen for graphica;I. disp;Lay is usually limited as :follows: · (ia) for one 
species, values pf A . versus A .. , i Im, are plotted where mis a wav&,. 
rnJ 1r J 
lE!n9th o·f maxim1,1m absorbance; (1;>) ;for·two spei:::ies 1 A ./A . versus mJ nJ 
A .. /A ., i #morn, are plotted where mis defined as above and n is 1J nJ · 
any other wavelength; (c) for three species, (A Ai ~A A. )/ 
mx y my ix 
;3 
(.i\, A .... A A. ) versµs (A A. ,..,.A .A. )/(A A .... A A. ) , t i m, j /. x~ y, 
mx :,,.z mz lX · m:ic: lJ mJ l:)!: m;,r ;i,.z mz :qc 
or z are plotte<i, whe:re m is c\efinecl as above and ~' y 1 and z- are three 
arbitrary (bi.rt; fixed) i;iolut:i.on composil-:i,ons" 
on .Sto:i,chiometry 
Up to this point no r'1!st;rictions have been :i,mposed upon solutior. 
geneJ"al but for certain cases interpretation is ea1::1ier when there are 
restrictions on the stoichiometry~ 
Spectra of metal comple;x:e1:1 are often repo:i:-ted for a. series of solu .... 
tions prepared by varying the li~ancl concentration at constant 
sto;ichiometric concentration of the metal ion such that the siun of tbe 
concentrations of the absorbing spec;ies is equal to a constant, Consider 
N 
a series of complex ;ions, ML, where n ~Oto N~ Let t ML equal the 
n n~o n 
constant stoichiometric concentratione Assume ~hat t~e ~onceqtrations of 
two absorbing spec;ies are related as shown in Eqµation (28), 
[l] + [II] ~ C 
If the path lengtl:l i1;1 one cent;imete;r, the abso;rbance is given by 
Equation ( 29) • 
A~ c1 [1] + 'II [11] 
;= fll(C'"" [I!]) + CU [II] 
: e~c + (fllI ... e1 ) [11] 
(28) 
(29) 
Using Fortran notation, the absorbance a~ wavelength At in solutions J 
and JB, where J is any solution and Ja is a reference solution, is given 
by Equations (JO) and (31). Similar equations can be written for wav~ 
length Am anq solutions J and JB. Subtracting Equ~tioQ (J1) from 
Eq_uation (JO) and Equation (33) from Equation (J~) yields E;quations (34-) 
~nd (35), which give upon division the final fonn used for plotting. 
A A1 A 
A0 .. 1 , J) = 
E) 1 C + (ep - e 1) Cn\ I I . (JO) 
\ A1 A A-CX1 ,JB). ;::,,C C + (en .. E: 1) [r;r]JB I I (J;l) 
A A "-
A(A , J) :;: C m 
m I C + (C;r~.., em) I [rr]J 
A A A 
A(A ,JB) ;:; C m C rl- ( cl~ .. Cm) [J;'.IJ JB m I I (33) 
A(\ ,J) I':" A( A1 , JB) 
A1 A1 . . 
[n:] JB) = (en ... £1 ) (Ln] J ... (34-) 
"- A 
A(A ,J) .,. A(A ,JB) = (er; ... c1m)([rr] 3 .. [rrJ 3~) m m (35) 
.., A()... ,JB)) 
m 
(36) 
A plot of A(A1,J) ~ A(\1 ,JB) at A1 versus the corresponding 4ifferences 
at oth,er wavelengths y;ielo.s a strl:1-ight Une through the origin w;j.;tn. the 
' 
number of points on Ela9h line equal to the number of soluti.;>n composi ... 
,. 
tions J. The number of wavelength pairs determines the number of lines 
obtained. Thi~ is the same fo;nn as the case of pne spe~ies absorbing 
with no restrictions on the sioichiometry-
on Stoicbiometry 
In a closed ~ystem, the total conceqtpation of the SE;ive:i:-al com:po .. 
nents :remains cqnsitant~ Tllere:t'ore, P in Eq'l.lation (9) is eqµal to one. 
If a system contaips three absorbing species, the sum of whose concen~ 
trations is a constant, then the rank R shoµld equal two~ A de~ivation 
similar to that shown for two absorbing species with restrict~ons on the 
si:;oichiomet:ry yields equations which reduce to .. the same :form as the two 
species case without re~t:rictions~ I straight lines, not through the 
origin? with J points <:>n each Une are obtained from a system containing 
three absorbing species if the following (X,Y) points are plotted~ 
A ( LM2 2 J) .. ,I\ ( L}m 1 JB) 
ACLM1, J) .. .A.(LM1, JB) 
A(I,J) - A(I,JB) 
A(:L;M:t, J) .. .A( LM1, JB) (37) 
U1;1.and LM2 are two a:rbitl'a:ry (but fixed.) re;ference wavelengths and JB is 
a reference ,sO:lut.;i.on. 
ln typical e~per!ments it is usefµl to e;xplore many more possible 
' 
combi11ations of apsc::,r'l:>ance data than is feasi1;:>le by des;k calcµ~ation .. 
A;Lso, the gl"aphical method,s g;i,ve no objective meaeure of the: :linearity 
· of the functions plotted. Therefore, a computer program wai;; 1 ~ritten to 
test each data set for linearity assu,ming one, two, and three absorbin~ 
~pecies :for either cons;tant or nonconstant stoichiometry. ';Phis :program 
fits the best least squares straigllt Une through each e;Iata $et, calcu ... 
lates the intercept and slope of each line, gives a measure of the 
gooc;lness .. of~fit, and plots both the experimental and calculated lines for 
,36 
each case. The aQsorbance data pl4s various control parameters, which 
determi~e the model to be used, are the only input data re~uired, Sev• 
(;lral e;icamples using this program are given in a reGent pape;r (i2). 
General Pescription of Program 
The program is lq"itt(;ln in Fortran IV and was originally used on an 
IBM 7040. The entire program was converted to double precision for use 
on an IBM )60~ l'he program consists of a ~ain program and three sub~ 
routines. Th,e ma:in program readi;; in the absorbance datiil, calculat.es the 
(X,Y) functions to be plotted, performs a least squares curve fit on 
these c;lata, and p:rints o1ll1l; the experimental c;lata plu$ the calculated 
~uantities, such as the slope and intercept of the best straight line 
through the data, the stano.ard deviation of each point, and the goodness-
of-fit parameter, fhe subroutines are a plot routine which plots the 
e;,cperimental and calculated curves, a small subroutine called by the plot 
subprogram to perfo;i;'M certain calculations, and a matri~ inversion 
routine called by the main prog;ram during the least squares calculation~ 
Detailed Description of Program 
.All elements of each arriay are set equal to zero first, ·Then 
M~IZE, the ma~imum si~e polynomial which can be used in the least 
squares curve fitting procedure, SJZE, the size polynomial to be used, 
and NCONT~ the number of models or polynomials to be tried are read 
next. The values of CONTL, which det~rmine if the coefficients of the 
polynomials are to be fixed or calculated, are read in next. The initial 
values of the BETAS are then read in as zeros, The heading for the out~ 
put table, HEAD, the title for the plot, TITLE, the ordinate label, MOP, 
37 
the abscissa label, TAB1, the symbols to 'be used on the plpt, NCH, an,d 
the name of the system being studied are the next data input. MM, the 
number of solution compositions or exper'iments, .. L, the number of wave ... 
lengths, LM, LM1, LM2, wavelengths of maximum absorbance, JB 1 JB1, JB2, 
refer~nce solutions, and NSTOIC, a parameter which is one if non~ 
constant stoichiometry is aS1swned or zero for constant stoichiometry, 
are read in next, IfER and IT1 are parameters which determine which 
number o! species case is to be tried. After the error parameter, DELT, 
is re1;1.d, the final data input is the absorbance ar,ray, C(I ,J). 
+he absorbance data is converte~ to double precision and stored in 
A(J,J). ITER is initially one, two, or three~ If ITER is one, Equation 
(19) is ui;.;ed to calcula;te XA(LM,J) and );"A(I,J) for the one i;ibsorl:ling 
spe~ies case. lf ITER equals two and NS;[OIC is one, Equation (2J) is 
used to calculat.e (X, Y) points for two absorbing spec;ies with no 
rest:i;-ictions on the stoichiometry,. However, if ITER is two and NSTOIC 
is zero, Equation (J6) is used for two s~ecies with :i;-estrictions on the 
stoichiometry. If lTER is three and NSTO~C is one, Equation (27) is 
used for three spe~ies with no restrictions on the stoichiometry. If 
ITER is three and NSTOIC is zero, Equation (37) is used to ca~culate 
(X,Y) points fo:i;- three apsorbing species with restrictions 9P the 
stoichiometry~ After each of these cases, the program branchs around 
the other c;ases~ IF statements at the end of the program allow a return 
to this part of i;he program to try each case in tu:i;-n if desired. 
The next step in the program i~ to calculate XMIN and XMAX for the 
p~ot routine$ After this, the best least squares straight line is cal~ 
culated for the e:x;perimental (X,Y) data~ The values of the BETAS, 
coefficients of the polynomial fit, and their standard deviations, PEV, 
;8 
are calculated and written out~ SMIN, the goodness~of-fit parameter, is 
calculated nexte SMIN is defined as the sum of the weighted squares of 
the deviations, s, divided by t.he degrees of freedom, DF. 
The heading for the output table, the experimental (X,Y) points, 
weight of the data, calculated Y (YHAT), DEV, s, and SMIN are written 
outQ YMIN and 'YMAX for the plot are then calculated~ Since all calcu~ 
lai;ions were performed in double precision, the next step is tq convert 
all the data to single precision before the experimental and calculated 
(X,Y) points are plottedQ This least squares curve fitting procedure 
followed by the plot routine is repeated for each wavelength for a par~ 
ticular number of absorbing speciess 
For example, assume an unknown system contains either one or two 
absorbing species with no restrictions on the stoichiometrys XA and YA 
functions are calculated for each wavelength and solution composition 
using Equation (19)o Then, at each wavelength the best straight line 
through the points is calculated and the experimental and calculated 
curves are plottede The program then returns a,nd calculates new XA and 
YA functions at each wavelength using Equation (2J)o The least squares 
curve fit and plotting procedure is repeated at each wavelengtho In 
most cases, the best model (one or two absorbing species) caJil be deter.., 
mined by visual inspection of the curves for each wavelengths If not, a 
comparison of the goodness=of=fit parameters yields the best fitQ A 
flow chart and listing of this program plus a typical data set is given in 
Appendix B~ 
CHAPTER V 
CORRESPONDING SOLUT~ONS 
It is difficult to interpret measurements of A and [L] unambigu-. 
ously, except in the simplest cases. Graphical methods described 
earlier can be used for N = 1 and in some cases for N == 2 i:f one or more 
extinction coefficients can be determined independentlye Although the 
values of S and C may be refined by successive approximation, consid-
n n 
erable uncertainty often exists in constants obtained by e;xtrapolation 
methods. More satisfactory values Gan be obtained in cases where it is 
possible to calculate n, [L] values from spectrophotometric data~ 
Method of Corresponding Solutions 
Rearranging Equation (4) gives Equation (J8)~ 
(J8) 
For a series of "corresponding" solution13 having the same (unknown) 
values of n and [L] but containing different total concentrations o:f M 
and L, a plot of CL versus CM should be a straight line of slope n and 
intercept [L] (25). The correspondence between two or more :solutions 
can be established using any property that is a function of ,the free 
ligand concentration only~ This method can be used only for systems in 
which CL~ [L] differs appreciably from both CL and ze~o~ The corre-
sponding solution function, E~ is defined in Equation (39), where A is 
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the absorbance, 1 is the path length, CL is the extinction coefficient 
of the ligand, and CL,CM are the total ligand and total metal 
concentrationsa 
E = (,39) 
Substitution of Equations (2), (3), and (6) in Equation (39) yields the 
following expression which shows that Eis a function of the free ligand 
concentration only9 
~(~ - n~ )S [L]n 
n L n [ J E = ------~ ;,= f( L ) 
S [L]n 
n 
(L,i,o) 
If the value of Eis the same throughout a series of solutions which 
contain different total concentrations of Mand L, the value of [L] must 
also be the same, provided that only mononuclear complexes are formed 
(25) Q 
The experimental procedure is to measure the absorbance of a series 
of solutions containing different total concentrations of Mand L0 Eis 
then calculated according to Equation (39)0 Plots of E versus CL for 
each CM' as shown in Figure 3, are interpolated at chosen E values to 
obtain pairs of values of CL and CM for corresponding solutionso Then 
linear plots of CL versus CM are made (Figure /,i,) and values of n and [L] 
are obtained from the slope and intercept of each line. 
One serious limitation of this method is that it cannot be used if 
polynuclear complexes exist in solutiona From the relation CL= [L] 
+ nCM' n is given by Equation (L,i,1)0 
Figure Js Co~respondin~ Solutions Function 
E Versus CL at Constant CM 
c,. 
Figure 4:., Plot of CL Versus CM f'or Determining 
n~ [L] Values 
(41) 
When dinuclear or higher polynuclear complexes are present in solution, 
the expression for (_c,::L/~M\ contains [M] and the extinction coeffi .... 
cients of the different complexes® Therefore, the derivative depends on 
CM and at a constant value of the intercept on the CL axis, the calcu~ 
lated value of n depends on the wavelength used (65)Q At CM:0 9 the 
derivative is made up of the real ligand number n and a term depending 
on the wavelength. In general, n is a function not only of [L] but also 
CM if polynuclear complexes are presents Therefore, corresponding values 
of CL 1CM will not necessarily fall on a straight lineo 
To check for the presence of polynuclear species, measurement~ 
should be made at several wavelengths, preferably jn different absorp= 
tion bands., If only mononuclear complexes are present, the same result 
will be obtained at each wavelength., However, different n, [L] curves 
will be obtained at different wavelengths if polynuclear species are 
present .. 
Computer Programs 
Two computer programs have been written to analyze spectrophoto= 
metric data obtained using the method of corresponding solutions~ The 
first program calculates the corresponding solution functions, E, for 
each CL and CM and plots E versus CL at constant CM for all wavelengthsQ 
The values of E, CL' and CM are written out for each wavelengtho This 
program will be referred to as the corresponding solution plot program® 
Th~ second program, referred to as the corresponding solution rt,[L] 
program, uses the E values calculated in the plot program plus other 
experimental data to calculate n,[L] values by the method shown in 
Figures J and ~9 
Corresponding Solution Plot Program 
This prograln was written in Fortran IV and uses single precision 
arithmetic~ Since no matrix operations are needed, double precision 
arithmetic was not necessaryQ The progr&ms were run on an IBM J60Q 
The input data are sets of absorbance readings obtained from meas-
urements on series of solutions containing varying concentrations of 
metal and ligandQ CL and CM values, plus extinction coefficients, CL' 
of the ligand at each wavelength are also read in at the start of the 
programe Using all combinations of CL and CM~ these data are used to 
calculate the corresponding solution functions 9 E~ as given in Equation 
(39)~ The calculated E values along with tne corresponding values of 
CL' CM and eL are written out at each wayelengthQ The program as 
written can handle up to seven CL concentrations and 80 wavelengthso 
The number of CL concentrations and wavelengths can be increased by 
simply changing a dimension statement and reading in the dataQ The maxi-
mum number of CM concentrations is determined by the number of curves 
( 
which the plot routine can accepts This is considerably larger than the 
number of CM concentrations usually used in studies of metal complexes~ 
The program is written for the case of four CM concentrationse 
After the above data is written out for each wavelength, a plot of 
E versus CL at constant CM is made at each wavelengthQ The number of 
curves on each plot is equal to the number of CM values with the number 
of points on each curve equal to the number of CL concentrationsa These 
plots are used to select E values for the interpolation described 
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earliero It is obvious from Figure 3 that use of E values greater than 
E5 will produce large errors in the calculated CL values because the E 
versus CL curves are approximately horizontalo Therefore, the plots are 
inspected at each wavelength of interest to choose a range of E values 
for which the slopes of the curves are significanto A flow chart, pro-
gram listing, and typical data set is given in Appendix Cs 
Corresponding Solution n,[L] Program 
The method of corresponding solutions is an excellent method for 
studying complex equilibria in solution? This method yields n,[L] data 
from which stability constants can be obtainedQ However, the calcula~ 
tions, plotting, and interpolation become cumbersome when large amounts 
of data are available~ Also, the graphical procedure gives no measure 
of the linearity of CL versus CM plots which are used to calculate n,[L] 
valueso In order to speed up and improve the accuracy of the method, a 
computer program was written to perform the necessary calculationso 
General Description of Program 
The program was written in Fortran IV for use on an IBM J60Q Since 
matrix calculations were involved, the program was written in double 
precisiono The experimental data input for the program are the E func= 
tions at a particular wavelength plus CL and CM concentrations 0 Using a 
least squares curve fitting procedure, the best fit for each of the E 
versus CL at constant CM curves is calculatedo These curves are then 
interpolated at chosen E values and corresponding values of CL and CM 
are calculateds Then the best straight line is fitted to each set of 
CL,CM values and the slope (n) and intercept ([L]) are calculated for 
each., The coefficients for the pol,ynomial fits of the E versus CL 
curves as well as the straight line fits of cL,cM data sets are written 
out along with their standard deviations~ Plots of experimental and 
calculated cL,cM curves can be made if desired~ 
Detailed Description of Program 
The first control parameter specified is NCe This parameter can 
have values of zero or one depending upon the part of the program being 
executede The least squares curve fitting procedure is used in two 
parts of the programo It is first used to calculate the best polynomial 
fit of E versus CL curveso NC equals zero for this pa;rt o:f the program., 
_,, 
After the interpolation section 9 t~e least squares procedure is used 
again to fit the CL,CM data setso For this part of the program, NC is 
one .. 
After NC is set to zero, the headings for the output table, HEAD, 
the title for the plot, TITLE 9 the X and Y coordinate labels, TAB1 and 
MOP, the symbols for the plot 9 NCH 9 and the name of the system being 
studied are read ino L, the nu~ber of CM concentrations, MMM, the num= 
ber of E values, MSIZE, the maximum size polynomial which can be used to 
fit the data, NCONT, the number of polynomial models to be tried, and 
MPT, the max:i.mum number of CL points at any given CM are read in next~ 
MM, the number of CL values at each CM' XA and YA arrays, the CL and E 
functions for E versus CL plots 9 and CONTL, the parameter which deter-
mines the particular polynomial model to be used, are read in at one 
time if MPT ~ 80 A 7th degree polynomial is the maximum size which can 
be used~ Therefore, up to and including 8 points per curve can be fit 
I 
exactly with a particular model~ For example, if there are 7 CL 
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concentrations for a given CM' a 6th degree polynomial will fit the 
data exactly. For this reason only one model need be tried for MPT < 8 
-
and CONTL is read in at the same time as the X,Y points (statement '114). 
However, if MPT ~ 9, all possible polynomials (through 7th degree) 
must be tried in order to be sure of obtaining the best possible fit~ 
Each of the 127 possible models must be tried and a control card (CONTL) 
read in for each. Therefore, all CONTL card~ are read in at the start 
of the program (statement 110)0 The other,exPerimental data is read in 
as described earliero 
The next step of the program is to calculate XMIN, XMAX for the 
plot. After the minimum and maximum values of the X coordinates have 
been calculated, the least squares curve fitting procedure is used to 
calculate the best fit for each experimental curve (E versus CL at 
constant CM) 0 One model or many may be tried for each CM. The values 
of the BETA's, coefficients of the polynomial fit, and their standard 
deviations, DEV, are calculated for each model. The goodness.,.of.,.fit 
parameter, SMIN, is calculated for each alsos SMIN is the sum of the 
weighted squares of the deviations from the e:,q>eri~ental data divided 
by the degrees of freedoms If the standard deviation of a BETA for a 
particular model is greater than the absolute value of the BETA itself, 
this model 1s discarded® When a model satisfies this criteria, the 
SMIN's,for successive models are compared® The best fit of the data is 
the model whose BE'rA's are greater than·their standard deviations and 
whose SMIN is the smallest 0 This procedure is repeated for each E 
yersus CL curve 0 
The BETA's, their standard deviations, and SMIN are written out for 
each model for each CMe Then, after all models have been tried, the 
best fit values of BETA, standard deviations, and SMIN are written outG 
The BETA's for the best fit are stored in the BB array for use in the 
interpolation proceduree This desGribes what occurs through statement 
1160 
The E values for the interpolation as shown in Figure J are read in 
nexte The interpolation procedure is quite simple although it would be 
very time consuming without use of a computere An expression involving 
the BETA's from the best fit for each CM and the CL va~ues is set up as 
shown in Equation (42)o 
(42) 
Using the first E value, CL is initialized to some value (arbitrary) 
between O and 100 (CL and CM concentrations are scaled before input)~ 
This value of CL is substituted in Equation (42) and the value of SUM 
is calculatedo SUM and E are compared by using a set of IF statements 
and by incrementing CL the difference between SUM and Eis made less than 
=4 
or equal to 1~0 x 10 ~ This procedure is repeated for each CM0 Then a 
new E value is used and the whole process is repeated for each CM" The 
result is a set of corresponding CL,CM values for each E@ 
The final step of the program is to go back to the least squares 
curve fitting routine and fit the best straight line through each CL,CM 
sete The slope and intercept and their standard deviations are printed 
out along with SMIN for each linee Since the input data have been 
scaled~ the [L] has to be multiplied by the scaling factoro The experi~ 
mental and calculated curves can be plotted if desired by simply adding 
a plot subroutine and a CALL statemento 
The results obtained from this program are a ~et of n~[L] values 
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for input to a formation funvtion program which calculates the stability 
constants relating the species in solution. This progrEUn was checked 
using several sets of literature datao The .first set of data used was 
Ahrli:llld's (66) data on the uranyl ion~ Six c1 concentrations for each 
of three CM concentrations were used and the curves were interpolated at 
six E values. The following results were obtained using a fifth degree 
polynomial to fit the six experimental points for each CM~ 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF GRAPHICAL AND COMPU'l'ER METHOPS l 
Ahrland's Graphical Method Th:i,s Program 
E [L] - [L] n n 
105 Oa4:7 12o1 Oo51· 10 .. 86,,. 
:I.JO Oo71 22.,9 Oa69 23017 
160 0 .. 97 4:5 .. 2 1~00 44.98 
:1.90 1.33 91,.,6 1o33 9'.).o70 
205 1o57 139.,6 1.46 140 .. 38 
210 ~ 1o98 '.1.58.,70 
A similar comparison was made using Fronaeus (67) work on nick.el thio= 
cyanate complexes. The results are shown in Table !Io In this case, 
MPT was greater than 8, so 127 possible models were tried as described 
earliero The best fit was then used for interpolation apd the calcula= 
tion of n,[L] values~ A flow chart, program listing and a typical data 
set is given in Appendix. D~ 
. " 
'r.ABLE lI 
COMP.AnISON OF GRAPHICAL AND COMPUTEn :METHODS II 
Fro;naeus Gr,aphical M19thod 'l'his Prog:r;-am 
E 
.,. [L] - [L] n n 
5 OQ53 42.,Q 0.51 42~5 
7 0.,65 61"0 Oo64 60.,8 
10 0086 87"'5 0.,8.3 88 .. 1 
15 1.,06 1.37.0 1.07 1.36.6 
20 1Q28 187?0 1o26 18708 
25 1o42 240~0 1. 41 240~4 
.30 !1.~48 297~0 1e50 296 • .3 
.35 1.54 35500 1 .. 54 354~7 
40 1056 41400 111'58 41.3.5 
Formation Function Program 
The final step in the computer analysis of spectrophotometric data 
ootained using the method of corresponding solutions is to calculate the 
stability constants of the mononuclear complexes from n,[L] data. A 
least squares curve fitting and plotting routine written by Varga (1) is 
used~ The program is written in Fortran IV for use on an IBM .360. All 
matrix algebra is done in double precision~ 
The basis of the program is a functional model of the system which 
is linear in the unknown coefficients" An expression of the form give;n 
in Equation (4.3) is used. 
( 4,3) 
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The average number of bound ligands per central metal ion, n, can be 
expressed as a function of the free ligand concentration and the unknown 
stability constants0 
... 
n = = 
S1[L] + 2S2[L]2 + -~~ + NSN[L]N 
1 + sj_ [LJ + s2 CLJ2 + ... = ... + SiLt 
(44) 
Rearranging Equation (44) 9 an expression of the form of Equation (4J) is 
obtained where S0 = 1o 
= The input data are a set of average ligand numbers, n 9 and corre-, 
sponding free ligand concentrations, [L]j and an error parametero The 
program calculates the over=all formation constants, SN' standard 
deviations, SIGMA, and an estimate of the goodness=of~fit, SMIN, for up 
to 6J possible combinations of N from 1 to 6 in· the polynomial 
'I: (n .. N) SiLt = o, where N ranges from O to 6 and so = 1 .. 0~ The SN 
and (S~ - SIGMA) must 1:;>e positive and SMIN/(DF=1) must be 1~5 or less 11 
DF is the number of degrees of freedom0 The maximum size of the model 
may be decreased and the S's may be given fixed values0 If data point 
error parameters are not available 9 an option in the program allows an 
unweighted ieast squares calculation of an error set which is then in-
clµded in the weighted least squares calculation of the unkpown coeffi-
cierits~ The output consists of the stability constants and their 
standard deviations plus the experimental and calculated n values~ The 
goodness=of=fit parameter is printed out alsoo The experimental and 
calculated formation funotion 9 n versus [L] 9 are plotted to allow a 
direct comparison between parametric and 9raphica], measu::res of goodness .. 
of ... fit~ A detailed description of the program has been published and 
program flow charts and listings are available· (1) .. 
CHAPTER Vl 
P;IT ... MAPPlNQ 
The interpretation of spectrophotometric f:lata ob~ained from a sys~ 
tern containing mononµclear, polynuclear, or a mi~ture of mononuclear and 
polynuclear species is quite ditficult. Since the tunci;ional relation• 
ship between the unknown parameters is nonlinear, the general trend has 
been to use the Gauss method of linearization of a nonlinear relation• 
ship. Sillen (J7) has recently pµblished a series of papers describing 
a general least squares method which is va,liq for nonlinear functions. 
These are hard to treat PY the standard. methocl.s ;for linear fu,nct ions or 
the Gauss approximation method1 Sillen 's programi;; we;re wJ:'itten .in 
Algol. A Fortran version ot i;his prqgr~:i.ng metholi was used, 1;,y 
Metzler (42) and this program was mo<:i:i.:Ued py Tlwmson (&8)" -f,t.. copy of 
Thomson's program was obtained and after a few changes was used in this 
work. 
The problem of determining the equilibrium constants for a number 
of simultaneous equilibria in solution can be eXJ;>ressed as a special 
' case of tne following general problem. A fµnctional relatiqnship, f, 
between a measured quantity, y, and some accurately known experimental 
quantities a1 , a2 , 'e'"""". is assumed where :~1 , k2 , ......... , kN are unlQ1own 
constants. 
5.3 
(46) 
If (a) thEl exp:ression for f is correct, (b) there' are no errors except 
the :random errors in y 1 ( e) the errors in y are no:rmally distributed 
around the correct value, and ( d) the weight w. given to each measu:r~ 
1 
ment y. is inversely proportional to the square of its standard devia~ 
l, 
tion, then the "best" values for k1 , Jc2 , ........ , ~ are those that minimize 
the error-square sum, U. 
If f is a linear furwt;ion of the k's, the least siquare19 condition lead19 
to l;i.;near equations which can be solved by straight:£orwE1,rd methods. If 
f is not a linear function of the k's, the general tre11-d ha19 been i;o 
reduce it to a linear one by an approximation such as eXJ)ressing the 
derivatives of U as a Taylor series and then µsing only the fi:rst terms 
( Gauss Method) " 
Pit-mapping does away with the condition i;hat the eqµat;i.ons should 
be linear by consio.ering directly t:\1.e error ... sq,uare sµm as a: :function of 
the unknown k's as given in Equation (48). 
(48) 
lt is assumed in nonlinear cases that the area surrounding the minimum 
value of the error-square s1,1m, known as the "pit", is described by a 
second ... deg!l'ee sur;face .. By va:r,ying systemat;i.eiaUy the va;t.ues for N up .. 
known constants, Y.!(N + 1)(N + 2) points are obtained which define the 
surface of the e:rror function, This surface is a generalized elliptic 
para,boioid in (N + 1)~dimensional space and the coordinates, the unknown 
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constants, corresponding to the lowest point on the error function sur-
face can be directly calculated. 
The method of variation and refinement of the equilibrium constants 
has been summari~ed in matrix notation (38). The variation technique, 
called a "shot", can be s\llllmarized by Equation (49) where k and care 
column matrices (vectors) with N elements, !k1 k2 ~·· kN! and 
lc1 c2 • • ~ CN 1. 
k:;:: c + SHv 
c is the current set of trial equilibrium constants and k is the column 
vector of the new approximations to the constants~ His a diagonal step 
matrix which controls the magnitude of the variation and Sis a trigonal 
twist matrix which defines the direction in which to vary the vector k~ 
If tpe "pit'' (minimum in U) is skew, that i~ its main axes arE;l at anglE:Js 
to the coordinate axes ki' the speed and accuracy of the prog~am is 
improved by varying k along this main axis instead of parallel to the 
coordinate axes~ The twist matrix S performs this operation, vis a 
variation vector chosen so that during the shot all elements are zero 
except one or two at a time that are ~1 or ~1. In other words, a maxi~ 
/ 
mum of two constants are varied simultaneously. 
In the program, Sand Hare treated as a single square matrix, SH. 
h1 5 12 -.-- s1N 
SH :;; 0 h2 .... - s2N (50) 
"I 
' 
~ ,. 
" 
~ '(, 
• •: 
0 0 hN 
Initially, the elements, h., are given the user supplied value 
;L 
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DEC (0.05 to Oo 1. in this. work) and all elements. s .. are set to zero. As 
1J 
information on the shape of the ''pit" i$ accu,mulai;eq, the elements of Sli 
are improved using a trigonal correctin~ matri~, Wo The ~lements of W 
depend, on the shape of the 11pit 11 o The amount by which each constant is 
varied is not the same for all constant~ and as successive approxima-
tions give current constants with error~square sums further down in the 
"pit 11 , the direct ion and amount to vary each constant is determined by 
the shape of the "pit"~ 
The equatiqn of the second-degree surface of the error function can 
be exp~essed as shown in Equation (51) where U is the value at the 
C 
central Point (k ~ c, v ~ o), pis a vector, and Risa matrix. 
U ~ Uc - ~pv + vRv (51) 
Using all values of tpe variation vector, ~(N + 1)(N + 2) values of U 
are calculated,. These U values are then used to calculate the terms in 
p and, Ras described by Sillen <,a). The variation vector, v0 , to ob-
tain the constants at tlle minimum, k0 , is fot1,;nd from Equation (52)~ 
(52) 
Using v0 , the vector k0 at the calculated minimum point can be tound 
using Equat:i,on (5J) f 
(53) 
The value of the error~square sum at the minimum, u0 , is thep calculated 
using Equation (54)0 
U .. pv 
C 0 
If the calculated u0 is lower than earlier U values, it is accepted as 
the new central value and the whole process repeated un~il ~here is no 
change between successive U's-
Application of Pit~Mapping to Speetrophotometric Data 
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Assuming that Beer's law a~plies for each of the J species in solu~ 
tion, an observed absorbance A can be represented 9y 
J 
A = l CjC.1 j=1 ,] 
where c. is the concentration and E!. is the molar e;ictinction coefficient J . J 
f th .th . . l t. o . e J spec1es in so u . :i.on. The path le~gth, 1, is one qentimeter. 
The error ... square sum, u, is then pefined as shown in Equation (56) where 
i is the solution number and k ;is the wavelength. 
g 
c .. e.k) 
Jl J . 
(56) 
In this work i:he weighting factor, wi' for all data was un;i.1;y., The 
e:rror"!"square sum is minimizecl wben oU/cl.ll .k :;:; () result;ing in J simul ... 
J. 
taneous equations at each wavelength, k. 
J 
l Ct cjicj'i) cj~ = f cj';i.Aik 
j=1 
(57) 
In this version of the p;it~mapping program j' = 1, 2, 3, and~, sinee a 
maximum of four species with unknown molar e:ic;'tinction coefficients are 
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considered in subroutine icoEF~ Equation (57) ;is solved for tqe molar 
extinction coeff;ici~nts by tpe standard method of Crl;Uller's Rule. The 
solution of Equation (57) can be written as the ratio of two determi~ 
nan ts where D ,;:: o:: C .. C . , . ) ; j, j ' ,;: 1, 2, J, and 4, and DJ.k is the i J1 J 1 
matrix in wh;ich the /h column of D is replaced by tl}e vector given in 
Equation (59). 
(58) 
Using these values of the molar extinction coefficients and the concen~ 
tratio:ns of the species, the error~square sum can be calculated from 
Equation (56), The toncentrations of the species in solution are calcu~ 
lated in subroutine EQUIL, from initial approximations to the equilibrium 
constants and an assumed model of the system. The EQUIL subroutine must 
be rewritten for each different model of the syetem1 Complete details 
will be given in a later section. 
The computer program consists of a main program with ten subroutines 
and two function subprograms. A listing of the program with a typical 
data set ii;; given in Appendix E,. A detailed flow chart is given e;Lse,,,, 
where (68). The input data required are a i;;et of absorbance readings, 
total H,gand and total metal concentratic;ms, sqlut;ion pH's, trial sta ... 
bility constants, known molar extinction coefficients, and various con~ 
trol parameters, The modifications of the main program and the EQUIL 
i;;ubroutines used in this work will be described in detail. A brief 
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summary of the primary fu,pctions of the other parts of the p:rogram will 
be given. A detailed description is given elsewhere. 
The primar:y fµnction of the main program, MAIN, is to read input 
data and print out the final results. It also contains the IF state,,-
ments to cheqk fo.,- negative constants as well asi other convergence ori ... 
teria~ As the k0 ape calculated, each constant is cheqked to dete:rmine 
if the prQgram has moved it to a negative value, If so, a ''dummy" sub ... 
routine (MI:I<O) is entered and tbe program stops. l'he variai;ion vector, 
v0 , needed to calculate the constants at the minimum and the actual k0 
set are calculated in MAIN. The standa.,-d deviations of these constants 
are also calculated. 
The modifications of MAIN were in the input and output sections, 
The program as now written prints out the trial stability constants plus 
the total ligand and metal concentrations. Then the absorbance data is 
printed out. 'l'he "best" set of constants plus their standard deviations 
and UMIN (the minimum U value) a.,-e printed next. The molar extinction 
coefficients of all species of interest are written out at each wave,. 
length. The experimental and calculated absorbance readings are printed 
out for each solution at all wavelengths. The final step in MAIN is to 
plot the calculated molar extinction coefficients versusi wavelength, 
EQUIL subroutipe calculai;es the concentrations of all ::;pecies from 
I initial approximations to the equilibrium cqnstants and an as~umed model 
of the systein. Subroutine NEWlRS, used by EQUIL, solves polynomial 
equations for the unknown concentrations, 
ECOEF subroutine calculates the qnknown molar e:,ctinction coeffi• 
oients usin~ DETER3 and DETER4 to evaluate third ... order and fourth~order 
determinants. The error-square sum is calculated also~ 
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TWIST subroutine performs the variation of each unknown constant 
and stores the various U values calculated in ECOEF, The improved SH 
matrix is calculated in TWlST also~ Subroutines MATIN, matrix inversion, 
PINUS, multiplication of a matrix and a vector, and MULLE, matrix multi~ 
plication are used in TWIST and MAIN to perfonn matrix operations 
described earlier. 
Subroutine PLOT is called by MAIN to plot the molar extinction 
coefficients. Subroutine POT is used by the PLOT routine~ 
EQUIL for Ligand Solutions 
This subroµtine is the same as used by Thomson (68)_ Stepwise 
dissociation constants for ligands, H3L, with three replaceable protons 
are converted to the corresponding formation constants, K., i;;: 1, 2 1 ;L 
a:nd 3. The fraction, a:0 , of the total ligand as the unprotcmated 
species, L, is defined in Equation (60), where [H] is the hydrogen-ion 
concentration .. 
(60) 
Equilibril.\m concentrations of all species are then calculated usiqg the 
equations given in Equation (61Lwhere CL is the t<;>tal ligand 
conc,entration" 
[L] :::,; C 0: L 0 
[HL] = cLaOK1[H] 
CL O:OK1K2[HJ2 
(61) 
[H2L] = 
[H3L] ;;: CL a:OK1K:l,CHJ3 
EQUIL for Metal-Ligand Solutions 
A number of different models of species in sol~tion were used in an 
attempt to fit the data of solutions of Sn(IV) and Pyrocatechol Violet. 
All were a simple variation of the following model which gave the best 
fit. 
2+ In this model, it is assumed that tnree comple::ice~, Sn(H2PV) , 
( ) ( )6+ Sn H2PV 2 , and sn2 H2Pv , formo The over-all formation constants are 
defined as shown in Equations (62), (63) 1 and ( 64). Charges are omitted" 
[sn][H3Pv]s11 ··- . [ Sri ( fI~/'V) ][H] . (62) 
2 [sn(H2 PV) ][tt]
2 (63). [snJ [H,3PV] S12 ;:: ~- . 
·. 2 
[sn2(H2PV)][H] . [sn] [H3Pv]S21 ;:: (64) 
The mass balance for the ligand and metal are given in Equations (65) 
c\nd (66). 
Substituting in Equations (65) and (66) for [Sn(H2Pv)], [sn(H2PV)~], 
and [sn~(H2PV)] f:rom Equations (62), (6.3), and. (64), two equi;t.tions in 
two unknowns, [tt3J?v] and [Sn], are obtained~ 
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CsnJ + ~1'.I, [sn][B3Pv]/[f{] + ~12~sn][H/>vJ2 /[Hi 
i 2~2t[sn]
2[H3Pv]/[H] - c8n F o (66) 
-:I:hese two equations are solved in subr~utine EQlJJL. lni.tial app:t;'o~ima ... 
tions, [B3Pv] ~ CPCV and [$n] = CSn' are made and Equatiop (67) is 
solved for [H3Pv] by Newton's method using NEWTRS,. The calculated root 
is checked to make s4re that: 
(a) it is not ~egative 
(b) it is les1::1 than CPCV 
(c) convergence has occurred~ 
If this root is adequate, it is used to solve Equation (68) for [sn] by 
Newtcm I s. method,. If the new root for [Srt] is adequate, it is compa:r:'e<l 
to the old approximation to the root, and if these agree to th~ee 
decima~ places, it is considered that [Sn] and [H3Py] have been approxi• 
mated with sufficient accuracya If roots are app~oxim~ted that do not 
fulfill any of t~e above criteria, the calculation is terminated,. 
From Equations (62), (63), and (6~) the conc~trations o! 
Sn(H2:f>V);a+, Sn(H2Pv) 2 , and Sn2 (H2Pv)
6+ are calculated using the two 
roots. 1hese concentrations are then r~turned to ECOEF for use in the 
calculation of molar extinction coefficients. 
CHAPTER vrr 
EXPERIMENTAli 
Reagents 
Distilled H2o which had been passed through a m;i.xed cation~anion 
exchan~e resin was used throughout this work. fisher Certifi~d Rexyn 
JOO resin of medium porosity ;in H+ and OH ... ion form was used. The 
specific conductance of the H2o after passing through the resin was 
7 -1 -1 6.~ x 10- OQlll cm • All references will refer to this as distilled 
Pyrooatechol Violet 
The pyrocatechol viol,et (]?CV or 3, 3' , ~' -trihydro:x:yfuf::hsone-,2 11 -
sulfonic acid) used was Eastman reagent grade, Stock sol,utions of PCV 
were prepared by dissolving appropriate amounts of the reagent in 
dist;i.Ued water and diluting to volume. These solutions were fou,nd to 
be stable for at least JO days. In this work fresh solµtions were 
prepared wee~ly to avoid possible air oxidation of the PCV. 
Tin 
Baker Analyzed Reagent grade sodium stannate, Na2sno3 ,JH20, was 
heated at 160°c for approximately 2~ hours to remove water of hydration. 
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Stock Sn(IV) solutions were prepared by di~solv~ng Na2Sno3 in 6,13 M 
HCl. Solutions prepared with 1M HCl in excess of the component Sn(~V) 
have been found to be stable for over two years (69). 
Hydrochlo:r;i.c Acid 
A stock solution of about 6M HCl was prepared by dil~ting 37.7% 
Baker Analyzed Reagent grade HCl with distilled H2o. This solution was 
then standardized using primary standard Na2co3 , All stock Sn(IV) 
solutions were prepared u~ing this standard acid. 
Sodium Chloride 
A stock solution of 3M NaCl was prepared by -dissolving Baker 
Analyzed Reagent grade NaCl in distilled H2o. This E1olution was used 
to provide a constant ionic medium o;f 1M Cl ;for all measurements. 
ApparattJ.s 
Glassware 
All glassware used was Pyrex and volµmetric glassware met ACS 
requirements. Only Class .(I. volumetric glassware was used. 
Cells 
Scientific Cell Company fused silica cells were used, The matched 
cells were rectangular with a one centimeter path length~ These cells 
were cleaned with concentrated HN03 after use and were stored in a 
dilute HN03 solution between runs. 
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Instruments 
Balance 
All weighings were performed on a Mettler Type H5 balance. S~ples 
were weighed to+ 0.0001 grams. 
pH Meter 
A Beckman Zeromatic pH meter equipped with a Sargent/Jepa 
S-J0080-1?C saturated calomel reference electrode and a Sargent/Jena 
S-J0050-15C glass electrode was used for all pH measurements. The pH 
meter was standardized before il'se with buffers prepared from pHydrion 
Bu,ffer powders, 
Spectrophotometers 
Preliminary absorbance measurements were made with a Beckman Model 
DU Quartz Spectrophotometer. All later work was done on a dual beam 
Cary Recording Spectrophotometer, Model 14:. All studies were in the 
visiple or ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. Vnless stated other-
wise, .spectra were recorded from 7000 R to 24:00 Rat a :rate of 5 R/sec 
and a chart speed ot 2 in/min. This gave a wavelength scale of 50 R; 
scale division. l'he readings of the baseline and cells were checked 
regularly~ Absorbance readings were taken ;from the spectra of the 
solutions at 50 R (5mµ) intervals. All readings were estimated to 
+ 0.001 absorbance units, These absorbance readings were then punched 
onto computer cards for analysis. 
Solutions 
Pyrocatecl;lol Violet 
Pyrocatechol violet (PCV) is a reddish-brown crystalLine powder 
which is readiLy solubLe in H2o. The spectra of several solutions of 
varying concentrations of PCV in distilled H2o were determined to find 
a suitable concentration range for spectrqphotometric studies. Stock 
solutions of PCV were prepared by dissolving 0.1932 grams of reagent 
grade PCV in distiLled H
2
o and diluting to 500 ml. The pH's of these 
10-J M PCV solutions were approximately 4.5. 
. ...,4 • A series of 10 M PCV solutions were prepared, over a period of 
one week, by diluting 10 ml of the stock solution to 100 ml, The 
abso:rban<;:es of each of these solµtions were meai;;ured at several wave-
lengths between 5000 i and 2500 i. No changes were observed over a 
period of one week, Therefore, fresh PCV stock solutions were prepared 
weekly. 
Since PCV shows acid-base indicator properties with colo:b t:rans .... 
sitions in both aGidic a,nd alkaline pH ranges, it was necessary to 
study t4e spectrum of PCV as a function of pH. PCV is apparently 
present in several forms in the pH range from Oto 7 due to the ioni-
zation of the sulfonic acid group and then the loss of hydro~yl protons 
as the pH is ~ncreased (,57). The PCV concentration used wai:; 8 x 10"'"5 M 
in 1M Cl,.., Tl;le spectra of 9 solutions were obtained. Tl;le pH was 
adjusted with HCl or NaOij solutions. The wavelength range was 7000 R 
to 2600 i. The reference solution was 1M Cl...,. 'l'he soLution composi.;.;,·. 
tions are g.i ven in Table, lII. 
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TABLE III 
PCV AS f(pH) 
Solution Volume 10-JM Volume 2M Volum~ 3M 
Number PCV PCV (ml) pH HCl (ml) NaCl (ml) 
1 8 ;x 1o-5M 4.o o.42 22.00 2.00 
2 8 x 10-5M 4.o 1.01 2.50 15.00 
3 8 x 10-5M 4.o 2.02 0~25 16 • .50 
4 8 X 10 .... 5M 4.o 3.05 o.oo t6.66 
5 8 X 10-5M 4.o 4,.09 o.oo 16.66 
6 8 x 10-5M 4.o 5.20 o.oo 16.66 
7 8 x 10-5M 4.o 6.03 o.oo 16.66 
8 -5 8 x 10 · M 4.o 7.11 o.oo 16.66 
9 8 X '.l,0-5M 4.o 8.18 o.oo 16.66 
The spei;:i;.ra of another se:ries of PCV solutions were determined 
with the PCV concentrations ranging from 2 x 10-5 M to 7 x 10'"5 M in 1M 
Cl-. The pH of each soluti.on was adjusted to J.00 ~ 0~05 with HCl or 
NaOH. The reference solution was~ NaCl, The wavelength range was 
7000 R to 2600 R. The compositions of these solutions are given in 
Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
COMPOSITION OF PCV SOLUTIONS AT pH J.00 
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Solution 
Number 
Volume 10-3 
PCV (ml) 
M CPCV VoltJme .3M 
NaCl (ml) 
1 
2 
3 
4, 
5 
6 
Stoi;:k Sn(IV) Solutions 
1.0 
t.5 
2.0 
2.5 
J.O 
J.5 
2 X 10-5 M 16.66 
3 ;x: 10-5 M 16,66 
4:x:10""5 M 16.66 
5 :x: 10""'5 M 1(;>.66 
6 x 10-5 M :l.6.66 
7 x 10-5 M 
The procedtire for the preparation of stock Sn(IV) solutions was to 
dry reagent grade sodium stannate, Na2Sno3•JH20, at i6o
0c for 24 hours 
to assure loss of water of hydration. Then the required ~ounts of 
Na2sno3 needed to yield stock solutions of the c::oncentriil.tions shown in 
Table V were weighed out and dissolved in 6.tJ M HCl. 
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TABLE V 
· COMPOSITION OF SlOCK Sn(IV) SOLUTIONS 
Se:des Grams Na2sno3/ CSn Number 500 ml HCl 
I 0.5318 5.0 x 10-3 M 
J;I 1.0636 -2 ;t.O x 1,0 M 
III :I.. 59,55 -2 1.5x1o M 
IY 2.1273 
.,,2 
2.0 x :1.0 M 
Tin-Pyrocatec}lol Violet Solutions 
Preli.m;i.nary runs on PCV solutions, Sn(IV) solutions, ancl mixtures 
of PCV and Sn( JV) indicated no absorption bands in the wavelength qmge 
from :t8,000 i to 7000 5L Therefore, all measurements were restricted 
to the range 7000 i to 2400 j_ The vi.sible and ultraviolet spectrum of 
each solution in each series of solutions was obt~ineq. Four series 
of solutions, each with a different total Sn(IV) concentration, were 
studied. 1he compositions of these solutions are given in Tables VI, 
VII, VIII, and IX. 
The following procedure was used to p:repare the solutions given 
in Tables VI, VII, VIII, and IX. A 10 ml aliquot of a particular Sn( IV) 
stock solution in 6.13 M HCl was di.luted to 100 ml with distilled H2o. 
This produces a solution 0.613 Min HCl. This solution is used 
immediately after dilution. A 1 ml aliquot of a diluted stock Sn(IV) 
solution is transferred to a 50 ml volumetric flask. The required 
volume of PCV solution was added and the solution mixed thoroughly. 
TABLE VI 
Sn-PCV SERIES I 
Volume 5 x 10-4 M 
-3 Solution Sn (IV) in CSn Volume 10 M CPCV Volume 3.0 M CPCV:CSn 
Number 0.613M HCl (ml) PCV (ml) NaCl (ml) 
0 1.0 1.0 X 10- 5 M 0.25 0.5 X 10-S M 16.46 1:2 
1 1.0 1.0 X 10-5 M 0.5 1.0 X 10- 5 M 16.46 1:1 
2 1.0 1.0 X 10-S M 1.0 2.0 X 10- 5 M 16.46 2:1 
3 1.0 1.0 X 10- 5 M 1. 5 3.0 X 10-5 M 16.46 3:1 
4 1.0 1.0 x 10-S M 2.0 4.0 X 10-5 M 16.46 4:1 
5 1.0 LOX 10- 5 M 2.5 5.0 X 10- 5 M 16.46 5:1 
6 1.0 1.0 X 10-5 M 3.0 6.0 X 1-0-5 M 16-. 46 6:1 
7 1.0 1.0 X 10- 5 M 3.5 7.0 X 10-S M 16.46 T:1 
-3 Volume 10 M 
Solution Sn (IV) in CSn 
Number O. 613M HCl (ml) 
0 1.0 2.0 X 1-0-5 M 
1 1.0 2 .{) X 10- 5 M 
2 1.0 2.0 X 10- 5 M 
3 1.0 2.0 x' 10- 5 M 
4 1.0 2.0 X -5 10 ·· M 
5 1.0 2.0 X 10- 5 M 
6 1.0 2.0 X 10- 5 M 
7 1.0 2.0 X 10- 5 M 
TABLE VII 
Sn-PCV SERIES II 
-3 Volume 10 M CPCV 
PCV (ml) 
0.25 0.5 X 10- 5 M 
-0. 5 1.0 X 10- 5 M 
1.0 2.0 X 10- 5 M 
1.5 3.0 X 10- 5 M 
2.0 4.0 X 10-5 M 
2.5 5.0 X 10- 5 M 
3.0 6.0 X 10- 5 M 
3.5 ],,0 X 10-S M 
Volume 3.0 M 
NaCl (ml) 
16.46 
16.46 
16.46 
16.46 
16.46 
16.46 
16 ... 46 
16.46 
CPCV: CSn 
1:: 4 
1:2 
1:1 
3:2 
2:l 
5.:2 
3:1 
7:2 
-....J 
0 
TABLE VIII 
Sn-PCV SERIES III 
-4 Volume 1.5 x 10 M 
-3 Solution Sn (IV) in CSn Volume 10 M CPCV Volume 3.0 M CPCV: CSn 
Number 0. 613M RC 1 (ml) PCV (ml) NaCl (ml) 
1 1.0 3.0 X 10- 5 M 0.30 0.6 X 10-5 M 16.46 1:5 
2 1.0 3.0 X 10- 5 M 0.5 _l.-0 X 10-5 M 16:46 113 
3 1.0 3.0 X 10- 5 M 1.0 2.0 X 10-5 M 16.46 2:3 
4 1.0 3.0 X 10- 5 M 1. 5 3.0 X 10-5 M 16.46 1:1 
5 1.0 3.0 X 10- 5 M 2.0 4.0 X 10-5 M 16.46 4.: 3 
6 1.0 3.0 X 10- 5 M 2.5 5.0 X 10-S M 16.46 5:3 
7 1.0 3.0 X 10- 5 M 3.0 6.0 X 10- 5 M 16.46 2:1 
TABLE IX 
Sn- PGV -SERIES IV 
-3 Volume 2.0 x 10 M 
10- 3 Solution Sn '(IV) in CSn Volume M CPCV Volume 3.0 M CPCV:CSn 
Number 0.613M HCl (ml) PCV (ml) NaCl (ml) 
1 1.0 4.0 X 10- 5 M -0. 33 -5 0.66 x 1.0 M 16. 4-6 1:6 
2 1.0, 4.Q X 10- 5 M 0.5 1.0 X 10- 5 M 16.46 1:4 
3 1.0 4.0 X 10- 5 M LO 2.0 X 10-S M 16.46 1:2 
4 1.0 4.0 X 10-5 M 1.25 2.5 X 10- 5 M 16.46 5:8 
5 LO 4.0 X 10-S M l. 5 3.0 X 10- 5 M 16.46 3:4 
6 1.-0 4.Q X l0-5 M 2.0 4.0 X 10- 5 M 16.46 1:1 
7 1.0 4.0 X 10- 5 M 2.5 5.0 X 10 -5 M 16.46 5:4 
Color development was immediate upon mixing. After adding 16.46 ml of 
J.O M NaC~, the solution was diluted to 50 ml with distilled H2o. This 
produces 50 ml o;f solution containing approx;imai;el,y 0.6 milliequival.ents 
H+. A ~onstant ionic strength of 1M Cl was used in all measurements. 
The flas~ was shaken to assure complete mixing. The contents were then 
transferred to a 150 ml beaker and the pH adjusted to J.oo ! 0.05 with 
1M NaOH. The ma~imµm amount of 1M NaOH reqµired was o.6 ml so the 
dilution error was negligible. After adjusting the pH, the spectrum 
was obtained using a referen~e sol,ution of 1M NaCl in H2o. The 
spectrum was obtained ;from 7000 i to 2400 i using a Car,y 14 ;recording 
spectrophotometer. 
CflAPl'~R VI II 
IWSULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Pyrocatechol Violet 
Rosl;i and Wh;i. te (2) state thc:1,t pyrocatechol violet fonns at least 
two complexes with tin(IV), l'heir results indica~e that the optimum 
pH for the formation of these complexes is between 2.5 ~nd J.o. For 
this reason all Un( rv)-pyrocatecnol violet solµtions we.;re stV,died at 
pH ~.oo. However, since py;rocatechol violet shows color transitions 
in bqth acidic and basic media (57) 1 it was necessary to study the 
pyrooatechol violet system both as a function of pH and at pH J.oo 
before trying to interpret the tin(J:V)l""py:r,ocatech.ol violet system. 
The sitepwise equilibria 4sed to inte;irpret the pyrocai;.echol violet 'data 
were f;i,rst proposed by Suk and Ma.lat (;57). 
The undissociated molecule shown earlier will Qe represented as 
H4PV0 The proposed equilibria are given in Equations (69), (70), and 
(71) with the stepwise dissociation constants give;in in Equations (72), 
(73), and (74), 
k ~ - +: l\PV .._- J-IJPV + H 
•.·· k 
H PY'!"~ H Pv2- + H+ 3 ~ 2 
k 
H PV2- · · · l,, HPVJ- + H"'" 2 ~
(70) 
(71) 
75 
k1 = ~HlV-J [H+]j[H/tPV] (72) .,, 
k2 = [H2PV
2
~][H+]j[H
3
PV~] (73) 
k3 .;: [HPv3-:J [H+J/tHii:)v2-:J (74) 
The spectra of the series of solutions given in Table III were 
obtained to cletennine the number of absorbing species in sol1,1tion as a 
function of pH and to determine the acid dissociation constants of 
pyrocatechol violet. The spectra obtained are given in Fig1,1res 5 and 6. 
Color transitions occur in the pH ranges 1~2 and 5-6. The solutions 
are red in strongly a,cid media, yellow from pH 2 to 5, and violet above 
pH 6. No other color changes ocGur as the pH is increased to 8.18. 
Higher pH's were not used because of the apparent decomposition of 
pyrooatech,ol violet in strongl',Y bas~o solutions. Solutions of pH 9 and 
10 were violet but upon acidification, the observe<;! absorbanc~s <'l.t 440 
ano. 550 mU. were greatly reduced., It has been reported that air 
oxida,~ion of pyrocatechol violet occurs in basic sol1,1tions (57)f 
Number of Absorbing Species 
The absorbance data from the spectra in Figures 5 and 6 were used 
as input <;lata for the matrix rank calculation. Several combinations of 
solutions were used. Absorbance readings from 700 to 260 mU at 5 m\.l. 
intervals were useQ in each case. The absorbance and error matrices 
were 89 x 9 fo:r, solutions l through 9, 69 x 5 for solutions 1 through 5, 
and 89 ;)!: 7 for solution,s 3 through 9. The error matrix Wi:1,S calculated 
using Equation (13) with the accepted value be:ing that for which the 
photometric error, 6T,, was 0.005. Too small a photometric error will 
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cause noise on the absorbance surface to be counted as an absorbing 
species. Too large a value, on the other hand, w;ill treat a significant 
absorbing species as noise. The results of the rapk calculations are 
summarized in Table X. 
6T 
0.001 
0,002 
0.003 
0.004 
0,005 
0.006 
0.007 
0.008 
0.009 
0~010 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF ABSORBJNG SPECIES IN PYROCATECHOL 
VIOLET SOLUTIONS OF VARYING pH 
Rank 
Solutions 1,,..9 Solutions:· i,;.,5 
6 j 
5 3 
4 2 
4 2 
4* 2* 
4 2 
4 2 
4 2 
4 2 
4 2 
*Accepted value. 
Solutions 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3* 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Matrix rank analysis indicated the presence of four absorbing 
species over the entire pH range with two species in the first five 
3:,.9 
solutions. The species which absorb~ strongly at 550 m~ in solutions 
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1, and 2 is the undissociated molecule, H4:PV. ';I'hen, between pH l and 2, 
thi.s peak diminishes quickly as the solution color changes from red to 
yellow. This is due to the ioni~ation of the sulfonic acid group. 
The reaction occurring is giyen in Equation (69). It is evident from 
the spectra that the singly charged anion, H3Pv-, exists as the pre" 
dominant species over the pH range from 2 to 5. fhe maximum absorbance 
of this species occurs at 4:40 m~. Between pH 5 and 6, another color 
change occurs. This color change is due to the reactions given in 
Eqllations (70) and (71). 
The rank of four observed for solutions 1 through 9 is due to the 
presence of the four species given in the equilibria described in 
Equations (69), (70), and (71). 'rhe :i:-ank of t'wo observed for solutions 
1 through 5 is pue to the equilibrium given in Equation (69) and the 
rank of three for solutions J through 9 is due to the presence of the 
three species described in Equations (70) and (71). 
Acid Dissoc:i,.ation Con/:;ltants of Pyrocatechol Violet 
';I'he acid dissociation constants of pyrocatech9l violet were 
determined from the spectra of the solutions listed in Table III • 
. 'fhe calculations were done with the pit ... mapping prog:r;,am using the EQUIL 
subroutine described earlier. The concentrations of each form of pyro-
catechol violet in each solution and the molar extinction coefficients 
of each species at all wavelengths were also calculated. 
The spectra of the solutions between 620 and 260 mU and their 
acidities were used as the primary input data~ The concentration of 
pyrocatechol violet, 8 0 0 x 10-5 M, was entered and the initial estimates, 
0.260, 7.200, and 8.000 of pK1 , pK2 , and pKJ' respectively, were used. 
Bo 
The estimates of 7 •. 200 and 8.000 for pK2 and pK3 WElre obtained 
from Ryba and coworkers ( 70). The pK1 value of O. 260 was of the proper 
order of magnitude for a sulfon;ic acid (71). These es~imates were 
varied by the procedure described earlier with tqe initial valµe of 
DEC~ 0.10. The pit-mapping calculation was performed on solutions 1 
through 9, 1 through 5, and 3 through 9. The models used in EQUIL for 
each case were derived from the equilibria given in Equations (69), 
( 70) , and ( 71) • 
The successful mode;L for solutions 1 through 9 is summarized ;in 
Equations (69), (70), and (71). The initia;L estimates for pK1 , pK2 , 
and pK3 were 0,260, 7.200, and 8 0 000, respectively. Six iterations 
were required for convergence with the following ~esults obtained: 
pK1 = 0.264 + 0.003 
pK2 :c 7.508 + 0.001 
pK3 = 8.332 + 0.00) 
UMIN, the mini~um error-square sum, was 0.982. The typica;L size of 
UMIN for a good fit is from 10'"'2 to 101, The molar e~tinction coE;lf:(:i ... 
cients of four pyrocatechol violet species were calculated; these are 
plotted in Figures 7 and 8 and are given in Table XIX, The concen-
trations of each species in each solution were calculated and plotted 
in Figure 9 as a function of pH. 
As expected, no convergence was obtained for any two or three 
species model tried on solutions 1 through 9. The evidence for lack of 
convergence is: 10 15 · large values (10 - 10 ) f0r the error-square sum 7 
large standard devia~ions for the equilibrium constants, negative molar 
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extiMcti9n coefficients, exceptionally large molar extinction coeffi-
cients, a zero value for the concentration determinant in ECOEF, or 
inad~quate roots in EQUIL. 
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Pit-mapping calculations were also performed on solutions 1through 
5. The input value for pK1 was 1.00 with the initial value of 
DEC~ 0,10. The model for the system is given by Equation (69). The 
value for pK1 obtained was 0.262 + 0.004 which is in excellent agree-
ment with the earlier value for pK1• UMIN was 0.582. 
The input estimates for pK2 and pK3 for the calculation on 
solutions 3 through 9 were 7.360 and 8.120, respectively. The initial 
value for DEC was 0.10. The model used in subroutine EQUIL is given in 
Equations (70) and (71). The calculated values for pK2 and vK3 are 
pK2 = 7.223 + 0.024 
pK3 = 8.038 + 0.031 
The minimum error-square sum was 0.197. The pK's are in good agreement 
with the four species model calculation on solutions 1 through 9. 
Co~centrations and molar extinction coefficients calculated in the 
last two cases agreed quite well with the values obtained from the four 
species model. However, since the four species model treats all of the 
data simultaneously, the results obtained in that case are assumed to 
be the best values. The results given in Figures 7, 8, and 9, and 
Table XIX were from the four species calculation. 
The values obtained for pK2 and pK3 are in good agreement with 
those calculated by Ryba (70). No literature value for pK1 was found. 
Pyrocatechol Violet at pH 3.00 
The spectra of the pyrocatechol violet solutions given in Table IV 
are shown in figure 10. The purpose of this series of solutions was to 
determine the number of species in solution at pH 3.00. From the 
equilibria and spectra described earlier, it was suspected that only 
one species was present in si9nificant amounts. The conce11trat:i.on 
diagram of Figure 9 shows that H3Pv-, the singly charged anion due to 
ionization of the sulfonic acid group,:i.s the predominant species at 
pH J.oo. 
The results of the matrix rank calculation on the spectra given in 
Figure 10 are shown in Table XI. Absorbance readings from 660 to 265~~ 
at 5 mµ intervals were used as input data. The absorbance and error 
matrices were 80 x 6. As expected, there is one absorbing species of 
pyrocatechol violet present in solution at pH J.oo. The absorbing 
species is H3Pv-. 
The species number program was run on the above data, with only 
the one absorbing species case being tried, The results are shown in 
Figure 11. The X and Y absorbance functions given by ~quation (19) in 
Chapter IV were plotted for six solutions and eight different wave-
lengths. The best straight line fit was calculated for each line. 
The result 1 a series of straight lines through the origin, indicates 
one absorbing species present in solution. SMIN, the goodness-of-fit 
parameter, ranged from Q.013 to 1.32. These values indicated correct 
weightin9 of the cl,at;a points, since SMIN based on the Chi-square,;1 distri-
bution should have values on the order of unity. 
Beer's law plots were made from the absorbance readings at 440 and 
280 mµ. Over the concentration range studied Beer's law is obeyed. 
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TABLE XI 
NUMBER OF ABSORBING SPECIES IN PYROCATECHOL 
VIOLET SOLVTIONS AT pH J.oo 
6.T Rank (Solutions 
o.oo:t 4 
0.002 1 
0.003 1 
0.004 1 
0.005 1* 
0.006 1 
0.007 1 
0.008 1 
0.009 1 
0.010 1 
*Accepted value. 
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1-6) 
Using Beer's law, the molar extinction coefficients of »3Pv- were 
calculated. The agreement between these values and those calculated 
using the pit-mapping program is excellent. The molar extinction 
coefficient at 440 mµ was calculated to be 17,385 using Beer's law and 
17,490 using the pit-mapping program. At 280 ml,!, the Beer's law calcu-
lation gave 10,785 while pit-mapping yielded 10,870. The difference 
is less than 1%. 
Tin (IV)--Pyrocatechol Violet 
Number of Absorbing Species 
The ;;;~ectra of each series of solutions given in Tables v;r, VII, 
VIII, an~ IX are shown in Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15, respectively. 
The wavelength range was 700 to 240 mµ. In order to determine the 
number of absorbing species in solution, matrix rank calculations were 
run on several combinations of solutions in each series. The results 
are summarized in Tables XII, XIII, XIV, and xv. 
The absorbance and error matrices for Series I we:re 80 x 8 for 
solutions O through 7 and 80 x 7 for solutions 1 through 7. Abso;rbance 
readings from 660 to 265 mU, at 5 m\.J, intervals were µsed as input data. 
The number of absorbing species in each case of Series I is three 
using 6.T :;;: 0.005. However, at 6T. ::i:: 0.004, the rank of solution::; 0 
through 7 is ;four. This is due to the presence of the small ab13orption 
band at 610 m\.J, in the spectrum of solution O shown in Figure 12. The 
peak at 610 mµ occurs only in those solutions where the ratio CPCV:CSn 
is less than one. In ~eries I only the first solution absorbs appre-
ciably at 610 mU.. The rank of solutions 1 through 7 is three. Since 
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TABIB XII 
NTJMBER OF ABSORBING SPECIES IN SOLUTIONS OF TIN(IV) 
AND PYROCATECHOL VIOIBT-SE~IES I 
Rank 
Solutions 0-7 Solutions 
4 J 
4 J 
4 J 
4 J 
J* J* 
J J 
J J 
J J 
J J 
J J 
* Ac:cepted value. 
1-7 
b.T 
0.001 
0.002 
0.003 
0.004 
0~005 
0.006 
0.007 
0.008 
0.009 
Oe010 
TAI;H,E XII I 
NUMBER OF ABSOJIBING SPECIES ;rn SOLUTIONS OF TIN( IV) 
AND PYROCATECHOL VIOLET-SERIES II 
Ranlc,;· 
Solutions 0-7 Solutioµ.s 2-7 
4 J 
4 J 
4 J 
4 J 
4* J* 
4 J 
4 2 
4 2 
J 2 
J 2 
*Accepted value. 
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6.T 
0.001 
o.oo~ 
Q.003 
0.004 
0.005 
0.006 
0.007 
0.008 
0.009 
0.010 
TABLE x;i:v 
NUMBER OF ABSORBING SPECIES IN SOLUTIONS OF TIN(IV) 
ANP PYRQCATiCHOL V;I:OLET-SERIES III 
Rank 
Solutions 1..,7 Solutions 1 ... 5 
4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
3;1c 3* 
3 3 
3 3 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
*Accepted value. 
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TABI,.E XV 
N~ER OF ABSORBING SPECIES IN SOLUTIONS OF TIN(IV) 
AND PYROCATECBOL VIOLET-SERIES IV 
6.T Rank(Solutions 
0.001 J 
0,002 J 
OaOOJ J 
0.004 J 
0.005 J* 
0~006 3 
0.007 J 
0.008 2 
0.009 2 
0.010 2 
*Accepted value. 
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1-7) 
the free ligand, H3Pv-, absorbs at 440 mU and contributes a rank of 
one, the nµmber of metal~liga~d species in Series I is three, 
The absorbanc;e anq error matrices for Series II were 8Q x 8 ;for 
sol qt ions O through 7 and 80 x 6 for solutions 2 through 7, .f\.bsorbance 
readings from 660 to 265 mU at 5 mµ intervals were used as input ctata. 
The rank of solutions O through 7 is foul" while the rank of solutions 
2 through 7 is three. Since H3Pv- contributes a rilllk of one to each 
case, the number of metalTligand species is i;hree and two for solutions 
0 through 7 and 2 through 7, respec~ively. The difference is due to 
the l'lbsorption band at 61,0 mU (Figure iJ) wh,ich occurs in solutions 0 
and 1 where CPGV:CSn is less than one. 
The absorban,ce and error matl"ices for Series r;u were 80 x 7 for 
solutions 1 through 7 arid 80 x 5 for solutions 1 thx-ou9h 5. The wave-
length range Wqs from 660 to 265 mU at 5 mµ intervl'lls. The rank of 
three for solutions 1 throuQh 5 is due to the presence of three metal-
ligand species, since the free ligand aqsorbance at 44-0 mU is negii-
gible, Using AT= 0.005, the ranJ<. of solutions 1 through 7 is three, 
also, However 1 at AT= o.oo~, the rank is four o.ue to i;he 1;hree metal-
ligand species and the small absorbance of the free· ligand at 440 mU 
in solutions 6 and 7 (Figµre 14). 
The absorbance ctnd error matrices for Se:rieE! IV were 80 x 7 with 
the wavelength range the ScUlle as in.previous series. The rank of 
three indicates three metal-ligand species, since the free ligand does 
not al:;>so11b in this series of so:;I.utions~ 
Matrix rank analysis indicates the presence of three tin(IV)-
pyrocatechol violet 0omplexes. The primary absorption peaks for these 
species occur at 610 mµ and at 550 mU. The absorbance at 610 mU occurs 
only for values of the ratio CPCV:CSn less than one indicating the 
possibility of polynuclear species. 
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The species number calcµlation was made on solutions 1 through 7 
of Series I, 2-ihrough 7 of Series I+, and 1 through 7 of Series Ill 
and IV. The calculation tested each data set for linearity assuming 
one 1 two, ctnd three absorbing species with noncopstant stoichiometry .. 
Equations (19), (2J), and (27) were used_ to calculate the X and -Y 
absorbance functions for each case. The best straight line fits were 
calculated for each of 16 wavelengths for the one and two species 
cases, The wavelengths used were 660, 635 1 610, 585, 560, 535, 510, 
485, 460 1 435, 410, J85, 360 1 335, 310, and 285 m~. Only six to eight 
of these lines are plotted in the following figures because of space 
limitations. The total number of lines for the three species model in 
each Gase is equal to the m,.1,mber of solutions being run. Only three 
or fo\lr lines will be plotted because o;f space limit~tions. 
The results of the species nUJ11ber calculations are given in 
Figures t6, 17, and 18 for Series I, Figures 19, 20, and 2t for SeriE)s 
II, Figu,res 22, 23, and 24 for Series III, <;ind Figures 2?, 26, and 27 
for Series IV. For each series the result is the same as obtained in 
the matrix rank analysis. The species number plots indicate three 
absorbin,g species in each series. 
It is obviou,s 1:/y visual- ;i,nspe9tion of the species number plots 
which assumed model gives the best straight line for each series of 
solutions. The values of the gooQ11ess-of-fit parameter, SMIN, are of 
interE)st in verifying th:i,s condusion. These values are given in 
Table XVI. 
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TABLE XVI 
GOODNESS-OF-FIT PARAMETERS FOR SPECIES 
NUMBER CALCULATIONS 
SMIN 
Series I Series II Series III 
17. 5 - 335.5 6.33 - 1163. 4 25. 01 - 261. 07 
0.078 - 1.38 0.19 - 1. 70 0.01 - 7.03 
-5 
X 10 - 1.4 X 10-3 0~003 - 0.17 0.01 - 0.1 
Series IV 
15.73 - 286.88 
0.002 - 0.109 
0.008 - 0.047 
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The res~lts of the matrix rank analysis and the species number 
calculations indicate the presence of three tin(IV)~pyrocatechol violet 
complexe~. When solutions having values of the ratio CPCV:CSn less 
than one are omitted from the matrix rank calculations, the rank is 
decreased by one. This species absorbs at 610 mU. This indicates the 
poss!l,ble presence of a polynuclear species absorbing at 610 mµ. 
Nature of Absorbing Species, 
The mole-ratio method described by Yoe and Jones (9) is used to 
obtain information concerning the nature of the tin(IV)~pyrocatechol 
complexes in solution. Mole-ratio plots were made at 550 and 610 mµ 
for each series of solutions given in Tables VI, VII, VIII, and IX. 
These plots are shown in Figure 28e At 550 mµ the break in the mole-
ratio plot for Series I occurs at a value of two for the ratio CrfCM. 
This corresponds to a complex of the composition ML2 • The ligand, 
H3pv~, is in excess for the last six solutions of Series I with the 
largest Cr(CM ratio being 7. This indicates that ML2 is the highest 
complex formed, The breaks in the mole-ratio plots range from two in 
Series I, one and one .... hal;f in Series II 7 near one in Series III, and no 
break in Series IV. The maximum ligand excess decreases from Series r 
through Series IV. The breaks in the mole-ratio plots indicate a 
mixtu~e of ML and ML2 present in solutiona 
The mole~ratio plots at 610 mU break at a CrfCM value of one half 
indicating ~he presence of a dinuclear complex M2L. The plots of each 
of the four series has a distinct break at CrfCM = ~. 
The Holme-Langmyhr method for determining the values of m and n 
in the complex M L was used to check the probab,le existence of a 
m' n 
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dinuolear tin(IV)-pyrocatechol violet complex. The equations used were 
derived by Holme and Langmyhr (15) and have been used in a similar 
study by Thomson (68)e The ratio n/m for a tin(IV)-pyrocatechol violet 
complex (ML) at 610 m~ was obtained by plotting 
m n 
versus 1/A 
for various values of the ratio n/m. The necessary absorbance values 
were obtained from Seri~s I, II, and Ille The correct valu~ of n/m 
gives a straight line plot. The results are shown in Figure 29. The 
m 
only strai9ht line obtained was for n/m =%and a value of A0 = 5.83 
was obtained by extrapolation. A~ is an upper absorbance limit 
occurri~g if the concentration of reactant Mis held constant and the 
concentration of Lis increased until the concentration of the complex 
approaches an upper limit. 
lim[M L ] 
m n 
C ..----+ cc, 
L . 
The value of n for a tin(IV)-pyrocatechol violet complex (ML) 
m n 
at 610 m~ is obtained from a plot of 
1 X 10-/,i,n versus 1/A 
Var~ous values of n were tried, with the correct value yielding a 
straight line as shown in Figure JO. The best straight line obtained 
was for n = 1, 
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The ;results of the mole-ratio method and the Holme-Langmyhr method 
indicate the presence of a dinuclear tin(IV)-pyrocatechol violet 
complex in solutions of low CL/ CM ratios. The presence of 1: 1 and 1: 2 
mononuclear complexes is indicated by the mole-ratio plots at 550 mU. 
These results are in agreement with earlier results of the matrix rank 
a.nfl.~ysis and, the species number calculation. 
Stabilities of Tin(IV)-Pyrocatechol Violet Complexes 
'.!,'he method of corresponding solutions cannot be used to interpret 
spectrophotometric data if polynuclear complexes exist in solution. 
However, the method can be used to check for the presence of such 
species as described earlier. 
The corresponding solutions plot program was run on the absorbance 
data obtained from the spectra given in Figures 12 1 1Jl 1~ 9 and 15. 
Corresponding solution plots similar to Figure J were obtained in the 
wavelength range from 515 to 590 m~. No well behaved curves were 
obtained in the region of 610 m~. 
The corresponding solutions n, [L] program was run at 5J5 9 550 9 
565, and 580 mU using the E values calculated in the· corresponding 
solutions plot program as input datae The n9 [L] values obtaineq are 
given in Table XVII. 
Different n, [L] curves were obtained at each wavelength 9 which 
is the result expected if polynuclear species are present. All wave-
lengths used were associated with the absorption at 550 m~e If 
corresponding solution plots could have been made at wavelengths 
associated with other absorption bands, the differences in n1 [L] 
values probably would have been even greater~ The conclusion is that 
TABLE XVII 
FORMATION FUNCTION DATA 
535 mµ[L] x 106 550 mU[L] x 106 565 ~[L] x 106 585 IIU[L] x 106 
n n n n 
0.4801 0.2313 0.4809 0.4056 0.4879 0.8435 0.4825 1.8291 
o. 5885 0.6376 0.5853 0.6437 -o. 5949 l. 5317 o_. 5849 3.8787 
o. 6913 0.9384 0.6897 0.7728 0.6961 2-- 1451 0.6666 4.8613 
0.7888 1.2155 0.7917 0.8882 0.7988 2.6955 0.7623 5. 7423 
0.8801 1.5634 0.8868 1.1135 0.8874 2.9585 o. 8-951 6.3249 
0.9950 2.2299 o. 995-4 1.6514 0.9610 2.9489 0.9791 - 8. 5743 
1. 1283 2.9720 1.1469 2.3345 1.1310 4.4068 
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at least one polynuclear species is present and, therefore, some method 
other than corresponding solut~ons must o~ used to calculate the 
stal;>~li ty constants. 
The stabil.ity constants of the tin(IV) ... pyrocatechol violet 
complexes were determined from the spectra of the solutions given in 
Tab.J,es VI, V;J:I, VUl, and ;rx using the pit-mapping program. The con-
centrations of each species in solution and the molar extinction co-
efficients of all tin(IV)-pyrocatechol violet complexes were also 
calculated. The spectra of the solutions between 660 and 265 m~ 1 the 
total pyriocatechol violet a.nd tin ( IV) concentrations, and the solution 
pH's were used as the primary input data for eacq series of solutions. 
The initial value of DEC was 0.10 in each case. Initial estimates of 
the stability constants were read in also. 
Solutions 2' thrpugh 7 of Series II have CPCV:CSn i;-atios equal to 
or greater than one and the rank is three. Since the free ligand, 
H)PV-, contributes a rank of one, the number of metal-liQand species is 
two. The pit-mapping ca~culation was performed on the spectra of these 
six solutions using three different models: 
ML 
ML and MLJ 
ML2 and MLJ 
Only the model assUJlling ML and ML2 (Sn(H2Pv)
2
+ and Sn(H2PV) 2 ) was 
successful. The initial estimates for PKP.1 and PKP2 (-log S11 and 
-log S12 ) were -8.5 and -15.0. Six repet;i.t:ions were required for 
convergence. The following results were obtained: 
log 
~11 ? 7.797 + 0.312 
log 
~12 :;:: 14~741 + o .. 32i 
UMJN :;:: o.J'fo2 . 
The agreement between the experimental and calculated spectra was 
excellent. 
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The pit-mapping calculation was performed on solutions O through 7 
of Series I, solutiqns O through 7 of Series II, and solutions 1 
through 7 of Series III and IV. From the matrix rank and species 
number results, it j_s known that each of the above series of solutions 
contain three tin(IV) ... pyrocatechol violet comp).exes 0 The results of 
the mole-ratio method, the Holme-Langmyhr method, and the prev:i.ous 
pit-mapping ca+culations indicate one polynuclear (probably dinuclear) 
and two mononuclear (probably ML and ML2 ) complexes. For these reasons 
three species models we;re used in subroutine EQUIL for all of the above 
sets of solutions. The models tried were: 
ML, ML2 , MLJ 
M2L, ML, ML2 
M2L2, ML, ML2 
M2L3
, ML, ML2 
M3L4, ML, ML2 • 
With the exception of the ML, ML2 , and ML3 case, all models tried 
contained one polynuclear and two mononuclear complexes. The only 
model which gave meaningful results w~s the M2L, ML 1 and ML2 model 
described earlier. All other models were el:j.minateq. because they gave 
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15 18 . large e~ror-square sl,Ulls (~O ~ 10 ), negAt~ve molar ex~inction 
coefficients, p11,d poor agreement between experimental and calculated 
spectra. 
The model M2L, ML, and ML2 , described in detail earlier, was tried 
for each series of solutions, In each case convergence was obtained• 
Good fits of the spe~tra, small error-square sums, and stability 
constants with small standard deviations were obtained. The input 
estimates for P:rq>t, PKP2, and PKP3 (~log S11 , -log S12 , and -log S21 , 
respect~vely) were ~7.800, -1~,740, and ~1.3.000. The initial value for 
D~C was 0.10, A 111a.;x:imwn of five repeti ti1:ms was required for conver,-, 
gence in each series. The results obtained are given in Table XVIII. 
2..i,. The calcµlated molar extinction coefficients for Sn(H2PV) , Sn(H2PV) 2 , 
ari.d Sn2 (H2Pv)
6
+ a.re plotted in Fig1,1re 31 and are tabulated in Table XIX. 
The calculated concentrations of all tin(lV) species are plotted in 
Figures J~, JJ 1 J4, and 35 for Series I, II, :Ul, c1.nd IV, respectively9 
Series I 
loa'~ll 7 .649 
log~2 J.4. 594 
log~l 13.210 
UMIN 0.132 
... 
TABLE XVIII 
FORMATION CONSTANTS OF TIN (IV) - PYROCATECHOL 
VIOLET COMPLEXES 
Series TI Seri-es III S-eries TV 
7.765 7 .970 7.823 
14.758 15. 282 14.963 
12.451 13.136 12.889 
0-.337 0.184 0.193 
Average St-d. Dev. 
7-.801 0.133 
14.899 0.297 
12.922 0.342 
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TABLE XIX 
MOLAR EX!INCTION COEFFICl~NTS 
Wave-
HPV3- H P\12,.. Sn(H2PV)
2+ . Sn2 (H2PV)6+ length H3P\T - H4PV 2 · Sn(H2PV) 2 mµ 
660 3356 8986 7010 
655 4066 10240 8785 
650 4716 . 11230 10420 
645 5421 12080 12550 
640 6126 12460 14540 
635 6877 13390 16490 
630 7638 14180 18400 
625 8603 14940 19630 
620 1929 23490 337 ·1956 947 5 16800 21080 
615 3071 29400 333 2960 10540 18210 22100 
610 3966 34860 320 4330 11450 20040 22720 
605 4,632 39330 298 6280 \2370 22380 23010 
600 5718 41760 260 8943 13360 24830 22980 
595 661.5 42260 223 12390 14420 28050 22810 
590 6884 41390 186 16600 15770 31870 22520 
585 6528 39770 150 21680 17350 37210 21960 
580 6511 37900 Ul 27450 19610 44150 20760 
57 5 6017 36000 89 32900 22450 52940 19460 
570 6238 34330 89 37610 25990 61310 17720 
565 6230 32660 119 41380 29540 69720 16140 
560 6089 31090 176 43590 32430 76960 14130 
555 6482 29260 289 44070 33730 79620 12790 
550 6570 27430 471 43040 33160 78140 11140 
545 6554 25590 712 41000 31150 73730 9801 
540 6574 23640 1037 38190 28030 67640 8177 
535 67 4') 21610 14j5 35000 24350 59630 6855 
530 6867 19820 \926 31670 20620 50290 5863 
525 6943 18060 2503 28470 17210 41260 5603 
520 7135 16510 3177 25230 14400 33670 47 52 
515 7126 15080 3951 21970 12160 27740 5146 
510 7484 13€)40 4829 18790 10520 22690 4888 
505 7948 12100 5813 15780 9170 19180 4800 
500 7997 10870 6902 13150 8046 161.50 5044 
495 8483 9402 8036 107 50 7126 13090 4922 
490 9014 8122 9253 8660 6470 10220 4962 
485 9477 6839 10480 7147 5925 8619 5170 
480 10100 5624 1P80 5717 5564 6884 5258 
47 5 10090 4792 12900 4903 5245 5866 5587 
470 1Q960 357 5 14050 4190 4979 4974 5633 
465 11220 27U 15110 3529 4818 3946 5934 
460 11580 1861 15980 3239 4663 3062 6083 
455 U(;,40 1390 16660 3072 4542 2512 6156 
450 12230 579 17160 2773 4474 2285 6230 
445 12260 383 17420 27 56 4392 2174 6423 
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TABLE XIX (Contin~ed) 
Wave":' 
H:PV3- H PV2" 
2+ 6+ 
length H TN - H4PV 
Sn(H2PV) ,;: Sn2 (H2PV) 2 3 $p(H2PV)4 mµ 
440 12250 377 17490 2682 4454 2286 6519 
435 11730 861 17260 2807 4547 2746 6438 
430 11360 1499 16860 2780 4765 3670 6426 
425 io9so 2035 16240 2956 5077 4655 6330 
420 10100 2a10 15450 2949 5369 5724 5866 
415 9907 3207 14520 3240 5509 6572 5505 
410 9453 3595 13530 3351 5572 7430 5209 
405 9481 3645 12520 3566 5602 7987 4887 
400 9017 4037 11540 3824 5598 9023 4356 
395 8633 4370 10570 4188 5698 9915 4080 
390 8464 4514 9669 4767 5961 11330 3812 
385 8229 4669 8930 5247 6441 13010 3760 
380 8287 4681 8236 5932 7082 14780 3962 
37 5 8207 47 55 7701 6472 7606 15800 4561 
370 8376 4574 7319 6679 77 50 15820 5021 
365 8244 4495 7007 6425 7353 14280 5333 
360 8495 4126 6785 6058 6350 12100 5237 
355 8541 3883 6646 5359 5127 9518 4251 
350 8399 3664 6,571 4702 4130 7335 38~9 
345 8524 3231 6503 3741 3347 5695 3215 
340 8340 3087 6438 3056 2852 4817 3098 
335 8558 2945 6384 2647 2714 5240 2981 
330 8614 3185 6315 2581 3979 5798 3165 
325 8813 367 5 6283 2847 3505 6545 3391 
320 9290 4534 6302 3438 3896 7290 3909 
315 10160 5947 6,361 3933 4307 7968 4139 
310 10930 7735 6442 4036 5011 9208 4913 
305 11390 9615 5662 3997 6090 12010 5665 
300 11580 10920 6796 3966 7983 16350 6452 
295 11220 11270 7215 4829 9866 20610 7354 
290 11030 10340 8160 6984 10220 40560 7811 
285 10720 8927 9641 8880 9251 17940 7928 
280 10650 7198 10870 8739 8419 15460 7564 
27 5 10400 5512 10860 8100 7663 15010 7178 
270 9504 4482 9762 7449 6968 14220 6764 
265 9548 3400 8279 711,2 6622 l.4680 6422 
260 8232 4045 6899 7100 
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Sm,1MA.RY 
An ol:;>jective compµteri metl;lod for dete~:ining the number, natµre, 
and stabilities of ~omplexes in solution from spectrophotometric data 
has been qeveloped, Si~ compµter programs have been collected, modi-
fied, or written anq µsed to interpret absorbance data. These programs 
constitµte ·a powerful method for analyzing spectrophotometric data from 
systems containing monon~clear, polynuclear, or a mixture ot mononuc;:lear 
and polynuclear complexes. 
Three acid <;li,.1;1sociation constants of pyrocat.eohol vioJ,et in· 1M Cl-
solut;i,on1:1 have been deterrrdned; 
pK1 ;;: 0,264: + 0.00.3 
pK2 ;;:; 7.,508 + 0~001, 
P~3 ;;: a • .332 + 0.00.3 • ,.. 
Molar extinction coefficients and concentrations of pyrocatechol violet 
Spectrophoto~etric data from 1}1 Cl- solutions of tin(IV) and 
pyrocatechol violet have been interpreted on the basis of formation of 
1:1, 1:2, and 2:1 ineta], ... ligana. complexes. The corresponding stability 
constants were: 
log ~11 ;;: 7.801 + 0.1.33 
'J.31 
log s12 ~ 1~.899 + 0,297 
log s21 ~ 12.922 ~ 0.3~2 
~Qlar extinqtion coeffiGients ~nd concentr~tions of tin(~V) species 
w~re ca;I. culFLt~p. 
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APPENDIX A 
fLOW CI-IA,RT, PROGRAM LIS1ING, ANP DAlA 
SEif FOR MA.'l'RIX RA,Nl( ANALYSIS 
iJ7 
C~rq 
Number 
1 
Next M 
c;:ards 
1J8 
'l'ABL~ XX 
INPUT REQUIRt~NTS FOR MA.TRIX RANK CALCULAl'ION 
Col1,1mn,s Format 
l- 5 !5 
6-10 1,5 
ll~ 19 F9,8 
t6(F4, 3, lX) 
Variable Name and function 
L - number of wavelengths 
CRI! - criterion for set-
ting elements of A 
to zero 
V ~ absorbance data with 
number of cards deter-
mined by N anq L, 
Solution 1 data s~arts 
on card 2 and con-
tinues as needed 16 
wavelengths per card. 
Start solution 2 data 
on another card regard .. 
less of where solution 
1 data ended on the 
previous card 
START 
Re1;1d contro). 
parameters N, L, CRIT 
Read absorbance 
data V 
Convert V to double 
precision A 
T ;,;: o.ocn 
l"'------.......i 
Compute error 
matrix S 
Write original A and 
S matrices 
Pivot A and S Illatrices, 
reduce rows 
Reduce sub-pivot elemeQts 
of A and S to zero 
Compare corresponding elements on principal 
diagonal to determine rank 
Write rapk o( 
A IJ1atrix 
Write reduced A and S 
matrices 
T = T + 0.001 
1.39 
140 
yes-@ 
C ANAt'TStS··:·OF ·s~ECTRA ·1<:ATZ-VALLA'CE 
C PROGR'AM CON.VERTED TD DOUBLE PRECISUJN AND MODIFIED BY 111.l.llAM D. IIAKLEY, 
C CHEMISTRY 1lEPAllTMENTe DKclAHDMA STATE UNIVEllSllY 
C 
C GIVEN N EXPERIMENTS IN 'EACH OF WHICH THE OPTICAL ABSORPTION 
C IS MEASURED AT L WAVELENGTHS RESULJING lN MATRIX 
C A VITH l ROWS .\ND N COLUMNS. DIMENSION AlleNI 
C iL -MUST BE G.T.E. N1 
C 
,t OBJECT - T-0 DETEllfllNE RANK OF MATRIX, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT 
C EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS IN S MATRIX 
C 
C METHOD - REDUCE ALL ELEMENTS BU.OW PRINCIPAL DIAGONAL 1"0 ZERO 
C AFTER MAXIMUM IPIVDTI PLACED ON DIAGONAL 
C 
C INPUT-
C CARD l - N C-OLS.· 1-5• l COLS. 6-lO, CRIT COLS. 11-19 lf9.8 I 
C CR IT IS THE .CRH ER ION FOR SETT I NG A ELEMENTS TO ZERO 
C IF Al 1,.1) L.T. -CRlT .. SJI.JI, Al 1-.Jl•O.O 
C 
REAL Vl91,91/819•0.0/,11191,91 /Bl9•0.0/,CKl911/9l•O.O/ 
RE AL•& Ai91,91 /819•0.0D•OO/ ,S19lo91 /Bl9•0.0D•OO/ el191,91 /819•0.0D• 
100 I, Y(9l ,91/ 819*0.0D•OO/, Bl91 e91 /819•0.00•00/, AMAX70.00•00/ ,.tEflP/O 
Z.OD•OO/,FAC/O.OD•OO/,SW/O.OD•OO/,X/0.0D•OO/,SWl/O.OD•OO/ 
REAL•& DABS,DSQRT ,DBLE 
1 FDR~ATIZ15•F9.8l 
2 FORMAT( lt.lF4.3,1Xll 
3 FORMA:rtlHl,lOX,17HRANX OF SYSTEM 'IS,l3_,1X,31HWITHIN A RANGE OF PLU 
IS OR ~INUS,Ft5.5,1X,12HSIGMA LlMITSJ 
4 FORMATllHl,30X,17HDRIGINAl A MATRIX/II 
5 FDRMATl1Hl,30X,l7ftORlblNAL S MATRIX/II 
6 FORMAT! lHl ,30X,loHREDUCED A MATRIX/ JI 
1 FORMATl1Hl,30X,lt.HREDUCED S MATRIX/I-I 
8 F OJIMA Tl lH J • 9FlZ• 71 
READ! 5,11 N,1.,C-f!JT 
C READ ABSDR~ANCE DATA 
DO 103 J=l,N 
103 READ15,ZI IVI 1,JI, 1•1,ll 
C CONVERT ABSORBANCE DATA T.D DOUBLE PRECISION ANO STORE ORIGINAL .OATA IN 8 
OD 321 J•l ,N 
DO 321 I= 1,l 
All,Jl=DBLE1VII,JII 
Bl 1,Jl=AI I ,JI 
321 CONTINUE 
C P.ERFORM RANK CALCULATION 10 TIMES VARYING PHOTOMETRIC ERROR FROM 0.001 
C TD 0.01 
DO 50 KT=l,[0 
T=KT 
T=T•0.001 
C CALCULATE ERROR MATRIX S 
00 14 l=i,t. 
00 14 J=l,N 
X•All.J-J 
14 SII,Jl=0.43429•T•to.••x 
WRITEl6,4~ 
C ·WRl'TE ASSORBA·NCE -MATRIX A 
DO 20 -1=1,L 
20 WRITEl6,8l IAll,JI, J•leNI 
IIRITEl6e 51 
C IIRITE ERROR flATRIX S 
DO 30 l•l ,L 
30 IIRITEl6,81 1Sll,Jle J•l,NI 
.c 
C MURI X ELEMENT'S READ, NOii TO PIVOT AND REDUCE ROWS 
C 
C 
NMIN•N-1 
DO -140 JC•l,NMIN 
AMAX,o(I.OD•OO . 
DO 110 1 .. JC,L 
DO 110 JaJC ,N 
IFIAMAx~DABSIAll,JII.GE.O.I GO T-0 110 
105 AMAX•DABSIAII.JII 
IMAX•! 
JMAX=J 
110 CONTINUE 
IFIAMAX.LE.O.l GO TO 1"50 
UZ DO 115 .J=l,N 
SW•AIJC,JI 
AIJC,J l•AI IMAX,J I 
Ai IMAX,Jl•SW 
SW=St JC,JJ 
S1JC,Jl=S1 IMAX,J'I 
-U 5 SI I MAX.J·l•SII 
tlD lZO 1•1,L 
SW•A(l ,JC I 
All,JCl•All,JMAXl 
Al le JMAX)•Sll 
SW•511,JCI 
SI 1,JCl•Sll ,JMAXI 
120 Sll,JMAXl•SW 
C PIVOT UEMENT PLACED. IIEDUCE SUB-PIVOT ELEMENTS TC ZE1111 
C 
IPLUS•Jt•l 
DD 130 l•IPLUS,l 
·1FIAI 1,JCJ.EQ.O.I GO TO l30 
125 FAC•All,JCI/AIJC,JCI 
DD 1Z9 J:IPLUS,N 
All,Jl•All,JJ-FAC*AlJCeJI 
TEMP•AIJC,JI/AIJC,JCI 
SI 1,Jl•llSQRTI SI l ,J ,..,,.2+1 SJI ,Jtf •TEMPJ••2•1S1JC,J l•F.ACl.,.2•(S I.IC,Jt 
11 •FACUEHPI H21 
IFIDABSIAII,JIJ-DABSICRIT•SCl,JIJ.GT.O.I GO TO 129 
S 11, J l•O. ODoOO 
127 All,JJ•O.ODoOO 
129 CONTINUE 
All,JCl•O.OD•OO 
Sll,Jtl•O.OD•OO 
130 CONTINUE 
140 COl<jJI NUE 
NN=N•l 0837 0862 0875 0888 0889 0884 0866 0845 08U 0178 0737 0698 0661 0631 0609 0592 
SW=AI N,·NI 0583 0577 0567 0544 0520 0489 0462 0425 0398 0381 0374 0381 0400 0418 0424 0428 
DD 111 J=NN,L 0439 0489 0610 0744 0796 0774 0702 0625 0561. 
lFtDA8SIAl1,N1J.LE.DA8SISWJI GD TD 1111 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0002 0002 0003 0.004 0006 0008 0011 0014 
SW=AI 1,NI 0018 0024 0033 0042 0059·0018 0102 0138 0173 0211 0244 0277 0298 0311 03U 0324 
SW1=511,NI 0330 0339 0352 0370 0398 0430 04 74 0527 0589 0652 0723 0808 0892 0969 1048 1120 
11 ll Al J ,Nl=O.OD•i>O 1182 1229 1262 1276 1279 l26l 12Z8 1183 1121 1058 0986 0916 0852 0780 0722 0672 
SI 1,;NJ=O.OD+OO 0630 0596 0569 0544 0528 0514 0506 0496 0487 0481 0480 0482 0494 0507 0511 0524 
111 CONTINUE 0539 0573 0649 0768 0852 0844 0759 0644 0547 
AlN.NJ=SW 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0002 0003 0004 0004 
SIN,Nl=SWl 0005 0006 0007 0008 0008 0009 0011 OOl:6 0020 0029 0037 0046 0056 0069 0083 0101 
lFIAIN,NJ.Ne.o., GD TO 150 0123 0153 0187 0230 0281 0339 0408 0481 0566 0650 0749 0840 0947 1031 1121 1207 
142 lflL-N.LE.01 GO Tll 150· 1277 1333 1373 1394 1394 1376 1344'1289 1224 1150 1072 0996 0919 08"1 0772 .0717 
.143 NPLUS=N•l 0664 0627 0602 0582 0568 0557 0549 0539 0532 0527 0519 0514 0516 0521 0526 11532 
DO 145 l=NPlUS,L 0549 0582 0654 0769 0870 087-l, 0791 0672 0558 
IFtAII,NJ.EQ.O.I GO TO 145 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 00.01 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0002 0003 0004 0004 0005 
144 SW=AIN,NI 0005 0005 0005 0005 0005 0005 0005 0006 0009 0012 0019 0028 0036 0047 0062 00111 
AIN,Nl=AI 1,Nl 0105 0136 0171 0218 0267 0328 0392 0470 0554 0642 0739 0838 0940 1025 1120 1200 
All,N)=SW 1273 1327 1366 1386 1389 1370 1331 1281 1222 U49 1065 0990 0912 0837 0769 0709 
SW=SI N,NI 0654 0609 0577 0548 0529 0519 0514 0511 0508 0506 0506 0512 0527 0541 0551 0563 
SIN,Nl=SI 1,NI 0577 0602 0674 0786 0875 0868 0778 0661 0556 
SI 1,Nl=SW 0001 0001 0001 0001 0001 0002 0002 0003 0003 0003 0004 0005 0005 0006 .0006 0006 
GD TO 150 0007 0007 0007 0007 0007 0007 0008 0010 0014 0018 0026 0033 0042 0052 0070 0089 
145 CONTINUE Oli3 0143 0181 0227 0278 0335 0402 0480 0561 0652 0747 0842 0946 1034 1126 1212 
C 1282 U37 1380 1396 1405 1381 1346 1292 1228 1154 1077 0991 0916 0840 0772 0717 
C MATRIX IS REDUCED, DETERMINE RANK 0668 0630 0603 0585 0569 0558 0552 0547 0538 0529 0521 0518 0518 OS21 0527 0531 
C 0547 0578 0651. 0770 0869 0871 0786 0670 0560 
150 DO 160 l=l,N 0001 0008 0019 0029 0042 0055 0068 0078 0081 0083 0082 0081 0080 0080 0080 0080 
NRANK=N•l-1 0083 0089 0092 0097 0100 0103 0107 0108 ·0109 0108 0108 0107 0108 0112 0120 0132 
IF !DABS.I Al NRANK,NRANKI ). GE.3.•SINRANK, NRANK 11 GO TO 162 0152 0174 0208 0244 0292 0348 0411 0479 0559 0647 0734 0824 0923 1012 1096 1178 
160 CONTINUE 1241 1292 1328 (355 1360 1350 1324 1286 1227 1155 1081 ·0996 OCU2 0847 0113. 0'!'07 
C 0651 0608 0575 0546 0524 0509 0502 0495 O'o91 0487 0"81 0476 0470 0471 O<,l'6 0'190 
C WRIT-E RANK REDUCED A AND S MATRICES 0514 0557 0640 0763 0862 0862 0773 0656 0547 
C 0001 0010 0025 0042 0058 0076 0092 0103 0108 0111 0109 0108 0106 0107 0112 0116 
162 .WRIT.El'f>,31 NRANK,CRIT 0130 0144 0158 0168 0170. 0171 0169 0164 0161 0157 0152 0150 0149 0151 0156 01.65 
·WRITE16,6l 0181 0201 0230 0264 0308 ·0360 0'20 0488 0568 0647 0734 0827 0914 1000 1082 1158 
DO 165 l=l.L 1219 1266 1303 1324 1333 1319 1297 · 1256 1200 1128 1053 0980 0900 0827 0753 01102 
165 WRIT.E16,81 IAI 1,JI, J=l,Nl 0643 0598 0566 0538 0517 0505 0496 04·97 0480 0476 0468 0463 0460 11463 0472 0485· 
WR ITEi 6, 71 0516· 0556 0641 0760 0850 0838 0752 0638 0534 
DO 170 1=1,l 0001 0014 0030 0046 0068 0089 0107 0122 0136 0150 0164 0183 0217 0263 0330 04.U 
171> WRITE16,81 ISll,JI, J::i:1,N) 0543 0677 0800 0900 0954 0964 0942 0903 0858 0813 0176 0740 0708 0674 0644 OM7 
DO 111 l=hl 0592 0570 0558 0552 0556 0568 0586 ·0608 06lt2 0674 07.15 0756 0804 0848 0881' 1)1)28 
DD 171 J=l,N 0959 0987 ·0998 1008 1011 1008 0998 0974 0947 0902 0854 0798 0752 0704 0657 l){,!11 
All,Jl=Bll,JI 0580 0552 0527 0508 0488 0475 0466 0453 .0446 0440 0442 0452 0474 0511 0557 0606 
111 CONTINUE 0648 06 78 0 708 0758 0788 0750 0664 0556 04'11 
50 CONTINUE 0001 0014 0031 0050 0074 0100 0128 0153 0174 0202 0234 0292 e356 0454 0600 0800 
STOP 1040 1320 1574 1.790 1913 1960 1931 1853 1774 1680 1617 15"7 1478 1414 i342 1267 
END 1189 1113 1046 0980 0927 0874. 0832 0790 0750 .0713 0686 0657 0636 0611 05'16 0517 
C 0560 0548 0536 11531 0531 0534 0546 0551 0554 0554 0548 0542 0536 OS30 0523 1»5!6 
t DATA 0512 0508 0502 0492 0482 0472 0458 0443 0431 0431 0442 0468 0518 0603 0701 01'9', 
C 0856 .0864 0828 o77J 0710 0632 0553 0496 0472 
9 890001 
0001· 0001 0001 0002 0003 0005 0006 0009 0010 0011 0016 0021 0028 0037 0049 0068 
0092 0127 0174 0242 0333 0452 0598 0772 0972 lll,O 1324 1455 1534 1555 1527 1466 
1382 1288 1194 1109 1026 0948 0876 0815 0772 0741 0724 0725 0734 0756 0783 0808 
~ 
tl 
r 
APPENDIX B 
FLOW CHART, PRO~RAM LISTING, A.ND DATA 
SET FOR SPECIES NUMBER PROGRAM 
144 
TABLE XXJ; 
J;NPUT REQUIREHENTS FOR SPECIES NUMBE:R. 'PROGRAM 
Card 
Number Columns Format Variable Name and Function 
1 1-,. 3 13 MSIZE - maximum size poly-
nomial £or lea$t 
squares c1,1rve fit 
4-6 13 SIZE - size of p~lynomial 
used 
7-9 :p NCONT - num.ber of poly-
nomials to be tried 
2 1-2 12 CONTL - code for 1st term 
3-4 u 
-
code for 2nd term 
5.,.q 12 ... code for 3rd term 
7-8 12 .. code for 4th term 
9-10 12 
-
code for 5th term 
11-12 t2 
-
cocle for 6th term 
13 .. 14 I2 .. c;ode for 7th term 
15-16 I~ ... code for 8th term 
Explanation 0£ code: 'I;'erms 
1 thru 8 refer to Beta's,-
coefficients of the poly-
nomial. !£ o, this 
parameter is calculated. 
'J;f 1, this parameter is 
not calculated. 
3 1 .. 10 010.3 Beta0 
ll-20 010.3 Beta1 
21-30 010.3 Beta2 
31-40 D10.3 Beta3 
41-50 Dl0.3 Beta4 
145 
TABLE XXl (Continued) 
Card 
Number· Coluil\ns form,at Variable Name and Function 
51- 60 D10.3 Beta5 
ol- 70 010.3 Beta6 
71-80 1)10.3 Beta7 
4 1-80 20A4 HEAD - column headings for 
output table 
5 1-80 20A4 TITLE 
-
title f9r plot 
6 1-18 80.A.l MOP - title for Y-!'1,;Kis of 
plot 
19-20 NCH - characters for plotting 
e,cperimental and calcu-
'Lated dc1-ta 
59- 76 TAB:1 - title for X-axis of 
plot 
77 ND - II II . 
78 NP - "+II 
79 NM - 11_ II 
80 NB - blank 
7 l-55 55H name of the syst;.em being 
studied 
8 1-3 l3 MM ... number of solut~on 
compositions 
4-6 13 L .. number of wavelengths 
7 .. 9 13 LM - wavelength of maximum 
absorbance 
10-12 13 JB - reference solution 
13-15 13 LMl - wavelength of maximum 
absorbance 
16-18 13 LM2 - wavelength of maximum 
absorba11ce 
Card 
Number 
9 
Ne:xt M 
ca:rds 
Columns 
19 .. il 
22 ... 24 
25 .. 27 
28 .. 30 
Jt-33 
1.,.lQ 
L-80 
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TABLE XXl (Continued) 
Format 
!3 
13 
!3 
13 
13 
010.3 
16(F4.3,1X) 
Variable Name and function 
NSTOIC ~ 1 for nonconstant 
stoichiometry, 0 for 
constant stoichi• 
ometry 
Jl31 ... reference solution 
JB2 .. reference solution 
ITEa .. iteration number 
!Tl - control parameter 
DELT ~ error parameter used 
in weight calculation 
C - absorbance data with 
number of car~s deter-
mined by MM and L. See 
Table XX for exph.nation 
of format 
START 
Set elements of all 
arl:"ays to ze:ro 
Read MSIZE, 
NCO NT 
Read CONTL, BETA, aEAP, 
TITLE, MOP, NCH, TABl 
Read name of system 
being stµclied 
Read MM, J., LM, JB, LMl, LM2, NSTOIC, JBl. 1 
JB2, ITER, !Tl, DELT 
Write name of system being studied, MM, L, J.M~ JB, 
J;.Ml, LM2 1 NSTOIC, JB;l., JB2, ITER, !Tl 
Read absorbance 
data C(I ,J) 
Convert C(I,J) to double 
precision, store in A(I,J) 
1-.....,..,--..---< 
Calculate XA(LM,J), 
YA(I ,J) for on~ 
absorbing species 
Write .t\(I,J), 
DELT 
3 
no 
Calculate XA(LM,J), 
YA(I,J) for two absorb-
ing species with no 
restrictions on the 
stoichiometry 
no 
Calculate XA(LM,J), 
YA(I,J) for three 
absorbing species 
with no restrictions 
on the stoichiometry 
yes 
Calculate XA(LM,J), 
YA(I,J) f9r two absorb-
ing species with constant 
stoichiometry 
yes 
Calculate E(I,LM), 
El(I,J) for three 
absorbing specie!:! 
with restrictions 
on the stoichiometry 
Ta~e transposes of 
E and El arrays: 
XA(LM,I) m E(I,LM) 
YA(I,J) m El(J,I) 
;148 
Calculate XMIN, 
XMAX for plot 
B ......, ___ _.,. Calculate weight 
of data points 
Build mRtrix, XX, containing 
elements of nonnal equations 
Shrink XX matrix 
according to size, DX 
Shrink DX matrix according 
to fixed BETAS 
Invert DX 
matrix 
Store calculated BETAS from PX 
matrix or fixed BETAS 
Determine set of 
calculated Y's, YHAT 
Calculate DEV, S, 
DF, SMIN, SIG 
Write BETA~, 
SIG 
Oetennine experimental 
(X,Y) points for plot 
Write e~perimental data, 
YHAT DEV SIG 
Determine calculated 
(X,Y) points for plot 
Calcu.late YMIN, 
YMAX for plot 
Convert data to single 
precision befo~~ plotting 
Plot e1Cperimental and 
calculated curves 
:yes-----(!) 
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···c ··.t.··p. VARGA .ANO 'ini.:UAM O.· \l:ll(t'.fY ···OKLAl'IOM:A:"ST:A:TE UNt·VERSITY CHEMISTRY 
C DEPARTMENT NUMBER OF A8SORB1NG SPECIES PROGRAM FORTRAN lV 
C 18M SYSTEM 360 OSU COMPUTER .CENTER 21 NOVEIIBER 1968 
C CALCULATES THE IX,YI FUNCTIONS FOR 1,2,0R 3 ABSORBING SPECIES WITH 
C CONSTANT OR NDNCONSTANT ST-OICHIOHETRY, FITS THE BEST STRAIGHT l.lNE 
C THRU EACH DATA SET, c•t.CUL'ATES THE INTERCEPT ANO SLOPE OF EACH LINE, 
1: CALCULATES THE GOODNESS OF FIT PARAMETER, AND PLOTS THE l:XPERIMENTAL 
C ANO CALCULATED LINES FOR EACH .CASE 
INTEGER CONTL, SHE 
DOUBLE PRECISION XXl8,91,0XI 8,91,Vlll,.801,BET Al 81,8181, SIG( Bl ,Al 8 
10, 10 l,SA180,I O>,XA(B0,801,YAC B0,801,E 180, 11, El 180, 101 ,YHATUOl ,OEV 
21BOl ,St80>, X1 l60l ,Yll60} 
OIIIENS10N Hl:AIIC201,NOPUBl ,NCHl411, Tl TLEI 20-1, TABll 1111,ZI 11 ,CIINTU 3 
1,81,CCBO,~O} ,XS1l60J,YSl16DI.CKISDI 
REAL*B DBLE.,DABS,OSQRT 
DOUBLE 1'REC1Sl0N Xl,XHIN,XMAX,VARY ,YMIN, YNAX,W,PIVOT ,AY, SMIN,AYl 
COMMON TJTLE,MOP,NCH,TAB1,NO,NP,NH,NB,JREA05,JRITE6 
1 FORMAT116Jf4.3,1XII. 
2 FORMATl1P70ll.31 
3 FORMATl8121 
4 FORMAT 11213~ 
5 FORIIATl1X,20Alo1 
6 FORNA Tl 20A4 I 
1 FORHATC55H 
8 FORIIATC 88X, 12HSMIN/t0F-l 1•,0l-6.61 
33 FORMAT18010.31 
34 FORMATIIH ,10013.61 
35 FORMATl1P2015.6/J 
36 FORMATl1Hl,6X,4HBETA,10X,THSTO DEVI 
37 FORMATl1H2,1DX,20H PHOTOMETRIC ERROR •,Ou,.,.' 
s·z FORM A TC BOAll 
JR.EA05=5 
JRITE6=11 
C SET ELEMENTS Of ALL ARRAYS TO ZERO 
DO 60 1•1,80 
00 60 J=l,80 
XAC I, J l=0.00+00 
YAII,Jl•0.00+00 
60 CONTINUE 
00 61 1•1,80 
OD 61 J=l,10 
AC I, J l=O. OD+OO 
SAC 1,Jl=0.00+00 
El11,Jl•O.OO+OO 
61 CONTINUE 
00 62 1•1,80 
YHAJC l l=0.00+00 
oev111=0.oo+oo 
Si 11=0.00+00 
62 CONT-INUE 
DD 63 l•l,160 
Xlll•0.00+00 
Yt 1)•0.00+00 
63 CONTINUE 
00 64 1•1, 11 
00 64 J•l,80 
Vll,Jls0.00+00 
64 CONTJNUE 
DD 65 l,;l,80 
J•l 
Efl,Jl•0.00+00 
65 CONTINUE 
00 66 1•1,8 
OD 66 J•J.9 
XXC1 ,JJ•0.00+00 
DXC 1,Jl•0.00+00 
66 CONTINUE 
DO 67 l•l,B 
BETAI 11•0.00+00 
Blll=0.00+00 
SIGH l•0.00+00 
67 CONTINUE 
C IISIZE=HAXIMUM SllE OF POLTNONIAL FOR LEAST SQUllRES FIT, SIZE•SUE 
C Of POLYNOMIAL USED, NCONT•NUMBER OF POLTNOHIALS, CONTL•DETERHlNES BETlS 
C TO BE FIXED OR .CALCULATED, BETA•CONSTANTS IN l'OLYNOHUL, HEAO-OUTPUT 
C TABLE ·HEADINGS, TITLE•TITLE OF PLOT, NOP•ORDINAfE .Of Pl.OT, NC!tsSYNBOLS 
C USED FOR PLOT, T:A:Bl•ABSCl·SSA Of PLOT, ND, NP,NM,NS-CONTRDL PARANETERS 
C FOR PLOT, OB.T•ERROR PARAMET£R, NH•NUNBER OF SOLUTION COHPOSITIONS, 
C L~NUMBER Of WAVELENGTHS, LHl,LHZ,LM•WAVELENGTHS Of MAXIMUM ABSORBANCE, 
C JB1,J82,JB•REFERENCE SOLUTIONS 
REAOIJREA05,0 MSIZE,.SIZE,NCONT 
OD 101 K~l,NCONT 
101 REAO.CJRl:AD5,31 (CONTU1t,ll, l=l,HSIZEI 
REAOCJREA1l5,331 IBETAIII, 1•1,llSiZEI 
REAOIJREA05,61 CHEADIII, 1=1,201 
REAOIJREA05,61 CTITLEIII, 1•1,201 
REAOIJREA05,521 IMOPCII, 1•1.181,INCHCII, 1•1,~C»,lfABlllJ, 1•1,18 
11,NO,NP,NM,NB 
1000 REAOIJREA05,71 
i: THE NANE OF THE SYSTEM BEING STUDIED IS READ IN HERE. 
RE AOC JREA05,4i -!IM, L, LH, JB,LMI ,L-112 ,NSTOIC, JB1,JB2, JlfR, IT~ 
C NSTDIC•l IF NON-CONSTANT STOICHIOMETRY lS ASSUMED, 0 lf CONSTANT 
REAOIJREA05,331 OEL·r 
WRITEIJRITE6,7l 
~~~!:'~t:~!~6,41. MM,L,1.11, JB,l:Hl,LH2,NST01t,JB1,JB2, JTER,JJI 
C READ A~SDRBANCE DATA 
00 103 J=l ,NM 
103 REAOtJREA05,11 1Cll,JI, l•l,LI 
C CONVERT A!SORBANCE DATA TO DOUBLE PRECISION 
00. 53 J•l ,MM 
00 53 1=1,L 
All,Jl=OBLEICll,JII 
53 CONTINUE 
C WRITE ABSORBANCE DATA 
00 1033 1•1,L 
1033 WRlfE1 JRITf6,34J IA(! ,JI• J•l,HNI 
WRITEIJRITE6,371 Ol:LT 
GO TO( l-234,3311,11031,lTER 
C STATEMENTS 1234 THRU 5011 CALCULATE FUNCJIONS TO BE ·PLOTJED 
-C l ABSORBING SPECIES 
1234'00 ~400 J•l,MM 
XAlt.H, JI •ATLM,JI 
00 t,400 l•l,L 
VAIi ,Jl=AU ,Ji 
Xl=M 1,JI 
lt40D SAl J ,JJ=O.lt3429*0Et.J•lO.••x1 
S002 -GO TO ll2z' 
C 2 ABSORBING SPECIES, NON-CONSTANT STOJCHIOMETRY 
- 33U DO l-003 J•l ,MH 
IFINSTOIC.EO.Oi- GO TD 1002 
2006 IHLM.EQ.U GD TO 2002 
2007 t.MMl•L,._l 
UO 2001 l=l,LMMl 
2001 YAll,Jl•All,J)~All,JJ 
IFILM.EQ.LJ GD TD 200lt 
2002 UIPl=LM+l 
OD 2003 l•LMPl ,t. 
2003 YAH ,.ll=A11,JHAl1. ,JI 
2004 CONTINUE 
2005 XAILM,Jl~AILM,JI/All,JJ 
GD TD 1003 
C 2 ABSORBING SPECIES, CONSTANT STOICHIOMETRY 
1002 XAl~M,Jl=AILM,J)-Alt.M,JBI 
DO 102 l•l,L 
102 YAU ,Jl=All ,J I-All.,.181 
1003 CONTINUE -
GO TO 1122 
C 3 ABSORBING SPECIES, CONSTANT STOlCHIOMETRY 
1103 DD 1202 J•l,MH 
·JFINSTOIC.EQ.n GD TO 5000 
5005 IFCJ.EQ.JBJ GO TO 1120 
1121 XAILM,Jl•1AILM2,JJ-AlLH2,J8ll/lAlt.Ml,Jl~AILMl,JBII 
GO TO 1211 
1120 XAILH,Jl=O.OO+OO 
1211 DO 1202 l•l.t. 
1-FIJ.EQ.JBI GO TD- 1130 
1102 YAll,Jl•IAll,JI-All,JBII/IAILHl,JI-AILHl,JBII 
GO TD 1222 
1130 YA11,Jl=O.OO+OO 
1222 CONTINUE 
1202 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1122 
C 3 ABSORBING -SPfCIES, NON-CONST-ANT STOICHIOMETRY 
-5000 L=L-1 
DO 5001 l"'l,L 
lfl.!Bl.EQ.MNI GO TO 5007 
5006 IFlt.Ml,EQ,11 GO TO 5007 
Ell,LMl•IAILHl,JBll*All,JB2J-Alt.Ml,JB21•All,JBlll/(AILMl,JBll•AII, 
111HJ-A1t.Hl,MHl*A11,JB111 
GO TD 5008 
'!>007 El l,LMl•0.00+00 
5008 DO 5001 J•l,HM 
IFIJBl,EQ,MHl GO TO 5009 
5012 lflLHl.EQ,11 GO TO 5009 
'ElH ,-J·1=·1,UtMl ,Je·U*AI I. JI-All:Nl-,Ji•AU ,JBl 1,1/UILNI ,JIUl•An,-11111-
UI LMl ,MNl *AH, JBt II ,, -
GO TO 5001 
5009 Ellt,Jl•O,OD+OO 
5001 CONUNUE 
DD 5010 l•l.t. 
XAlLM, I l•fl 1,t.MI 
5010 CONTINUE 
DO 5011 l•l,,flM 
DO 5011 J•l,L 
YAll ,JJ•Ell J, 11 
-SOll ·COl'IT JNUE , 
NCI•"" 
MM•L 
L•NCl 
C CALCULATE XMIN,XMAX FOR PLOTS 
1122 XMIN•XAILN,11 
DO 199 J•2-.·MN 
IFIXMIN.LT,XAILM,JII GO TO 19.9 
39 XMIN•XAILM,JI, 
199 CONTJ NUE 
XMAX•XAI LM, U 
00 99 J•2,11N 
Jf(XMAX,GT,XAILM,JU GO TO 99 
38 XMAX•XA( L'M,JI 
99 CONTINUE 
XMAX•XNAX+0,2*1XMAX-XMINI 
C LEAST SQUARES CALCULATION THRU STATENfNT 100 
DO 100 l•loL 
Oil 10 ·1t•l ,MSIZE 
DO 10 J=l,MSl 
10 XXIK,Jl•O.OO•OO 
C CAt.CULATE WEIGHT OF DATA POINTS 
00 12 Jsl,MII 
IFIJTER-21 1133,2222,2211 
1133 VARY•SAIJ,Jl•SAll,JJ 
GO TO ltltOl 
2222 fFINSTOIC.E0.11 ,GO TO 3113 
3333 YARY•SAlt,JJ•SAll,Jl•SAll,JBl•SAll,JBI 
4lt01 W=l.00+00/VARY 
VIMSilE•3,JJ•DSORTIDABSIYARYll 
GO :ro Ull 
2211 IFIJ,EO.JBI GO TO 1112 
3113 W•l.00+00 
GO ·TO 2111 
1112 W=0.00+00 
2111 VIMSIZE+3 9 Jl•N 
1111 Yll,Jl=l.00+00 
29 Yl2,Jl•XAU,11,JI 
DO 9 11•3,MSIZf 
9 Ylll,JI.Ylil-1,Jl•XAILM,JI 
27 YIMSIZE+l,JJ•YAll,Jl 
YI MSJZE+2,Jl•N 
C BUILO MATRIX CONTAlNING ELEMENTS OF NORMAL -EOUATIO~S 
DO IZ 11•1,MSJlE 
l-
\. 
I) 
11_1,voT-.a.v:u:i .,_J 1 
DO 12 JAal,JISl 
12 XX 111,JUaXXI 11, JAl+W•PI VOT*YCJA,JI 
LL•l 
13 
1313 
C 
lFILL.GT.NCONTI -GO TO 25 
LL•l.L+l 
SHRINK MATRIX ACCORDING TO SIZE 
-C 
11•1 
00 16 K•l ,SIZE 
J.JsJ 
00 15 J=-i,SIZE 
IFICONTLIU.-1,KJ.EO.ll GO TO 16 
l3l4 IFtCONTl.lLL-1,JJ.EQ.lJ GO TO 15 
i315 DXIII.JJl•XXIK,J1 
JJ=J.t•l 
15 CONTINUE 
11=11+1 
16 CONTINUE 
SHRINK IIATRIX ACCORD1NG TO Fl XED BETA 
N=ll-1 
M=ll 
11=1 
DD 17 K=l,SIZE 
IFlCONTULL-l,K·J.E-0.11 GO TO 17 
l 71-7 AY•O.DD+OO 
DO 22 J=l ,Sflf 
22 AY•AY+BETAIJJ•xxtK,JI 
DXlll,lll•XXIK,MSll-AY 
ll=lhl 
17 CONTINUE 
C 11\1-VE·RT MATRIX 
18 CALL INVERTIN,M.OXI 
KK=l 
OD 185 K=l,SIZE 
JFl£0NTLILl.-l,KJ.fQ.ll GO TD 184 
c- ST-DRE CALCULATED BEU FROM MATRIX OR FIXED 11ETA 
C 
C 
C 
C 
1844 B(Kl•DX(KK,MI -
KK=ltK• l 
GO TD 185 
184 BIKl=BETAIKI 
185 CONTI-NUE 
SMlN=O.-OD+OO 
OETERIIINE SET DF CALCULATED BETAS 
D0-21 J=l,MM 
AY=O.OD+OO 
DO 32 K=l,SIZE 
32 AY•AY+BlKl*VlK,JI 
YHAT-1 Jl=AY 
CALCULATE DEVIATION 
DEVI Jl=Vl MSl,JI-YHATlJ I 
£ALCULATE ·WEIGHTED SOUARE Df DEVIATION 
StJl=VtMSIZf+2,Jl*OEVlJl*OEVIJI 
·21 SMIN•SMIN+SIJI .. 
CALCULATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
Df;=Ml!-N 
C c-ALCULATE GOOONESS-'DF-FJT'"PMJIIIUER 
·SMIN•SMI NI IDF-1.01 
KK•I 
C CALCULATE STANDARD DEVIATION-OF BETAS 
DO 1811 K•-i,StZE 
lFICONTLCLL-1,U.EQ.lJ GO .TO 187 
i817 AYl•DXC KK,KK l*SMlN 
AY~DABSI-A'l'l I 
SIGl~l•OSQRTIAYI 
3131 KK•KK+l 
GO TD 188 
187 SIGIKl•0.00+00 
188 CONTINUE 
3434 IIRITElJRITE6,361 
C WRITE BETAS AND STANDARD DEVUT-IONS 
WRITE IJRITE6,351 IBIKJ ,SlG-U.J ,K•l ,SllEI 
C WRITE OUTPUT TABLE HEADINGS 
WRITEIJRITE6,5·t IHEAOIKI, K•l,2D1 
DO 23 K•l,MM 
XIKl•VCZ,KI 
Y(Kl•VI.HSl.-KI 
C IIRITE 3 COLUMl'iS DF INPUT DATA, WEIGHT, Y CALCULATED, DEVIATION, 
C WE IGttTED SUI! Of SQUARES OF DE-VJATION . 
23 WRITE IJRI TE6,ZI Vf 2,KI ,VIIISl,KI ,-VIJISIZH3.Kl,VIMSIZE•2,K J, YHATI-K I, 
lDEVIKJ,SIKI 
DD zt, Kal,MM 
J,sKHIM 
YIJJ•'l'HATIKI 
24 XC Jl•ViZ, Kl 
VRITEIJRITf6,81 SMIN 
Zlll•l.O 
YMIN=YIU 
NPTS•MM.-MM 
C CALCULATE Y-MAX, YMIN FOR PLOT 
DO 3<19 J•2,NPTS 
tHYMJN.-LT .Y(JJI GO TO 399 
41 YMIN•YCJJ 
399 CDNTINII: 
YMAX•YI 11 
DD 299 J•2, NPTS 
IFIYMAX.GT.Y.IJII GO TO 299 
40 YMAX•YIJ I 
299 CONTINUE 
YMAX•YJIAX•O.l*IYMAX-YMINJ 
C CONVERT IX,YI POINTS TO SINGl.E PRECISION. 
DO 55 IJ•l,NPTS 
XSIIJl=SNGLIXIIJII 
YSllJJ•SNGLIYIIJII 
55 CONTINUE 
XIN•SNGLI XMINI 
XAXzSNGt.l XMAXI 
Yl~SNGLIYMINI 
YA'X•SNGLI YHAXI 
C Pi.DJ EXP:ER I MENTAL ANO t;ALCULATED CURVES 
409 c·ALll'LOHXS,XI N,XAJt,0.YS,YIN, YAX,O, z.o.o,o.o,o,NPTS,2, lo 0,21 
/ 
.. 
\. 
\. 
MRITEtJRITE6,41 ITER,t 
GO TO 13 
25 CONTINUE 
] OD CONTINUE 
ITER=lJER+ITl 
t GO JO NEXT MDOEL OR STOP 
IFUrER-31 3311,1103,1001 
1001 CONTINUE 
STOP 
~o . 
SUBROUTINEPLOTlX,XMJN,XMAX,LX,Y,YMJN,YMAX,LY,Z.ZM!N,ZMAX,LZ,NPT, 
lNPLOT,NCOPY~NCOiNOIMI . 
C J(,Y,Z=SINGLE SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES IDENTIFYING THE .COORDINATES -OF THE 
C POINTS TO BE PLOTTED'. XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,ZMIN,ZMAX=MINIMUM ANO MAXIMUM 
C VALUES ON THE X,Y,AND l AXES. LX,LY,LZ=TYPE OF SCALE USED ON THE X,Y,ANO 
C Z AXES. NPTS=JOTAL NUMBER -OF POINTS TO 8E PLOTTED·• ND!M=DIMENSIONALITY 
C OF THE FUNCTION TO llE PLOTTED. NPLOTS•NUHBEA OF TWO OJ~ENSJONAL 
C RELATIONSHIPS TO BE PLOTTED. NCAROScNUMBER OF 11'lFOR1'!A!lON CARDS TO BE 
t READ BY PLOT SUBROUTINE 
01 MENSI ON Xll 1, Yll 1, Zlll ,SXl131, TITLE 1201,L 11341,NCHl ... ll ,MOP I 1°81• 
1TA8111BI . 
COMMON TITLE.MOP,1'lCH,TAB!,NO,NP.NM,NB,JREA05,JRITE6 
l FORMATt20Altl 
2 FORMATIBOAU 
3 FORMATIIHl,26X,20A41 
4 FORMATIIH ,Al,3X,F6.3,121All 
5 FORMAT 1132A lJ 
12 FORMATl1HK,62X,.l8Al~ 
6 .fORMATl9X,F6.2,lllltX,.Fb.2JJ 
7 FORMATilPEl 7.2,Ell6.21 
8 FDR1'1ATUPE17.2,:E&l.2,E55.21 
9 f0RMATl1PE17.Z,2E40.2,E36.21 
10 .fORMATllPE17.2,3E30.2,E26.21 
11 fORMATllPE17,2,4E24,2,E20,ZI 
LLX=LX+l 
NOD=NCO+l 
GO TOI 15, 13,1"4,131,NDO 
13 REAOIJREA05,ll ITITLEI 11, Jsl,201 
14 1FINDO,GE,31REAOIJREA05,21 IMOPIJI, l=l,181, lflCHIII, l=l,4ll, 
llTABllll, l•l,181,ND,NP,NM,NB 
15 1'1CHl4ll•NB 
NPN•NPT/NPLOT 
JFtLX,GT ,OJ GO TO 17 
1717 CX=l2·0,/1XMAX-XMINI 
SXHl=XMJN 
SX I 131 =XMAX 
U=XMIN 
DO 16 K=2,l2 
U=IXMAX-XMINl/12,+U 
16 SXIKJ=U 
GO TO 19 
17 XLX=LX 
CX=120./XLX 
NX•ALOGlOIXMINI 
00 18 K=l,LLX 
18 SXIKl=lO,••INX+X-11 
19 CALLPOTI X,XMJN,LX,NPT,0, 120.,CXI 
IFILY.GT.01 GO T-0 20 
202 0 C.Y•50, /IYMAJI-Y1'1l·Nl 
Go ·To 21 
20 YLY•LY 
CY=50,/HY 
KY=tY 
NY=ALOGlOIYMINI 
21 CALLPOTI Y ,YMIN,t Y,NPT ,l,50.,CYI 
IFJNOJM.t.T .31 GO TO 24 
2424 IFILZ.GT,-01 GO TO 22 
2222 tls40./J ZMAX-ZMINI 
GO TO 23 
22 ZLZstZ 
Cl=40.llll 
23 CALLPOTI Z, ZMlN,LZ,NP·T, 0,40uCZl 
24 00 50 NNsl ,NCO PY 
Mlcl 
Tl=33. 
LYY=LY 
TT=50. 
WR"ITEIJRITE6,31 JTITtEI 11, Jsl,201 
00 43 KK=l ,51 
·N=l. 
NNN=NPN 
JED=l 
J=5l-KK 
DO 25 J=l, 133 
25 LI Jl=N8 
ll l331=NO 
IFILY~GT .01 GO TO 26 
2626 L 1131 =NP 
lFIT.GT.TTI GO TO 30 
3030 SCALE•T/CY+YMIN 
ll 1J31=NP . 
N=O 
TT=TT-5, 
lFIT.LE.O.I SCAUcsYMlN 
303 GO TO 30 
26 GO T0127,27.,28.28,27,2Bl ,LY 
27 SStKY•L YY 
GO J.O 29 
28 SScKY•L YY+I 
29 LI Ul=NO 
lFIT,GT.SSI GO TO 30 
2929 SCAlf=IO,••INY+tYYI 
N=O 
LYY=LYY-1 
LI l31=NP 
1.11331=NP 
30 IFl50 ••. EQ. H GO TO 31 
313 IF.10 •• NE.TJ ·GO.TO 3.7 
31 00 32 J=l4,133 
32 LI J)cNM 
IHLX.GT;OJ GO TO 34 
~4 00 33 J=13,133,10 
33 LIJl•NP 
GO TO 36 
34 KX=l20/LX 
OD 35 Jc13,133,KX 
35 LIJl=NP 
3b IFl50 •• EQ.TI t.Cl33J•ND 
37 DD 40 LM=l ,NPLOT 
DD 39 .l•JED,NNN 
IFl'l'-111.NE. Tl GO TD 39 
9393 J=llll 1 
IFINDIM.NE.31 GO .TD 38 
8383 I Z=ZI II 
LI J•13l=NClfflZ*"l I 
GO TO 39 
38 LIJ+l31•NCHILMI 
39 CONTINUE 
JED=NNN+l 
NNN=NNN+NPN 
4-0 CONTINUE 
lFITl.Nf.TI GO TO 41 
411 Jfll5 •• GE.TI GO TO 41 
412 L121=MOPIM11 
Ml=Ml+l 
Tl=H-1. 
41 UIN.EQ.ll GD TO 42 
2420 IIRITflJRITEb,41 LC21,SCALf,ILIJI, J•12,1321 
GO TO "3 
42 WRH"EIJRITE6,5·1 IUJI, J=l,1321-
43 CONTINUE 
GO TOl~,~~6,U,~,4h44l~Lll 
44 ·IIRITEIJRJTEb,~J ISXIK·J, K•l,lH 
GO TO 50 
45 ~RITECJRITEl>.71 ISXIIO, K=_l,LLXI 
GO TO 50 
4b IIRITEI.JIITE6,81 ISXIKI, K•l,LLlll 
GD TD 50 
47 IIRITEIJRITEb,91 ISXIKI, K=l,LLXI 
GO TD 50 
48 IIRITflJRITE6, 101 ISXIKJ, K=l,LLXI 
GO TD 50 
49 IIRITEIJRITE6,111 ISXIKI~ K=l,t.LXI 
SO WRJTEIJRITEb,121 ITA8HIJ, 1=1,181 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUJINEPOTIV,VMJN,LV,NP,J,VC,Cl 
DIMENSION Vlll 
JFILV.GT.01 GO TO 2 
22 DO l l=l ,NP 
1 Vlll•FLOATIIFIXlt•IVIII-VMlNl+.511 
GO TO 4 
2 DD 3 1•1,NP 
3 Vlll•FLDAJIJFJXIC•IALOGIVIII/VMINl/2.3025851+.511 
4 iFIJ.GT.01 GO TO 1 
C 
77 00 b 1•1,NP 
IFIVUI.LT.o.i GO JO 5 
55 IFIVtll.LEoYCI GO TO 6 
5 VC I l•VC+l. 
6 CONTINUE 
1 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE INVERTIN,M,OXI 
DOUBLE PRECISION Oll,.PJVOT1,PIVOT2 
DIMENSION DXC8.,.91 
DO 30 l•l,N 
PIVOTl•loOO/OXIJ,11 
OX 11.,. ll•PIVOTl 
OD 10 Jcl_,M 
IFIJ-.EQ.11 GO TD 10 
1010 OXU,Jl•PIVOll*DXU,JI 
10 CONTINUE 
00 25 K=l.N 
IFIK.EQ.Jl GO TO 25 
2525 PtVOT2•0X(X,JI 
DXC K, I I-PJ-VOT2*PIWT1 
00 20 L•l.11 
JFIL.fQ.11 GO TO 20 
2020 DXIK,L J•DXC K,ll-PJVOT2*DXC-1 ,LI 
20 CONTINUE 
25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
C DATA 
C 
1 1 1 
8 2 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
0.0000+00 
X 
0.0000+00 0.0000+00 .o.oooo+oo 0.0000+00 o.0_000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 
Y SIG Y II YHAT Y-YHAT IHY-YHAT1••2 
COLEHANS SPECIES NUMBER A8SORBANCE DATA PLOT 
Y ABSDRBANCE FUNCTX• X ABSORBANCE fUNt?.o-1 PCV-SN COMPLEXES 
7 lb 1 1 12 5 l 2 3 1 
0.0050+00 
0056 0114 0149 0147 
0078 0162 0209 0213 
_0110 0242 0352 04U 
0129 0276 0402 0498 
0140 0298 0451 0582 
0158 030-8 0489 0714 
·Ol 7& D325 0525 0834 
0126 0081 0052 0050 
0189 0121 007& 00&8 
0495 033 8 0177 0129 
0678 0477 0234 0162 
0878 0627 0298 0195 
1255 0949 0,,27 0263 
1578 1210 -0539 0329 
0055 0060 
0073 0077 
0126 0131 
0150 0155 
0178 0182 
0229 0231 
0288 0292 
0057 0060 0076 0071 0084 0098 
0075 0075 0094 0082 0100 O&A9 
0133 0137 0163 0111 0149 0208 
01&4 0171 0195 0121 0170 02S7 
0198 0211 0230 0138 0111'1' 0)0', 
0263 0292 0299 0169 0252 0411 
0337 0375 0366 0205 0309 05~3 
APPENDIX C 
FLOW CHART, PROGRAM L~STtNG 1 AND DArA 
$ET FOR COR.RESPONPING SO~UTIO~S 
PLOT PnOGRI\M 
Gard 
Number 
l 
2 
3 
Next~ 
cards 
Next MMl 
car9ij 
Next ?1112 
cards 
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TABLE xxr1 
~NPUT ~~QUlRE~NTS FOR CORRESPONpING 
SOLUTXONS PLOT PROGR.Aij 
Co+umns 
1-60 
59"'176 
77 
78 
79 
1-80 
1-80 
Format 
20A4 
80A1 
13 
13 
16(F4.3, ix) 
10(f6.l,2X) 
7(E10.3) 
Variable Name and Function 
TI:TLE - title for plot 
MOP - title for Y-axis of 
plot 
NCH - symbols for plot 
'L'AB.1 - title for X-axis of 
plot 
II II 
• 
NP - 11+'' 
NM - ,, ... ,, 
NB - bla:nk 
N ~ nu~ber of solutions 
M - number of wavelengths 
A, B, a, D - absorbance data 
with number of 
cards determined 
by N and M. See 
Table XX for e:x: .. 
planation of 
format 
EX - molar extinction coef-
ficients of ligand, 
number of cards deter-
mined by M 
CLl, CL2, CL3, CL4 -
c1 concentrations for each CM. 
START 
Read absorbance data, 
store in arrays A, B, c, p 
Read extinction 
coefficients, EX(I) 
:Read total ligand concentrations, 
CLl (J), CL2 (J), CL3 (J), CL4 (J) 
Ai----'"'""" 
I = 1 
CalclJlate E functions 
for each CM 
functions, absorbance, 
CL, X, Y, C~ 
· Calculate XMIN, XMAX, 
~IN, YMAX for plot 
Plot E functions 
vs CL at each ~ 
Write wavelength, EL,· 
symbols used on plot 
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C W"ILUAM D. WAKLEY OKt.AHDMA STATE UNIVERSITY CHEMTSTRY-OEl'AlHMENT 
C CORRESPONDING SOLUTIONS PLOT PROGRAM FORTRAN IV ISM SYSTEM 360 
C OSU COMPUTER CENTER 14 JUL~ 1969 
, C READS lN ABSORBANCE DATA FOR I WAVELENGTHS AND J EXPERIMENTS, EXTINCTION 
, C COEFFICIENTS OF LIGAND AT l WAVELENGTHS, TOTAL LIGAND CONCENTRATION FOR 
C J cfXPERIMENTS AT EACH fOTAL METAL CONCENTRATION. CALCULAHS 
-C CORRESPONDING SOL-UTlONS FUNCTIONS El,E2,E3,E4. WRITES EXPERIMENTAL 
C AND CAL-CULATEO DATA. PLOTS, AT EACH WAVELENGTH, CORRESPOND I NG 
C SOLUTION FUNCTIONS VS TOTAL LIGAND CONCENTRATION FOR EACH Ml:TAL 
C CONCENTRATION. NUMBER OF CURVES ON EACH PlOT IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER 
C OF METAL CONCENTRATIONS. NUMBER OF POINTS ON. EACH PLOT IS OEJElll'IINEO 
C BY THE NUMBER 0~ UGAND C!mCENTRATIONS AT EACH MHAL CONCENTRATION. 
REAL. Ell BO, 71 /560•0.0/,E2180, 71/560•0.o,. E3180, 7 J/560•0.0/ ,E4180 • 7 
ll/560•0.0/,AIB0,7l/560•o.o,,B(B0,71/560•0.0/,C(B0,71/560<'-0.0/,0l80 
2, 7l/560•0. OJ ,EX( 80J/80*0.0/ ,CM111.0E-05/ ,CM2/2.0E-05/ ,CM3/3.0E-05/ 
3,CM4/4.0E-05/ ,CL 117117•0.0/ ,CL2( 1111•0.o/ ,CL3( 1111•0. O/ ,CL417117•o 
4.-0/, XI 281 /2 a•o.01, v.{ 28H 2B•O. O/ ,XMAX/-0. 0/, XM INIO.Oi, Z 11) /l*O.O/, YM 
51N fO,O/,YMAX/0.0/,CKHU /91*0• 0/ 
01 MENS.ION MOP(IB I. NCHl411, T.ITL E( 201, TABll 181 
1 FORMAT 1161F4.3tnO) 
6 FORMATl7El0.31 
7 .f0RMATl101F6.1,2XI) 
13 FORMAH1P6El6o6l 
l!, FORM A Tl lH 1. BX, lHE, 14X, 3HABS, l4X,2HCL, 14X, 1HX, 15X, lHY • 14 X, 2HCM I 
23 FORMAH20A4l 
24 FORMAT 180Al I 
25 FORMAHl3,3X, llHWAVELENGTH=, j 3,3X, 10HEXT COE FF=, El6.6l 
27 FORMATl2131 
;19 .. FORMATUX,HIHCMl = l.OOE-05 = ,I 
30 .fORMATl-iX,l8HCM2 = 2,00E-05 = *I 
31 FORMATl1X,18HCM3 = 3.00E-05 = 'l 
32 FORMATt1x,1attCM4 = ~.ooE-os = x1 
COMMON TITLE, -..oP,NCH, TABl, ND,NP,-NM,NB, JREAD5,JRITE6 
JREAD5=5 
JRIH:6=6 
C R·EAO TI T1.E OF PLOT 
READ( 5,231 IUTLE111, 1=1,201. 
C MOP=OROINATE OF PL·OT -NCH=SYMBOLS FOR PLOT TABl=ABSClSSA FOR PlDT 
C ND,NP,NM,NB=CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR PLOT 
REA015,241 IMOPIB, 1=1,181,INCHIII., I=l,401,ITASUII, l=l,181,ND, 
lNP,NM,NB 
C .N=NUMBER OF SOlUTI CNS M=NUMBER OF WAVELENGTHS 
Rl:ADI 5,271 N,-,, 
C READ ABSOR~ANCE CATA 
00 2 J=l ,N 
2 REAOl5.,11 1All,JI, l=l,MI 
DC 3 J=l ,N 
3 REA015,ll IBll,JI, l=l~MI 
DO 4 J=l,N 
4 READ15,ll ICU,JI, l=l,Ml 
DC 5 J=l,N 
5 READ15,11 IDll,Jl, 1=1,MI 
C READ EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS FOR LIGAND 
READ15,71 1ex111_. l=l,MI 
C CL1.Ct.2,CL3,CL4=TCT-AL Ll'GAND CONCENTRATIONS FOR EACH METAL -CONCENTRAHON 
READ15,61 ICLllJI, J=l,NI 
READ( 5,61 1Cl.21Jl-, J=l,NI 
READ( 5,61 tCL31JI, J=l,Nl 
READ15,61 ICL41JI, ~=l,NI 
C CALCULATE CORRESPONDING SOLUTION FUNCTIONS 
DC 26 t=l,M 
DC 8 J=l,N· 
Ellf,Jl=IAll~JI-EXlll•CLIIJII/CMl 
E211,J l=I Bl I ,JI-EX( I l*CL2.I J l l/CM2 
E311,Jl=ICll,J1-EXIIl•CL31Jl1/CM3 
'E41l ,J l=I DI l, JI-EX( I l•CL41 JII /CM4 
.8 CONTINUE . 
WRlfcl6,l't1 
C WRITE E FUNCTION, ABSCRBANCE, TOTAL LIGAND, X, Y, TOTAL METAL FOR EACH 
C WAVELENGTH 
DC q , 1<=1, N 
XIKl=CLllKI 
YIXl=Ell I ,Kl 
9 WRITEl6,131 Elll,Kl,AII1«1,CLllK1,XlKl,YIKl,CMl 
DO 10 K=l,N 
L=K+N 
XILl=CL2iKI 
YILl=E211,Kl . 
10 WR !TEI 6, l 31 E21 I ,Kl ,Bil, Kl ,CL2-IKI ,Xlll ,YU.I.; CM2 
oa 11 K=l,N 
L=K•2•N 
XILl=CL31Kl 
Y(l.l=E3t t,KJ 
11 WRITEl6,l3l E311,Kl,Cll,Kl,CL31Kl,Xlt.1,YIU,CM3 
DC 12 K=l, N 
L=K+3•N 
X~Ll=CL41 Kl 
YtU=E411,Kl 
12 WRITEl6,l31 E411,Kl,Dll,Kl,CL4lkl,XJLi,YILl,CM4 
NN=4*N 
C SCALE- TOTAL LIGAND -CONCENTRATIONS BEFORE PLOTTlNG 
DC l8 L=l ,NN 
X(Ll=X(Ll*l0U5. 
28 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE XMIN,XMAX FOR Pt.OT 
XM IN=Xlll 
DO 15 L=2,NN 
lflXMIN.LT.XU.I) GO TO 15 
_16 XMI N=X~U 
15 CONTINUE 
XMAX=Xlll 
DO l 7 L =2 • NN 
IFIXMAX.GT.XILH' GO T.O 17 
18 XMAX=:X(LI 
17 COIIITi NUE 
XMAX= XMAX+D .z *I XMAX-XMINI 
C CALCULATE YM!lll,YHAX FOR PLOT 
YMIN=Ylll 
DC 19 L=2,NN 
1.FlYMIN.LT.Yll..11 GO TC 19 
.. ·to '·TMtff>i"l'·U-J 
.19 CONTINUE 
'l'Mo\JlsY(U 
00 21 L•2.NN 
lFCYKAX.~T.Y(LII GO TO 21 
22 YMAX•Y(L I 
21 CONTINUE 
YMAX•YMAX+O.l•IYMAX-YKIN! 
ZC 11•1.0 
PLOT E FUNCTION VS TOTAL LIGA·ND CONCENTRATION FOR EACH TOTAL METAL 
CONCENTRATION AT EACH WAVELENGTH 
.CALLPLOHX, XMIN,XMAX,O,Y • YMI N,YMU,O. z~o.0.0.0.0.28,4, l, o. 2 I 
Kl•665-1•5 
C 
C 
WRITE WAVELENGTH, EXTlNCTION COEFFIClfNTS FOR LIGAND, SYMBOLS USEO 
ON PLOT FOR EACH TOTAL METAL CONtENTRATION 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
WRlTEt6,251 l,Ml,EXlll 
WRIT£16,291 
llR ITEI 6,301 
liRITEl6,3ll 
WRITE 16,32 I 
26 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
SU8ROUH NE PLOT AND 
NUMBER PROGRAM 
DATA 
SUBROUTINE POT ARE THE SAME AS SHOIII. l N THE SPEC lES 
E VS CL AT CONSTANT CM BY METHOD OF ·coRRESPONOlNG SOLUTIONS, PCV-SN SYSTEM 
E•·IA-EX•CLlfCM .••x . TOTAL llGANO•lo••5.+-
7 16 
0098010211107 0112 0115 0111·0113 0107 0096 0085 
0161,, Ol.87 0214 0247 0279 0295 0296 0279 0249 0217 
0237 0285 0342 0404 0458 0489 0489 0466 0422 0370 
0244 0291 0350 0418 0478 0511 0512 0486 0446 0395 
0253 0303 0363 0429 0490 0528 0532 0510 0471 0421 
0263 -0309 0372 0435 0497 0533 0538 0517 0477 ·0436 
-0264 0311 0372 0437 0495 0529 0538 0515 0484 0446 
0118 0117 0115 0113 0107 0103 0095 0088 0079 0072 
'0216 0222 0232 0243 0252 0255 0247 0233 0208 0183 
0335 0386 0454 0529 0589 0619 0610 0574 0518 0451 
0472 0564 0679 0795 -08-88 0934 0927 08H 0794 0698 
0478 0571 0682 0802 0901 0944,0938 0887 0807 0716 
0514 0604 0713 0820 0907 0949 0942 0895 0818 0727 
0506 -0598 ono 0823 0912 09S9 0949 0902 0831 0143 
0124 0120 0119 0113 0109 0103 0096 0088 0079 0072 
0207 0209 0209 0210 0204 0198 0186 0172 0156 0137 
0421 0451 0489 0532 0562 0576 0556 0518 0461 0398 
0572 0648 0738 0836 0913 0946 0929 0872 0786 0686 
0701 0821 0969 1104 1224 1278 1262 1193 1087 0951 
·0797 0921 -1066 1210 1321 _1371 1348 1271 1158 1025 
0788 0923 1062 1209 1335 1387 1368 1295 1187 1,051 
0144 014-1 0138 0133 0126 0117 0108 0099 0089 0081 
0211- 0209 0204 0197 0189 0178 0167 0152 0136 01.21 
f>426 0444 0463 0482 0495 0495 04 71 0439 0391 0338 
0077 0069 0063 0059 0056 0054 
0183 0159 0139 0124 0112 0105 
0317 0275 0238 0217 0202 0189 
0348 0306 0278 0259 0251 0249 
0376 0342 0316 0304 0302 ·0309 
0395 0366 0350 0348 0355 0368 
0413 0388 0380 0386 0404 0428 
0065 0058 0053 0050 0049 0048 
0161 0142 0127 0116 0107 0100 
0387 0327 0280 0246 0220 0199 
0597 0504 0427 0357 0328 0297 
~17 0529 0457 0408 0370 0347 
0638 0563 0488 0444 0418 0402 
0659 0582 0521 0483 0467 0"60 
0065 0058 0055 0051 0050 0048 
0120 0109 0089 0090 0083 0079 
0340 0291 0252 0223 0200 0180 
0587 0491 0416 0359 0311 0281 
0812 0686 0576 0491 0429 0381 
087l 0139 0631 0547 0487 -0441 
0913 0776 0668 0592 0539.0499 
0072 0066 0059 0056. 0052 0051 
0108 0097 0088 0081 0076 0071 
0289 -0252 0221 0197 0177 0163 
.os21 ·0559 06oo 060 0678 o.689 0664 ·0616 0550 ·0477 0401 0347 0300 0263 0234 02 12 0628 0684 0751 01125 0878 0895 0857 0806 0718 0627 -0532 0453 0387 033.1 0298 0267 
0793 0900 11122 1154 1255 1298 1272 ll96 1084 0949 0806 0677 050 0488 0427 0378 
0955 1097 1271 1447 1578 1629 1601 1508 1370 1210 1036. 0867 0726 11621 0539 0476 
001143 001714 002429 003429 004143 005429 007114 010143 013000 0-11000. 
-021857 027429 033143 040857 050714 '058714 
0~5001:-05 O.lOOE-04 0.2001:-04 0.3001:-04 0.400£-04 0.500£-04 0.600£-04 
0.500E-115 O.lOOE-01,, 0.200£-04 0.300E-04 0.400£-04 O.SOOE-04 0.600£-04 
0~600E-05 o.tOOE-04 0.2001:-04 0.3001:-04 0.400E-04 0.5001:-04 0.600£-04 
0.667E-05 0.100£-<14 o.-200£-04 0.250E-04 o.300E-04 0.400£-01, 0.500£-04 
APPENDIX D 
FLOW CHART 1 PROGRAM LISTINQ, AND DATA 
SET FOR CO:RRESPONDING SOLUTIONS 
n, [:rJ P~OGRAM 
161 
Card 
Number 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
162 
TA,BLE XX!ll 
l~PUT REQUIREMENTS FOR CORRESPONDING 
SOLUTIONS n, [L] PROG~M 
Columns Format 
1,..80 20A4 
20A4 
Same as c~rd 6, Table XXI 
1-55 55l{ 
1-3 13 
4 .. (> 13 
7-9 13 
l3 
13-15 13 
Same as card 3, /'l'able XXI 
I 
13 
4-6 13 
1- 77 7011. 4 
1- 77 7D11. 4 
Same as card 2; Table XXI 
Variable Name and Function 
HEAD - column headings for 
output table 
TITLE - title for plot 
name of system being studied 
L - number of CM's 
l1MM - number of E values, 
maximum of 40 
MSIZE - maxim~m size poly-
nomial used for curve 
fit 
NCONT - number of control 
cards 
MPT - Tf MP'(.>8, control cards 
specifying system 
models are read in 
sepa;rate from data. 1 f 
MPT<8, control cards 
are-read :j.n with data. 
MM~ number of CL values for 
a particular CM 
SIZE - size polynomial used 
to fit data set 
XA - CL values for E vs c1 p"Iots 
YA - E values for E vs CL 
plots 
16J 
TABLE XXIII (Continued) 
Card 
Number Columns Format Variable Name and Function 
11-14 Same formats as cards 7-10 except :for a different CM 
15-18 Same formats as cards 7-10 except for a different CM 
19 .. 22 Same formats as cards 7-10 except for a di.fferent CM 
23 .. 25 1-80 8D10. 3 E - E values for interpola-
tion 
26 1 ... 3 13 SIZE - size of polynomial 
used 
4., 6 13 NCONT - number of control 
cards 
27 Same format as card 10 - CO NTL 
28 Same format as card 6 - Beta 
Read µEAD, TITLE, MOP~ NCH, TABl, 
and name of system being studied 
Read L, MMM, MSIZE, NCONT, MPT 
Read CONTL Read BETA'S 
Set XA's equal 
to ~·s 
Read BETA'S 
yes 
no 
Read MM 
SIZE, XA, YA ..-;;;.;;;,..<' 
yes 
Calculate XMIN, 
'----------------...i XMAX for plot 
Calculate weight 
of data points 
Build matrix, XX containing 
elements of normal equations 
yes 
164 
Shrink DX matrix 
according to fixed BETA'S 
Invert DX matrix 
Store calculated BETA'S from 
DX matrix or fixed BETA'S 
Determine set of calculated 
Y's, (YHAT) 
Calculate DEV, S, DF, $MIN, SIG 
Plot e~perimental 
and calculated curves 
Write BETA'S, 
standard deviations 
Determine experimental 
(X,Y) points for plot 
Write experimental 
data, YHAT, DEV, S 
Determine calculated 
(X, Y) points for plot 
no 
Write SMIN 
YMIN, 
lot 
yes 
165 
F 
. p 
Determine and store SMIN, 
SIG, and BETA'S for best fit 
no 
Read E values 
Calculate CL values which 
satisfy polynomial fit for 
each E vs CL at constant 
~ curve 
166 
). 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
2 
) 
4 
5 
b 
1 
B 
33 
35 
36 
52 
54 
57 
63 
Bl 
111 
69 
C 
1000 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
WILLIAN D. WAKLEY OKLAHOMA ·s'T.IITE"UNIVER'S'll'Y CHHllSTR¥ DEPAl!:n(ENT 
CORRESPONDING SOLUTIONS-LEA~T SQUARES CURVE FIT ANO PLOT FORTRAN IV 
IBM SYSTEM 360 OSU COMPUTER CENTER 30 OECEHBEII 1969 
CALCULATES BEST FIT OF E FUNCTIONS VS CL AT CONSTANT CM USING UP TO 7TH 
OEGRE.E POLYNOMIALS. INTERPOLATES AT SELECTED E VA!.UES AND CALCULATES 
CORRESPONDING CL,CM VALUES. FITS BEST LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE THROUGH 
THESE POINTS ANO. CALCULATES THE SLOPE ANO INTERCEPT FOR EACH E VALUE. 
SLOPE=LIGANO NUMBER INTERCEPT=FREE LIGAND CONCENTRATION 
PROGRAM Will PLOT EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED CURVES IF DESIRED 
INTEGER CONTL,SIZE 
REAL•B OABS,OSQRT 
DOUBLE PRECISION OXIB,91,XXIB,91,W,PIVOT,Vlll,401,BETAIBl,Bl~0,81, 
1SlG140,81,YAI 99,40l ,YHATl401, OEVl401, Sl40 I ,X140 I, Y 140 I ,XA( 99,401, E 
2140l,SMINl40,127J,SAVEl40,81,BBl40,81,CAl6,401,AY,SVE,YX,AYl,SUH,A 
3X,OOX 
DIMENSION HEA01201,HOPllBl,NCHl4ll,TITLEl20J,TA8111BJ,ZllJ,CONTLll 
127,81 
COMMON TITLE,HOP,NCH,TA81,ND,NP,NM,NB,JREAD5,JRITE6 
FORMAT(lP70ll.3l 
FORM A Tl Bl 21 
FORMAT11213 l 
FORMAT( l X ,20A4l 
FORMATl20A41 
FORMATl55H 
FORHATl8BX,12HSHIN/IOF-ll=,Ol5.51 
FORMATIBDl0.31 
FORMAT(lP2015.4/I 
FORMATllH ,tX,4HBETA,lOX,7HSTO DEVI 
FORM A Tl BO All 
FORMATllH ,010•3,2X,015.5,2X,Ol0.3,2X,13,2X,13l 
FORMAT(70ll.4l 
FORHA Tl4010.3 I 
FORHATIBOl0.31 
FORMAT17010.31 
FORHAT(lH ,1Pl015.5,2131 
JREA05=5 
JRITE6=6 
NC=O FOR LEAST SQUARES FIT OF E VS CL, NC=l FOR FIT OF Cl VS CH 
NC=O 
READ HEADING FOR OUTPUT TABLE, TITLE OF PLOT, SYMBOLS USED FOR PLOT 
REAOIJREAD5,6) IHEAOIII, l=l,201 
READIJREAD5,6) ITITLElll, l=l,201 
REAOIJREAD5,521 IHOPIH, l=l,181,INCHIII, 1=1,401,ITABllll, ·l=l,lB 
l).NO,NP,NH,NB 
THE NAME OF THE SYSTEM BEING STUDIED IS READ IN HERE. 
REAOIJREAD5,71 
L=NUMBER OF CH, HAXIMUH=8 MHH=NUHBER OF E VALUES, HAXIHUM=40 HSIZE=8= 
MAXIMUM SIZE Of POLYNOMIAL USED FOR CURVE FIT, IE 7TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
NCONT=NUHBER OF CONTROL CARDS, IE NUMBER OF MODELS HAXIHUM=l27 
HPT=Ifl'HPT.GT.81, CONTROL CARDS SPECIFYING SYSTEM MODELS ARE RfAD IN 
SEPARATE FRGM THE DATA. IFIMPT.LE.81, CONTROL CARDS ARE REAC IN WITH 
THE IX.YI DATA. 
REAOIJREA05,4l L,MHH,HSIZE,NCONT,MPT 
MSl=MSlZE+l 
WRITE NAME OF SYSTEM BEING STUDIED 
':.._./ 
C 
C 
110 
105 
C 
107 
101 
112 
C 
103 
C 
C 
106 
C 
C 
115 
C 
C 
114 
104 
C 
1122 
39 
199 
38 
99 
10 
C 
2111 
1111 
29 
-'IIR:.n::E·.1 :JIU'.11:6, 71 
.ff(MPT.LT.91 GO TO 106 
CONfl•CONTROL CARDS WHICH DETERMINE IF BETAS ARE TO .BE FIXED OR CALCUlAfE~ 
IF O, THIS PARAMETER IS CALCULATED IF 1, PARAMETER IS NOT CALCULATED 
00 105 K•l,NCONT 
REAOIJREA05,31 ICONTLIK,11, 1•1,HSIZEI 
IFINC.EQ.01 GO TO 106 
SIZE=SIZE OF POLYNOMIAL 
REAOIJREA05,4J SIZE,NCONT 
00 101 K=l, NCONT 
REAOIJREAOS,.31 ICONTLIK, 11, l=l,MSIZEI 
DO 103 l=l,L 
XA=CM*l0**6 VALUES FOR CL VS CH PLOT 
XAll,ll=0.1000+02 
XAll,21=0.2000+02 
XAll,31•0.3000+02 
XAll,41=0.4000+02 
CONTINUE 
WRITE CONTROL PARAMETERS 
WRITEIJRITE6,4l L,MMM,HSIZE,NCONT,HH 
READ BETASICOEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOHIALI 
REAOIJREAD5,331 IBETAll 1, l•l,MSlZEI 
THROUGH STATEMENT 100 LEAST SQUARES FIT OF DATA 
DO 100 l=l,L 
IFINC.EQ.11 GO TO 1122 
MM=NUMBER OF CL VALUES FOR EACH CM, MAXIHUH•40 
REAOIJREAD5,4J MM,Sllf 
XA=CL•l0**5 FORE VS CL PLOT 
REAOIJREAD5,57l IXAll,Jl, J=l,HHI 
YA=E FUNCTIONS*l0*•3 FORE VS CL PLOT 
REAOIJREAD5,571 IYAll,JI, J=l,HHJ 
IFIMPT.GT.Bl GO TO 1122 
DO 104 ~=l,NCCNT 
REAOIJREAD5,31 ICONTLIK,NNI, NN=l,MSIZEI 
CALCULATES XHIN, XHAX FOR PLOT 
XHI N=XAI I, 11 
DO 199 J=2, MM 
IFIXMIN.LT.XAII ,JII GO TO 199 
XMIN=XAII ,JI 
CONTINUE 
XMAX=XAI I , 11 
OD 99 J=2,"M 
lflXMAX.GT.XAII ,JII GO TO 99 
XHAX=XAI l ,JI 
CONTINUE 
XHAX=XMAX+0.2•1XMAX-XHINI 
DO 10 K=l,HSIZE 
DO 10 J=l,HSl 
<XIK,Jl=0.00+00 
CALCULATE WEIGHT OF DATA POINTS 
00 12 J=l,MH 
W=l.00+00 
VIMSIZE+3,Jl=W 
VI l,Jl=l.00+00 
V12,Jl=XAI I ,J.1-
l-
o 
DD 9 11=3,MSIZE 
9 VIIl,Jl=V(Il-1,Jl•XAII ,JI 
27 VIMSIZE+l,Jl=YA(J,JI 
VI MS! ZE+2,JlzW 
C BUILD MATRIX CONTAINING ELEMENTS OF NORMAL EQUATIONS 
DD 12 11=1,HSIZE 
PIVDT=V( I 1,JI 
DO 12 JA=l,HS! 
12 XXlll,JAl=XXlll,JAl+W•PIVOT•VIJA,JI 
75 CONTINUE 
SVE=l-00+05 
C SHRINK MATRIX ACCORDING TO SIZE 
13 DD 25 ·LL=l ,NCONT 
II=l 
DD lb K=l,SlZE 
JJ=l 
DO 15 J•l,SIZE 
IFICONTLILL ,KI.EQ.11 GD TO lb 
1314 IFICONTL(LL ,JI-EQ.11 GD TO 15 
1315 DXIIl,JJl=XXIK,JI 
JJ=JJ+l 
15 CONTINUE 
11=1 I +1 
16 CONT[NUE 
C SHRINK MATRIX ACCORDING TD FIXED BETA 
N=Jl-1 
1717 
22 
17 
C 
18 
C 
1844 
184 
185 
C 
32 
C 
M=ll 
11=1 
DO 17 K=i,SIZE 
IF(CONTLILL ,KI.EQ.ll GO TO 17 
AY=O.OD+OO 
DD 22 J=l ,SIZE 
AY=AY+BETA(Jl•XX(K,Jl 
DX(ll,Ml=XX(K,MSll-AY 
11=11+1 
CONTINUE 
INVERT MATRIX 
CALL INVERT IN,M,DX) 
KK=l 
OD 185 K=l,MSlZE 
lFICDNTLILL ,KI.EQ.11 GD TO 184 
STORE CALCULATED BETA FROM MATRIX OR FIXED BETA 
011,Kl=DX(KK,MI 
KK==KK+l 
GD TD 185 
Btl,Kl=BETAIKI 
CONTINUE 
SHIN(l,LLl=0.00+00 
DETERMINE SET OF CALCULATED BETAS 
DD 21 J=l,MM 
AY=O.OD+OO 
DO 32 K=l,SIZE 
AY=AY+B11,Kl•V(K 9 Jl 
YHAT(Jl=AY 
CALCULATE DEVIATION 
OEYI J l=VIMS l,J·I-YHAT IJ l 
C CALCULATE WEIGHTED SQUARE OF DEYIAJIONS 
SIJl=VCMSIZE+2,Jl•DEVIJl*DEVIJI 
21 SHINll,LLl=SHINlt,LLl+SCJI 
C CALCULATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
DF=MH-N 
130 IFIHH.EQ.Nl GD TD 132 
131 IFIHM.EQ.N+ll GD TD 132 
C CALCULATE GOODNESS-OF-FIT PARAMETER 
133 SHINII,LLl=SMINII,LLI/IDF-11 
132 KK=l 
C CALCULATE STANDARD DEVIATION OF BETAS 
DO 188 K=l,MSIZE 
IFICDNTLILL ,K).EQ.11 GD TD 187 
1877 AYl=DXIKK,KKl•SHINll,LLI 
AY=DABSI AY! I 
SIGllrKl•DSQRTIAYI 
3131 KK=KK+l 
GO TD 188 
187 SIGII,Kl=0.00+00 
188 ·co NT! NUE 
C WRITE BETAS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
3434 WRITEIJRITE6,361 
WR!TEIJRITE6,351 (811,Kl.SIGll,KI, K=l,SIZEI 
C WR !TE HEADINGS 
WRITE(JRJTE6,51 IHEADIKI, K=l,201 
C DETERMINES EXPERIMENTAL IX,YI POINTS FDR PLOT 
DO 23 K=l,MM 
XIKl=V12,Kl 
YIKl=VIMSl,KI 
C WRITES 3 COLUMNS OF EXPERTMENTAL DATA, CALCULATED Y, DEV!~!IO~, WEIGHTED 
C SUH OF SQUARES OF DEVIATIONS 
23 WRITE(JRITE6,21 V12,Kl,V(MSl,Kl,VIHSIZE+3,Kl,YIHSIZE+2,Ki,~HATIKl• 
IDEVIKl,SIKI 
C DETERMINES CALCULATED (X,YI POINTS FOR PLOT 
DO 24 K=l,MM 
J=K•MM 
YI Jl=YHATIKI 
24 X(Jl=Vl2,KI 
C WRITES GOODNESS-OF-FIT PARAMETER 
WRITE(JRITEb,81 SMINll,LLI 
Zlll=l.O 
C CALCULATE YHIN,YHAX FDR PLOT 
Y!'IIN=Y( 11 
NPTS=MH+MM 
DD 399 J=Z,NPTS 
IFIYMIN.LT.YIJIJ GO TO 399 
41 YMtN=YIJI 
399 CONTINUE 
YMAX=Yll I 
DD 299 J=2,NPTS 
IFIYMAX.GT.YIJII GD TD 299 
40 Y~AX=YIJI 
299 CONTINUE 
YHAX=YHAX+O.l*( YHAX-YMIN I 
Jo 
C 
C 
IFINC.EQ.OI GO TO 117 
118 CALL PLOTIX,XMIN ,XMAX,O, Y,YMIN,YMAX, o,z,o.o,o.o; o, NPTS,2, 1, 0,21 
IFINC.EQ.11 GO TO 25 
117 DO 189 K=l,SIZ·E 
YX=OABSI Bl I ,Kl I 
C IF STANDARD DEVIATION CF BETA IS GT BETA, GO TO NEXT MODEL 
IFISIGll,KI.GT.YXI GO TO 26 
189 CONTINUE 
C DETERMINE ANO STORE BETAS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND S.IHN FOR •BEST FIT' 
14 IFISVE.LT.SHINll,Llll GO TO 26 
30 SVE=SMINll,Lll 
19 00 20 K=l,MSIZE 
BBll ,Kl=BI l,KI 
20 SAVEll,Kl=SIGll,KI 
26 CONTINUE 
lFILL.EQ.NCONTI SMINll,Lll=SVE 
25 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
IFINC.EQ.11 GO TO 109 
DO 116 l=l,L 
C WRITE BETAS, STANDARD OEVIATIONS, AND SHIN FOR 'BEST Fil' 
113 WRITE(JRITE6,361 
WRITE(JRITE6,351 IBBll,Kl,SAVEll,KJ,K=i,MSIZEI 
WRITEIJRITE6,81 SMINll,NCONTI 
116 CONTINUE 
28 MM=MMH 
C READE VALUES FOR INTERPOLATION Of E VS CL CURVES 
READIJREA05,811 IEIJI, J=l,MMI 
DO 46 J=l,MH 
C WRITE E VALUES 
46 WRITEIJRiTEo,1111 EIJI 
C INTERPOLATES E VS Cl .CURVES, DETERMINES CORRESPONDING VALUES OF Cl,CM 
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF E VALUES=40 
DO 74 J=l,MM 
00 74 l=l ,L 
ODX=0.10+00 
AX=5.00+0l 
48 SUM=B811, 11 +8811,2 J•Ax+aai I ,3 l•AX**2+BBI I ,41 •AX**3+BBI 1, 51•AX••4+B 
1Bll,6l*AX••5+8811,71•AX**6+BBll,81*AX*•7 
49 IFIDABSIEIJI-SUMI.LT.1.00-041 GO TO 47 
128 IFISUM.GT.0.~0+00) GO TO 126 
129 IFISUM.LT.0.00+001 GO TO 127 
126 IFIEIJJ-SUMl 61,47,62 
127 AX=AX+l.O 
GO TO 48. 
bl AX=AX-ODX•AX 
GO TO 48 
62 AX=AX+DDUAX 
125 DOX=DDX•0.50+00 
GO TO 48 
47 CAll,JJ=AX 
C WRITES CL, INDEX OF CH, INDEX OF E VALUE 
74 WRITEIJRITE6,69l CAll,Jl,1,J. 
C STORE CALCULATED CL'S IN YA FOR PLOT VS CH 
DD 108 l=l,L 
00 108 J=.l ,MM 
108 YAIJ,ll=CAll,Jl 
NC=I 
MMlzMM 
HH=l 
L=MMl 
C GO TO 107, PERFORM LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT ON EACH CL,CM SET OF OATA 
GO TO 107 
109 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE INVERTIN,M,DXI 
DOUBLE PRECISION DX,PlVOTi,PIVOT2 
OIMENSION DX18,9J 
DO 30 izi,N 
Pi.VOTl=l.DO/DXll, 11 
DXI 1, I l=PIVDTl 
00 10 J=l ,M 
IFIJ.EQ.11 GO TO 10 
1010 DXll,JJzPIVOTl•DXll,JI 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 25 K=l,N 
IFIK.EQ,11 GO TO 25 
2525 PIVOT2zOXIK,J I 
OX( K, 11-Pl VOT2•PI van 
DO 20 Lsl,M 
IFIL.EQ.IJ GO TO 20 
2020 DXIK,Ll•DXIK,LI-PIVOT2•DXll,LI 
20 CONTINUE 
25 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
C SUBROUTINE PLOT AND SUBROUTINE POT ARE THE SAHE AS SHOMN IN YHE $~~~.~~ 
C NUMBER 9ROGRAH 
C 
C OATA 
C 
X Y SIG Y W 'l'HU Y-YHAT WS';-'flli\7·{~,:q 
CORRESPONDING SOLUTIONS-LEAST SQUARES-PLOT 
E=FUNCTIONILI •* TOTAL LIGa~O ~@~~ o~-
PCV-SN COMPLEXES 
4 21 8 l 7 
0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0,000D+DO 0.0000+00 o.OOOD+O@ o.~@lD~©O 
7 7 
0,50000+01 0.10000+02 
o.29430+01 o. 88860+01 
00000001 
7 7 
0.50000+01 0.10000+02 
0.97UD+OO O. 38430+01 
00000001 
7 7 
0.60000+01 0.10000+02 
0.6038D+OO 0.12950+01 
0.20000+02 0.30000+02 
o.15470+02 0.16160+02 
0.20000+02 o.30000+02 
0.98360+01 0.15530+02 
0.20000+02 0.30000+02 
o.56240+01 0.99860+0 l 
o.40000~02 o.soooo+o2 O.,,.~OOC;:JJ-&-01. 
O.H,64D+02 0.16 730+02 Oolb4lil<>ill 
o.4000D+o2 o.soooo+o2 0.;.,600@@~%)6 
0.15370+02 0.152bll~Ol OaU26!!><HJ1 
0.40000 .. 02 0.50000+02 !lo60@€li)<>!I? 
0.14210+02 Oollt940f>02 G. !S01i1Hi2 
·000·00·0·01 
7 1 
o.i.1000+01 0.10000•02 0.20000•02 0~2so·oo"o2· 0;·30000+02 0.40000+02 o.soooo+o2 
0.49730+00 0.94640+00 0.34430+01 0.50040+01 0.67640+01 0.11090+02 0.13580+02 
00000001 
0.3000+01 0.3500+01 0.4000+0·1 o.4500+01 o.sooo+o1 o.ssoo+o1 0.1,000+01 0.1,500+01 
0.7000+01 0.7500+01 0.8000+01 0.8500+01 0.9000+01 0.9500+01 0.1000+02 0.1050+02 
0.1100+02 0.1150+02 0.1200+02 0.1250+02 0.1300+02 
2 1 
00111111 
0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 0.0000+00 
.A,PPENDIX E 
PROGRAM LISTING AND DATA SET 
FOR PIT-MAPPING PROGRA.M 
171 
Card 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
172 
TABLE XXlV 
INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR PIT-MAPPING PROGRAM 
Columns Format 
1-40 10A4 
1-10 Fl0.2 
11-20 Fl0,2 
21-30 Fl0.2 
31-33 13 
34-39 F6,2 
40-42 13 
43-45 13 
46-48 13 
49-51 13 
52-54 13 
55-57 13 
1-50 5Fl0. 2 
1-9 313 
Variable Name and Function 
JACK - name of system being 
studied 
PKPl - -log of trial stabil-
ity constant 
PKJ;2 - -log of trial stabil-
ity constant 
PKP3 - -log of trial stabil-
ity constant 
NUMPH - number of solutions 
DEC - initial value of step 
matrix 
JREP - number of repetitions 
NN - number of constants 
calculated 
NF - number of trial con-
stants 
JQ - number of species for 
which molar extinction 
coefficients are to be 
calculated 
JNO - number of species for 
which molar extinction 
coefficients are known 
NSP - number of wavelengths 
LOGF - logs of trial stabil-
ity constants 
IPO - indexes of constants 
to be varied 
Card 
Nultlber 
5 
Ne;x:t M 
cards 
Next N 
c?rds 
Next 
card 
Next 
card 
Next card 
Columns 
10-18 
1-10 
11- 70 
1-80 
1-80 
1 .. 80 
59,.. 76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
1 .. ao 
173 
TABLE XXlV (Continued) 
Format 
313 
El0.3 
10F6.2 
16(F4.3,1X) 
16(F4.3,1X) 
20A4 
80Al 
8El0.3 
Variable Name and Function 
JEQ - indexes of species for 
which molar extinction 
coefficients are to be 
calculated 
PXLT - CL for ligand system, 
CM for metal-ligand 
system 
PH - pH's of solutions 
SPEC - absorbance readings 
with number of cards 
determined by NUMPH 
and NSP.' See Table 
XX for explanation of 
format. 
CK - baseline correction with 
number of cards deter-
mined by NSP. See Table 
XX for explanation of 
format. 
TITLE - title for plot 
MOP - title for Y-axis of 
plqt 
NCH - symbols for plot 
TABl - title for X-axis of 
plot 
ND - "·" 
NP - "+'' 
NM - "-" 
NB - blank 
ALNT - CL for metal-ligand 
systems, zeros for 
ligand system 
Card 
N:umber 
Next MM: 
cards 
Columns 
1-80 
TA~LE XXIV (Cont~nued) 
fqrmat 
10(F6.l,2X) 
Variable Name and Function 
EQ - known molar extinction 
coefficients with number 
of cards determined by 
JNO and NSP 
·,c 'l'T-Tl'l·APP'tWG 'l'Rt:!Gll.lll . 
D !·MENS ION Al.NT·( I 01.tl'HI 101, T HIE:t'i'Ot~C1'CJ,T-,t111':,J:1t1'TffT1 ,TY'l'3211, 
·c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
14 
13 
101 
103 
400 
401 
100 
7 
102 
I WTl971 ,JACKIIOI, AHi 101,Ql9, l01,EQl9;971, X IC 3211, Yl(32l 1,[0GF 151,PIC. 
2181,0KI 81, SQSXi 161,WSXI 81 ,PPI 81 ,RRI 8, 8 I. VVI 8 )., RI NV 18,81,AI 8, 81,B 
318 ,81 ,WW( 8~81,SHCll,8 I, EE I 8, 81 ,ALPHI 10),UNTI 5 I ,CS.PCC 97, lOhCKI 801 
DIMENSION XLAB151,YLAB151,GLAB1151,GLABZl5l,UTX15,61,Ul51,VALl51, 
l SPKI 81, I Ml 181, IPOI 8l~SIGVI 81, JEQl91 
DI MENS ION XI 388l ,Yl3881, Zll l, Tl TLE~ 201,!IOPI 181 ,NCH 14n ,T ABl 1181 
COMMON HTLE, MOP, NCH, TAB I ,ND, NP,NM, NB 
REAL LOGF 
LDGICAL•l TAG/ .FALSE.I, TEST/ .FALSE./ 
DATA 1111,a•ot,SIGV/8•1.1,sPK/8•0.,,Q/90•0./ 
·FORMATl80All 
FORMATl20A4 l 
NAME OF THE SYSTEM 
READ15,1011 JACK 
FORMATIIOA4l 
PKP1,PKP2,PKP3-TRIAL STABILITY CONSTANTS, NUMPtt-NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS, OEC-
INITIAL VALUE OF DIAGONAL STEP MATRIX, JREP-NUMBER OF REPETITIONS, 
NN-NUMBER OF CONSTANTS CALCULATED, NF-NUMllER OF TRIAL CONSTANTS, 
JQ-NUHRER OF SPECIES WHOSE MOLAR EXTINCTION COEFFI.ClfNl'S ARE TO BE 
CALCULATED, JNO-NUMBER OF SPECIES WHOSE MOLAR.EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS 
ARE KNOWN, NSP-NUMBER OF WAVELENGTHS 
REA015,103l PKPl,PKP2,PKP3,NUMPH,DEC,JREP,NN,NF,JQ,JNO,NSP 
FORMATIFl0.2,fl0.2,Fl0.2,13,f6.2,13,13,13,13,13,131 
LOGF-LOG OF TRIAL STJIBILITY CONSTANTS 
READ15,4001 ILOGF1JI, J=l,Nfl 
FORMAT I 5fl0.2 l 
!PO-INDEX OF CONSTANTS TO BE VARIED, JEQ-INOEX Of SPECIES FOR WHICH 
MOLAR EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS ARE TO BE CALCULATED 
READ15,40ll IIPOlll,1=1,NNl,IJEQIJI, Jsl,JQI 
FORMAT I 17131 
PXLT-CL FOR 1.IGANO SYSTEM, CM -FOR LIGANO-!IETAL SYSTEM, PH=-LOGIH+I 
REA015,1001 PXLT,IPHIII, 1=1,NUMPHI 
FORMAT1El0.3,10f6.21 
SPEC-ABSORBANCE READINGS, CK-BASELINE CORRECTION 
DO 7 1=1,NUMPH 
REA015,1021 ISPECIK,11, K=l,NSPI 
FORMATl16lF4.3,1XII 
REA015,1021 (ClllKl, K=l, NSPI 
00 22 l=l, NU MPH 
no 22 K=l,NSP 
SPEC I K, 1 l=SPEC IK, 1 I-CK IK I 
If (SPEClK, 11.LE.o.o> SPEC(K, 11=0.0 
22 CONTINUE 
C TITLE-TITLE FOR PLOT 
REA015,13l ITITLEIII, 1=1,201 
C MOP-ORDINATE FOR PLOT, NCH-SYMBOLS FOR PLOT, TABl-ABSC r-:rSA FOR PLOT, 
C NO,NP,NM,NB-CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR PLOT 
REA015,14l IMOPIII, l=l,181,INCHlll, 1=1,401,ITABllll, 1=1,181,ND, 
lNP,"NH, NB 
C ALNT-CL•S FOR METAL-LIGAND SYSTEM, ZEROS FOR LIGAND SYSTEM 
REA015,!91 IALNTIII, 1=1,NUMPHI 
19 FORMATIBEl0.31 
EQ-MOLAR EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS 
·.··1tc11Dl 5,201 lE"Qll i ll"l, Ks 1, NSPI 
20 FORM:ATllOIF6. l ,2XII 
00 21 K=l~NSP . 
21 EQl2, Kl=O.O 
WRITE( 6, 1'041 
104 FORHATllH ,24H ANALYSIS OF SPECTRA M.,.L/62H PKA ANO SPECTRA OF INDI 
lVIOUAL IONIC s·PECIES BY SILLENS ·METHOD/I 
WRITEl6,1011 IJACKIII, lsl,101 
WRITEl6,1051 PKP1,PKPZ,PKP3,NUMPH 
105 FORMATl1H0,8H PKAl •,Fl0.3,BH PKA2 s,~10.3,BH PKA3 s,~10.3/aH N 
lUMPH =,13/64H RANGE DF WAVELENGTH FROM 660 MU TO 265 MU WITH 5.0 ·M 
2U INTER.VA1.SI 
WRIT£11>,4041 11.0GF(Jl, Jzl,NFI 
404 FORMAT 1'0 1 , 'TRIAL STAB.·CDNST, s •• LOGF,S•/l 5F 10.31 I 
WRITEl6,4051 NN,CIPDIII, Js-t,NNI 
405 FOR1'1ATI' •,•NO. OF CONSTANTS VARIED ••,13, 1 I.E.uPKlll,WHERf is 
l',4(13,','ll 
WRITEl6,4061 JQ,NSP,IJEQIJI, J=l,JQI 
406 FORMAT!' ','MOL.EXT.COEF. FOR',13,' SPECIES, I.E ••• EQIJ,Kl,Ksl JO' 
1,13, 1 ,Jz',4{13, 1 ,~IJ 
WRtTE16,2091 JREP 
209 FORMATllH ,BH JREP •,13! 
WRITE{6,1061 PXLT,11,ALNTlll~l,PHIU, l•l,NUIIPHJ 
106 FORMATllH ,7H PXLT •,Ell.4/ll>H ALNTl,lZ,3HI s,Ell.4,4H PHl,12,3HI 
1=,FB.3-1 I 
WRITEl6,61 IISPECIK,11,1•1,NUIIPHJ, Ksl,NSPI 
I, FORMATIIHJ, lf12.ll 
DO 43 l(zl,NSP 
43 WTIKl•l.O 
PITMAP 
P-Kll I zPKPl 
PKI 2-l•PKP2 
PK131=PKP3 
DO 450 Jzl, NF 
450 PKIJ+31=-LOGFIJI 
NPKzNF+3 
C CALCULATES TillAL STABILITY CONSTANTS 
DO 10 1=1,NPK 
10 OKI ll=EXPl-2.3025!!5•PKI 111 
FKP3=l./DKl11 
FKPZ• 1./0KI 21 
FKPl•l ./01(131 
IFIFKP3.E.Q.1. I FKP3•0.0 
IFIFKP2.EQ.1.I FKP2z0.0 
C CALCULATES 1H+I 
DO 16 1=1,NUHPH 
AHlll= EXP1-2.3025B5•PHl111 
AHHsAH(II 
CALCULATES FRACTION OF LIGAND IN COMPLETELY O!SSOCIATED FORM 
lb ALPHlll=l./lllFKPl•FKP2•FKP3•AHH+FKPl•FKP2l•AHH+FKPll•AHH+l.l 
UMIN•9999999. 
JJREPsO 
L=INN+ll•INN+21/2 
C ASSIGN INITIA~ VALUES TO EE ANO SH-EE•IDENTITY MATRIX, SH=PRDDUCT Qf 
C TRIGONAL TWIST MATRlll, S, ANO DIAGONAL STEP MATRIX, H 
C 
' C 
DD 26 J•l,NN 
DO 27 JK•},liN 
IFfJ-JKI 28,29,28 
28 EEIJ,JKl•O.O 
SHIJ,JKl=O.O 
GD TO 27 
29 EEIJ,JKl=l.O 
SHIJ,JKl•OEC 
27 CONTINUE 
26. CONTINUE 
CALL TWIS'fl SH,SQSX,NN, PP,RR,A,B,EE,WW,AH, ALPH, Q, PXLT ,ALNT, DK,EQ, 
lSPEC,SQSO,NUMPH,NSP,WT,IPO,TAG,JEQ,JQ,JNOI 
20~ JJREP=JJREP+I 
WRJTEl6,6021 IISHIJ,JKI, JK•l,NNI, J•l,NNI 
-602 FORMATC- '•' 'SH~•/(' ',3El-5.7-t) 
CALL TWISTISH,SQSX,NN,PP,RR,A,B,EE,WW,AH,ALPH, Q, PXLT ,ALNT ,DK,EQ, 
lSPEC,SQSO,NUMPH,NSP,WT,IPO,TAG,JEQ,JQ,JNOl 
510 DO 205 J=l ,NN .. 
DO 206 JK•l,NN 
AiJ,JKl•EEIJ,JKI 
WWIJ,JKl=RRIJ,JKI 
206 CONTINUE 
205 CONTINUE 
WRITEl6,60ll HRRIJ,JKI, JK•l;NNI, J•l,NNI 
601 FORMAT(• •~• RR =1 /J' •,3El5.7JI 
CALCULATE VARIATION.VECTOR TO OBTAIN CONSTANTS AT MINIMUM 
CUL MATlNI WW,NN,A,NN,DETERI . 
DO 207 J•hNN 
DO 208 JK•l,NN 
RINVIJ,JKl•AIJ-,JKI 
208 CONTINUE 
207 CONT I NUE 
CALCULATE ERROR-SQUARE-SUM AT MINIMUM 
CALL PINUSIPP,RINV,NN,VV,11 
XB•O • .O 
00 52 J=l,NN 
XB•XB+PPIJl•VVIJI 
52 CONTINUE 
XU•SQSXI 11-118 
CALL PINUSIVV,B,NN,WSX,-11 
N1'11=0 
NIPD•O 
CALCULATE CONSTANTS AT •ffNIMUM 
DD 54 J•l ,NN 
JJ•IP01J1 
DKIJJl=DKIJJJ•EXP12.3025B5*WSXIJII 
PKIJJ)=PKIJJI-WSXIJI . 
CHECK FOR NEGATIVE CONSTANTS 
IFtOKfJJl.GE.0.01 GD TO 56 
NUll•!>IIMl+l 
OKIJJ 1~1.0 
PKIJJl•-1.000 
IMIINlMU•JJ 
GO TD 5~ 
56 Ml PO=NI PU+ 1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IPOINiPOl•JJ 
54 CONTINUE 
tFINIMI.NE.01 CALL MIKOIB,RR,NN,EE,WW,A,XU,NIMl,IMl,Nll'O,IPO,DK,PP 
1,SQSXIU,SHI 
-IFINUII.NE.OI GO TO 510 
WRITEl6,5001 XU,IPKlll, l•l 9NPKI 
590 FDRMATI' '•' CURRENT VALUES ••• XU-',El5.5,• PKS•',18Flt.311 
CALCULATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
XOF•NSP*I NUMPH-JQI-NN . 
CALCULATE MOLAR EXTINCTION -COEFFICIENTS AND U FOR THE •BEST FIT' CONSTANTS 
CALL ECOEFI AH, ALPH,Q, PXL T-, ALMT,DK,EO,SPEC,SQSD ,NUMPH,NSP,WT, TAG,NN 
1,JEQ,JQ,JNOI . 
CHECK TO SEE IF MIKO USEO 
IFIIM-flll.NE.01 GD TO 701 
IFISOSO.GT.UMtN.OR.TAGI GO TO 707 
STORE INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF UO & THE PKS'S 
704 UMIN-SQSD 
DO 502 l•l,NPK 
502 -SPK( I )•PK 111 
IF CURRENT CONSTANTS YIELD MlNl!WM U· ANO All MOLAR EXTlNCTION 
·coEf'FICIEMTS lRE POSITIVE, CALCULATION OF STANOARD OEVIATIOMS (STATE-
MENT 7051 A,W OTHER OUTPUT BEGINS 
707 IFIJJREP.GE.JREP.OR.IABSIISQSD-XUI/SQSOI.LE.0.001.lNO •• NOT.TAGll 
lGD 1'0 705 
IFITESTI. GO TO 204 
l~ITAG.OR.XU.LT.O.I GO TO 507 
CALCULATE SIGV 
XAsSOSO/XOF 
oo· 505 J•l,NN 
T•XA*RINV IJ ,JI 
IFfT.LT.O.J GO·TO 506 
SIGVIJl•SQRTITl•DEC 
GO TO 505 
506 IFINN.EQ.ll SIGVIJl•SQRTIABSIO.Ol*XU/PPlllll•DEC 
505 CONTl NUE 
WRITE16,6001 ISIGVIJI, l•l,NNI 
600 FORMAT!' ','SIGV •'II' 1 ~El5.7tl 
507 DO 50B Jsl,NN 
DO 5 09 JK,ol ,HN 
509 SHIJK,JlsSHIJK,Jl•SIGVIJI 
50B CONTINUE 
GO TO 204 
701 DD 703 J•l,NN 
703 SHIJ,J)zOEC 
IMIUl•O 
IFITAGl GO TO 204 
TESTs. TRUE. 
GO. TD 704 . 
CAlCULATE STANDARD DEVIATION OF CONSTANTS 
705 CALL MULLEIRIHV,B,HN,NN,NN,RR,01 
CALL MULLEl.8,RR,NN,HN,·NN,A,U 
XAsSQSO/XOF 
SDAB•SQR Tl XA I 
00 53 J=l,NPK 
53 PPIJJz0.000 
I-
C 
00 SS J•l,NN 
JJc·tPOI JI 
KB•U*AIJ,JI 
IFIXB 1 72, 73, 73 
72 PP(JJJ•-1. 
GO TO ·55 
73 PPIJJl•SQRTIXBI 
55 CONTINUE 
00 51 J•i+,NPI( 
51 If IPKI JI .Eo.~1.000 •. oR. PK IJI .EQ.0.0001 l'PIJ l•-1.-000 
C OUTPUT SECTION- PRINT CONCENTRATIONS OF All SPECIES, MINIMUM VALUE Of 
C U, BEST SET OF ·coNSTANTS -AND HIEIR S'TANDARD DEVIATIONS 
WRITEll,.9001 ll·QIJ,11, J•l,81, l•l,NUMPHI 
900 FORMAT!' ','QIJ,11 • 1/1' ',8El2.411 
WRIJEl&,5201 UMIN,ISPKIII, l•l.NPICI 
520 -fORMATt•o• ... •uMIN• 1 .,Et5.7,• •-se-sr• PK.,S',18Fll.3Jt 
WRHE16,7061 JJREP 
706 FDRMATl'O',' NO.OF REPETITIONS•',131 
WRITE16,2011 SQSO,XU,DEC,IJ,PKIJl, J•l,NPKI 
201 FORMATllH0,8H SQSD •,E1S.7,6H XU =,El5o7/6H DEC •,Fl0.3/14H PKI, 
l1Z.3HI •,Fl0.~11 
WRITEl6,2021 SDAB,XA,lJ,PPIJI, J•l,NPKI 
202 FORMATllH ,6HSOAB =,El5.5/5H XA •,Ell.4/20H STANDARD DEVIATIONS/I'+ 
lH PKl,12,3HI •,Fll.311 
WRITE~6,210-l 
210 FORMATl'O•,• MOL. EXT. -COEF. -OF INOIVlDUAL SPECIES'/' '•' WAVE 
lLENGTH MU Ml Ml2 MZL 'II 
112 FORMAT!' •,&X,13,&X,3El3o4l 
C PRINT IIOLAll. EXT·INCTION COEFFICIENTS OF EACH SPECIES. 
DD 8 K•l,NSP 
111•665-K*5 
WRITEl6111ZI IW,IEQIJ,Klo J•3,51 
8 CONTINUE 
oo' l l•l, NUMPH 
IIRITE16,41 
4 FDRl'IATl1Hl,73H SPEC -CSl'C SOLUTION I 
l WAVELENGTH MUI . 
DD Z K•l,NSP 
IWY=665-K•5 
WA•EQI l,Kl*Oll, 1 I 
OD 3 J•l.JQ 
JJ•JEQIJ I 
3 WA=WA+EQIJJ,Kl•QIJJ,11 
CSPC"IK,1 l=WA 
5 FDRMATl&X, F&.3, llX ,f6.3,l4X, 12, l9Jt, I 31 
C PRINT EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED SPECTRA 
WRITE16,5l SPECIK,ll,CSPCIK,11,1,1WV 
2 CONTINUE 
l CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE X ANO Y CDDROlNATES, PLOT KOLAR EXTINCTION CDEFFIClENTS 
NPLDT•JQ 
NPT•JQ•NSP 
l•l 
DD 9 J•l,JQ 
JJsJEQIJI 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
- DO 9 X•l,NSP 
Y(ll•EQIJJ,Kl•t.OE-02 
X( 11•665-1(~5 . 
t•t+l 
9 CONTINUE 
XMAXt265. 
XMIN•660. 
YMIN•YI l I 
DD 11 1•2,NPT 
IFIYMIN.LE.Yllll GO.TD ll 
YMIN•Ylt I 
11 CONT JNUE 
YMAX•Yll I 
DD l Z 1•2 ,NPT 
IFIYMAX.GE.Yllll GO TO 12 
YMAX•YI II 
12 · CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT IX,XMIN,XMAX,0,Y,YKIN,YMAX,O, Z ,ZMIN,ZMAX,O, NPT ,NPLOT, l,O,Z 11 - -
WRITE16, l51 
15 fORMATllH ,2X,40HX•SNIH2PV12+, ••SNIH2PV12, .•SN21H2PVl6+1 
STOP . 
END 
_SUBROUTINE TWIST ISH,S2 ,NN,PP,RR,AA; BB, EE, WW, A,-B,Q, Tl, T,DK,EQ, SP, 
lSl,N,M,WT,IPO,TAG,JEQ,JQ,JNOI 
OIMl:NS!DN SHI 8,81, S21161, WSl8 I ,XA181,PPI 81,RRI B,811AAIB, 81 ,BBIB, 81 
l ,EEi 8,81,CC<8J ,DD181,IIWI s·,S1, Al 101,BI 101, Ql9, iol, Tl 101 ,OKI 81. 
2EQl9, 971,SPC97,l01,WH91l, 11'0181, 1 SHI 81 1.JEQI 91 
LDGICAL•l FLAG,TAG,ROW,-COL 
CALCULATE FIRST U VALUE FOR A-GIVEN SET -OF CONSTANTS 
CALL ECDEFI A,8,Q, Tl, T ,DK~EQ,SP, Sl ,N, M,WT ,FL·AG,NN,JEQ,JQ, JNO! 
S21ll•Sl - -
JAG-FLAG 
5 DO -10 J•l,NN 
JJ•IPOIJI 
10 WS-CJl•DKIJJI 
VARY EACH CONSTAN7 IN TURN,_ CALCULATE U FOR EACH CASE 
DO l.l J•l ,NN 
00 12 JK•l,NN 
JJ•IPOIJKI 
12 DKIJJl=WSIJKl•EXP12.302585•SHIJK,JII 
CALL ECOEFIA,8,Q,Tl,T,DK,EQ,SP,Sl,N,M 1WT,FLAG,NN 1JEQ,JQ,JNDI 
S21J+ll•Sl -
·ll CoN·TINUE 
DO l3 J•l,NN 
DD 14 JK•l,NN 
JJsl POI JKI 
14 OKI JJJ=WSI JKl•EXPI-Z.30258S•SHI JK,J 11 
CALL ECOEFIA,8,Q,Tl,T,DK,EQ,SP,Sl,N,M,WT,FLAG,NN,JEQ,JQ,JNDI 
JN=J+NN+l 
S21JNl•Sl 
13 CONTINUE 
C INSURES THE tHM,NI VALUES ARE ON UD SIDE Of UC 
NISH•O 
DD 50 J•l ,NN 
JN•J+NN+l , 
IFIS21J+ll.LE.S21JNI I GO TO 50 
NISH=NISH+l 
ISHINISHl•J 
DO 51 Jlt•l,NN 
51 SHIJK,Jt~SM(JK,JI 
50 CONTINUE 
IA•2*NN+l 
00 15 J•l,NN 
00 16 JK•l, NN 
lf, XAIJIU•SHIJK,JI 
JLsJ+l 
IHJL-NNI 18, 18, U 
·i: VARY TWO CONSTANTS SIMlA.UNEOUSLY CALCULATING A U YALU!; F.OR .EACH CASE 
18 DD 19 JM=JL,NN 
DO 20 JK•l,NN 
XAIJKl•XAIJKl+SHIJK,JMI 
JJ•JPOIJKI 
20 DK1 JJ )•WSIJKl•EXPl2.302585*XA(J.KIJ 
CALL ECOEFIA,B,Q,Tl,T,DK,EO,SP,Sl,N,M,WT,FlAG,NN,JEQ,JQ,JNOl 
IA•IA+l 
S2HAl•Sl 
:DO. 17 JK•l,NN 
17 XAIJKl=XAIJKI-SHIJK,JMI 
19 CONHNUE ' 
15 CONTINUE 
lFINISH.EQ.01 -Go· Tti'·42 
DO 40 J=l ,NISH 
JJ•ISH(JI 
00 41 JK•i, NN 
41 SHIJK,JJl=-SHIJK,JJI 
40 CONTINUE 
42 CONTINUE . 
C CALCULATES DIAGONAL ELEMENTS.OF PP, RR MATRICES 
OD 21 J•l,NN 
JN•NN+J+l 
WRIH16,601 S21J+ll,S21JNl,S2111 
60 f:ORMATt• •,• U+ s•,.E:15.7,• U- --=•,Et5.1,• ·ut c•,-Et5.1J 
PP1Jl•IS2IJNI-S2IJ+lll/4. 
.RRIJ,Jl•IS21J+ll+S21JNJl/2.-S2Cll 
21 CONHNUE 
t CALCULATES Off DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF RR MATRIX 
OD 22 J•l,NN 
Jl•J+ 1 
lFIJL-NNI 23,23,22 
23 lFINISH.E0.01 GO TO 52 
ROW•.FALSE. 
DO 53 I•l,NISH 
53 IFIJ.EO,ISHIIII ROll•,TRUE, 
52 DO 24 JK•JL,NN 
JM•IJ+ll*NN-IJ+ll*J/2+JK+l 
IFINISH,EQ.OI GO TO 55 
Cot• •f'Al:"SE, 
DD ~4 !•I.NISH 
54 IFIJK.EQ.ISHIHI COL•,TRUE, 
IFIRDW.ANO.COLI GO TO 56 
IF1ROII.AND •• NDi.COLI GO TO 57 
IFl,NOT,ROII.ANO.COLI GO TO 58 
5.5 RRIJ, JKl•I S2CJMI-S21111/2.+PPIJI +PPCJKl-lRRl J,JJ...itRl JK,JKI 112. 
GO TO 59 
56 RRIJ,JKl•IS21JMI-S21111/2.-PPJJI-PPIJ1tl-lRRIJ,Jl+RRIJK,JKll/2. 
GO TO 59 
57 RRtJ, JK1•IS2J l l-S2(JMJ 1/2.+PPIJI-PPIJK l+CRRI J,Jl+RRIJK,JKI 112, 
GO TO ~9 
58 RRIJ, JK1•1 S21 l l-S21 JMI 1/Z.-PPIJl+PPIJKl+I RR.( J,Jl+RRI JK,JKI 1/2. 
59 RRIJX,Jl•RRIJ,JKI 
24 CONTINUE 
22 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE A CORRECTING TRIGONAL MATRIX II 
lffNN.EQ.11 GO TO 34 
·NM•NN-1 
DO 25 ll•I,NM 
DD 26 J•l,11 
DO 27 JK•l, 11 
lAIJ,JKl•RRIJ,JKJ 
BBIJ,JKl•EEIJ,JKI 
27 CONTtNUE 
26 CONTINUE 
CALL MATINCAA, 11,Bll, 11,·DET-ERI 
DO 28 JK•l, 11 
28 CCIJKl•-RRtJK,tI+U 
CALL PINUSICC,BB,11,DD,U 
DO 29 JK•l, Ii 
IIWIJK,ll+ll•ODIJKl 
29 1111111+1,JKl•O.D 
25 CONTINUE 
34 DO 30 11•1,NN 
30 1111111,Ul•l,O 
CALL MULLEISH,1111,NN,NN,NN,AA,ll 
C STORE ORlGlNAL SH MATRIX IN BB, PUT IMPROVED·VARl-"'-~l!Jlp~)!in;~;c'µ1,at,:~·;;;,;: 
DD 31 J•i ,NN . 
C 
C 
C 
OD 32 JK• l, NN 
BBIJ,JKl•SH1J,JKI 
SHIJ,JKl•lAIJ,JKI 
32 CONTINUE 
31 CONTINUE 
DO 33 J•l ,NN 
JJ•JPtllJI 
33 DKIJJl•WSIJI 
.RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ECDEFIA,B,Q,Tl,T,DK,fQ,SP,Sl,N,M,WT,FLAG,NN,JEQ,JQ,JNOI 
DIMENSION AllOl,BllOl,Q(9,lOl,Tll01,DKIBl,EQ19,971,SPl97,101,VTl97 
11,JEQlql,C!4,101,ECl4,971 
I-
C 
:'CtnaC•t.,.l fl.AG 
FL&GE. FAt. n. 
HlBllll 20,2-0,i8 
20 WRITft6,1091 
10'1 FORHATI' ',' USE SUBROUflNE ECOEF--U GAND PITH&P• I 
GO JO 19 
18 DO 10 l•l,N 
CALL EQUILIAIIJ,8111,Q,Tl,Tlll,OK,ll 
10 CO'ITlNUE 
C -LEAST SQUARE CALCU.LATION OF JIOLAR EXTINCTION ·coEFFlCIENTS 
Sl=O.O 
lFlJQ.EQ.11 GO TO 39 
SAA=O.O 
SA-&=o.o 
SAC=O.O 
SA0-,0.0 
SBll=O.O 
SBC=O.O 
SBD=o.o 
SCC=O.O 
SCD=O.O 
SDD=o.o 
KQ=JQ+l 
C CALCULATE -CONCENTRATION H&TRl·X 
DD 21 !El,N 
lFIJQ.fQ.41 GO TO 24 
00 23 J=KQo4 
23 C(J,flE1).0 
24 DO 5 J=l,JO 
JJ=JfQIJI 
5 c,J,ll=QIJJ,11 
SAA=SAA+Cll,11**2 
SAB=SAB+Cll,ll•C12,11 
SAC=SAC•Ctl,ll•Ct3,II 
SAD=SAD+C 11, 11 •C-(4, 11 
SBB=SBll+Ct2,11••2 
SIIC=S·BC+Cl2 ,I l•C13, 1 I 
SBO=SBD+C12,Jl•Cl4,11 
SCC=SCC+Ct3,11••2 
SCD=SCD•C13,ll•Ct4,II 
SDD=SDD+Cl4,Jl••2 
21 CONTtNUE 
lF,_JQ-31 30,28,27 
C FOUR SPECIES 
27 DETH=DETER41SAA,SAB,SAC,SAD,SAB,SBB,SBC,SBD,SAC,SBC,SCC,SCD,SAD, 
lSBD,SCD, SODI 
GO TO 34 
i: THREE SP EC JES 
28 DETH•DETER31SAA,SAB,SAC,SAB,SBB,SBC,SAC,SBC,SCCI 
GO TO 34 
C TWO SPECIES 
30 OETH=SAA•SBB-SAll*SAB 
34 IFIOETNI 35,13,35 
13 WRITEl6,l081 
108 FORHATllH, ' DEfH • O.,CHECK HODEL') 
19 ·CALL EXIT 
35 DO 36 K•l,M 
SAtrO.O 
SllU•l>.O 
SGUSO.O 
souao.o 
DO 37 l•l ,N. 
vs•o.o 
DO 38 J•l,JNO 
38 vs-~s+EQIJ,Kl•QtJ,11 
S•SPIK,11-VS 
SA~SAU•Cll,IJ*S 
SBU•SBU+Cl2,ll*S 
SCU-SCU•C13,ll*S 
SDU•SOU+C14,IJ*S 
37 CONTINUE 
lF{J0-31 ~4.46,45 
C TWO SPEC (ES 
44 OETHl•SAU*SBB-SBU*S&B 
OETH2•SU•s·eu-sa·e•sau 
E-C14,Kl=O.O 
ECl3,KIEO.O 
GO TO 51 
C THREE SPEC JES 
46 OETMl=OET~R31SAU,SBU,SCU,SAB,SBB,SBC,S-AC,SBC,SCCI 
DETM2•0ETE~31SAA,SAB,SAC,SAU,SSU,SCU,SACoSBC,SCCI 
OETH3=DETER31SAA,SAB,SAC,SA8,SBB,SBC,SAU,Sau.scu, 
EC14,Kl•O.O 
GO TO 49 
C FOUR SPECIES 
45 OETHl =DETER41 SAU,SBU, SCU,SDU, SAB, SBB, S8t, Sll!l ,S~C •Silt, sec, SCD.,SAD, 
lSSO,SCD,SODI 
DETN2=DETER4ISAA,SAB,SAC,SAD,$AU,SBU,SCU,SOU,SAC,SBC,SCC,SCO,SAD, 
lSBD,SCO,SDDI 
OETH3=DETER4{SAA,SAB,SAC,SAO,SAB,SBB,SBC,SBD,SAU,SBU,SCU,SDU,S&D, 
lSB!l,SCD,SDDI 
OE TH4•DE TER,.I SAA, SAB, SI\C, SAD, SAB, S BB, SBC, SBD,SAC ,SBC, sec, SCD,SAU, 
lSBU,SCU,SDUI 
ECl4,Kl•DETM4/0ETM 
IF!ECl4,KII 48,49,,.9 
C CORRfCTS f'OR NEGATIVE MOLAR EXTINCT.JON COEFFICIENTS 
48 Sl•Sl+iTl•ECl,.,K11**2*lOO. 
49 ECt3,Kl=DETH3/DETH 
JFIEU3,10 I 50,51,51 
50 Sl=Sl+ITl*EC13,Kll**2*lOO. 
51 EC12,Kl=DETH2/0ETH 
IFIECt2,Kll 52,53,53 
52 Sl=Sl+ITl*EC12,Kll••z•100. 
53 ECll,Kl=DETMl/DETM 
IFtECll,Kll 54,36,36 
5,. Sl=Sl+ITl•ECll,Kll**2*lOO. 
36 CONTJNUE 
GO TD 31 
C D~E SPECIES 
39 JJ•JE Qll) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
-C 
C 
cotr _. f»t>,. ·it=l , N 
IIP=O.O 
110•0.0 
DD 61 1•1,N 
wsco.o 
OD 42 J•l.JND 
62 IIS"'-IIS+EQIJ,Kl•OIJ,11 
lll>=WPHSPIK,11-WSI 
61 IIQ•IIQ+QIJJ,11 
EC ll ,Kl=IIP/110 
60 IFIECli,KI.LT;O.l Sl=Sl+IT1•ECl1,Kll••2•100. 
31 IF t Sl .NE.-0.1 FLAG=. TRUE. 
CALCULATE ERROR-SQUARE-SUH 
DO 55 1=1,1'1 
OD 56 K•l,H 
IIS•D.O 
DD 32 J•l,JQ 
JJ•JEQIJI 
EQIJJ,Kl=ECIJ,KI 
32 IIS•WS+EOiJJ,Kl•OIJJ,11 
DO 33 -J=l ,JNO 
33 IIS•IIS+EQIJ,Kl•OtJ,11 
56 Sl•Sl+ISPIK,ll-11Sl .. 2*11TUtl 
55 CONTINUE 
.RETURN 
END 
SUBRilUTI NE HI KOi B,RR,NN, EE,1111,A,XU ,NI HI, I HI, NIPD, IPO,DK, PP,SQ, SHI 
IIRITEJ 6, 11 
FDRHATllH ,l.7HNEGATIVE CONSTANT! 
2 CALL EXIT 
RETURN 
-END 
FUNCTION OETER31AA,AB, AC, BA., 88,BC~CA,CB,CCI 
£VALUATES 3RD ORDER DETERMINANTS 
DETER3=AA• I_ ee•cc-ec•ce I-AB• I BA•cc-ec•CA I +AC• IBA•CB-BB•CA I 
Rf TURN 
END 
FUNC HON OE TER4 I AA ,AB, AC, AD, BA, 88, BC, BD, CA, CB, CC ,CD, DA, DB,-OC,ODI 
£VALUATES 4TH ORDER DETERHlNANTS 
DETER4=AUDETER3t BB, BC, BD, CB,CC ,CD, DB, DC, DD I-AB•OETER31BA, BC,BD,CA 
1, CC, CD,DA ,DC, 00 I +AC•DE TER31 BA, BB, 80,CA ,C B,Cll ,OA, DB ,DDJ-AD*OETER3 I 
2BA,BB,BC,CA,CB,CC,DA,DB,DCI 
RETURN 
ENO 
C 
SUBROUTINE NEII-TRSt X,J,Fx.-oERIVI 
C SOLVES FOR CONCENTRATIONS OF SPECIES USING NEWTON'S HETHOO 
J=J+l 
C 
C 
C 
IFIJ.NE.11 GO TO 2 
l Ta.1.0 
3 RETURN 
2 XP•X-FX-/DER IV 
IFIAl!SIIXP-XI/IXP+XII.U.1.0E-31 GO -TO 4 
5 X•XP 
T•T+l. 
IFH .LE.50.-01 GO TO 3 
4 J=D 
Xs,CP 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HATlNU,N,B,N,DETERI 
C f'!ATRI X INVERSION 
DIMENSION IPIVOllOl,AtS,81,BIS,81,INDEXll0,21,PIVUTllOI 
EOUIVAUNCE llROW,JROWI, IICDLU,JCOLUI-, IAHA-X,T,SWAPI 
~ INITIALIZATlON 
10 DETER•l.O 
15 OD 2tl J•l ,N 
20 IPJVDIJl•O 
30 DO 550 l•l,N 
C SfARCH f'OR Pl VDT ELEMENT 
40 AHAX=O.O 
45 DD 105 J•l,N 
50 IFIIPIVOIJl-11 60,105,60 
60 DD 100 K=l,N 
70 IFIIPIVOIKl-11 so·,100,11oo 
80 lFIABSIAHAX)-ABSIA1J,Klll 85,100,100 
85 IRDll=J 
90 ICOLU•K 
95 AHAX=AIJ,KI 
100 CONTINUE 
105 CONTINUE 
110-IPlVDIICOLUl•IPIVOIICOLUl+l 
C INTERCHANGE ROWS TD P.UT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 
130 IFl!RciW-ICOLUI 140,260,140 
140 DETER=-DETER 
150 DD 200 L=l,N 
160 SWAP=AIIROW,LI 
170 Al lRDll,U=AIICOLU,t.l 
200 AIICDLU,Ll•SIIAP 
205 !FINI 260,260,210 
210 DD 2S0 L=l,H 
220 sw·AP=BllRDW,LI 
230 BllRDll,Ll=BIICOLU,Ll 
250 BIICDLU,Ll•SWAP 
260 INDEXll,ll•IROW 
270 INOEX11,21=1COLU 
.... 
0: 
0 
C 
C 
, C 
C 
C 
C 
n-o ·'"P't'w·, 't:t'li4'«cuLu.,n:n1."U 1 
320 OETER•OETER•PIVOT(II 
DIVIDE PIVOT ROIi BY PIVOT ELEMENT 
330 AUCOLU, ICOLUl•l.O 
340 00 150 l=l,N 
350 AIICOLU,1.l•A!ICOLU,ll/PIVOTIII 
355 IFIMI 380,380,360 
360 OD 370 L•l,11 
370 BtlCDLU,Ll•BIICOLU,LI/PIVDilll 
REDUCE NON-1'1 VDT ROWS 
380 DO 550 1.1=1 ~-N 
390 IFILl-lCOLUI 4-00,550,400 
400 T•AILl,ICOLUI 
420 A(Ll,ltOLUtsO.<J 
430 00 450 L•l,N 
450 AILl,Ll•AILl,LI-AIICCLU,Ll•T 
455 IFIPll 550,5-50,460 
460 00 500· L•l,M 
500 81 ll,ll•Bfll ,LI-.BI (·COLO, LI *T 
550 ·CONT I NUE 
1Nt£RCHANGE COLUMNS 
600 -i>o' no 1•1,N 
6l<J l=N+l-1 
620 IFIINDEXIL,ll-lNOEXlt.,211 630,710,630 
630 JROW=INOE.XI L, 11 
640 JCOLU•INOEXU,21 
650 00 705 K=l,N 
660 SWAP=Ai-K,JROWI 
670 AIK,JROWl~AIK,JCOLUI 
700 A11C,JCOLUl=SWAP 
705 CONTINUE 
710 CONTI NOE 
740 RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE MULLEIAMAT,BMAT,NRAO,NMEL,NKOL,CMAT,lFRAMI 
MATRIX MULTIPLICATION 
DIMENSION AMAT18,81,8MATl8,81,CMAT18,8l 
00 l O I =1-,NRAO 
00 20 J•l ,NKOL 
W=O.O 
00 30 M=l, NMEL 
JF-(IFRAM-11 12,ll,12 
11 W=W+AMATC !, Ml*BMATI M,J I 
GO TO 30 
12 IFl!FRAHI 14,13,14 
ll W=W+AMATII,Ml*BMATIJ,Ml 
GO TO 30 
14 W=W+.AMATIM,11*8MAHM,JI 
30 CONTINUE . 
CMATI I ,JI =W 
20 CONTINUE 
·10 CO NT! NUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
RETURN 
ENO 
·soBROUTI NE PINUS IPINNE,AMAT ,N, PONNE, !FRAM I 
MULTIPLICATION OF A MATRIX ANO A VECTOR 
DIMENSION AMAT18,81,PINNEl81,PONNE(BI 
00 10 l•l ,N 
11=0.0 
-DO 2<J J•l,N 
IFIIFRAM-11 12,11,12 
11 W•W+P!NNEIJl*AMATtJ.11 
GO 1"0 20 
12 W•W•AMATll,Jl*PINNEIJI 
20 CONTINUE 
PONNEI 11•11 
10 CONTINUE 
RETUR-N 
END 
·suBROUTINE EOUILIX,Y,O,Tl,TZ,DK,11 
DETERMINE CONCEt,;TRATIONS ·oF SPECIES USING NEWTON'S METHOD AND AN 
!TERA Tl VE PROC·EOURE. MODEL• ML, ML2, MZL 
DIMENSION 019,101, OKIBI, NNSNl9001, NNLl9001 
DATA NNSN/900*0/,NNL/900•0/ 
J•O 
K=.O 
TR JAL CONST ANTS 
8l•OK{ 11 /X 
B2=DKI 2111 x•xJ 
1!J•OKI 31/X 
Oil, ll•f2 
Q12, ll•T1 
NQ•O 
K=K+l 
NSN•O 
ASN•Q12, 1 l 
2 NQ•NQ+l 
CALCULATE tONCENTRATIONSS OF 'FREE' LIGAND 
CALL NEWTRSIQll,11,J,FX,OFXI 
f'X=0-11, l l+St•ASN•QI l, 11+2. *82*ASN*QI 1, II *QI l,11+83•ASN••2•C!l l, U-T 12 . 
OFX= l.+8l*ASN+4. •B2•ASN•QI l, I 1+83*ASN••2 
IFIJ.GT.01 GO TO 2 
NNLIKl=NQ 
IFlQ11,II.LT.O.O.OR.Qll,11.GT.T2.0R.NQ.GE,511 GO TO 4 
3 NSN=NSN+l 
CALCULAT£ CONCENTRATION OF FREE METAL 
CALL -NEWfRS1012,11,J,FZ,OFZl 
FZ=Q12,ll+Sl•Q12,ll*Qll,11+82*Q12,11*011,ll•Qll,11+2.•B3•Q12,tl•OI 
12, t l•OI 1, II-Tl 
OFZ=l.+Bf•QO, I 1+82•QI 1, t l•Oll, I 1+4.*83•Q12, U •Oil, 11 
··tFtJ;·GT.01 ·GD TO 3 
NNSNIKl•NSN 
IFI012,ll.U.0.0.01l.012,11.1H,Tl.OR.NSN.GE,511 GO TO It 
IF IA8SICOl2 ,11-ASNl/1012, 1 l•ASNI l,GT .l.OE-031 GO TO I 
C CONCENTRATION OF Ml 
Qll.11=111•012,11*011,11 
C CONCENTRATION OF MLZ 
Olit, l 1•82*012, I J•Ol 1, ll•OH ,11 
C CONCENTRATION OF M2L 
C 
.C 
C 
Q15,fl•83*012,ll•Ol2,ll•Oll,11 
W1l1TE~6,9801 INNLIJI, J•l,11:l 
980 FORMATl'O',' NO •',1251311 
WRITE16,990! INNSNIJI, J=l,KI 
990 FORMAT(' '•' NSN •',1251311 
RETURN 
It WR ITEI 6 1 101 
10 FORMATl•O•,• ROOT APPROXIMATED lS lflADEQUATE'l 
WRITE16,9001 UHJ,11, J•l,81 
900 fORJr4ATI' •.•QCJ.U •·1 /t• '-,8El2.4JI 
WRITH6,9801 INNLIJI, J•l,K.I 
VRfTEl6,9901 INNSNIJI, J•l,KI 
CALL EXIT 
END 
C SUIIROUTfNE PLOT ANO SU8ROUTINE POT ARE THE SAME AS SHOWN IN THE SPECIES 
C NUM8ER PROGRAM 
C 
C DATA 
C 
SN-PCV SERIES 111 
-7.80 -lit. 7it -13.00 7 0.10 3 3 3 2 80 
o.oo o.oo o.oo 
2 3 3 
" 
5 
3.000E-05 3.00 3,00 3.00 3,00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
001t5 0053 0063 0075 0086 0096 0105 0112 0119 Ol21t 0127 0128 0128 0128 0127 0125 
Ol21t 0120 0119 0113 0109 0103 0096 0088 0079 0072 0065 0058 0055 0051 0050 001t8 
001t8 001t6 001t7 0048 001t8 0049 0050 0050 1)051 0051 0051 0052 0053 0053 0051t 0051t 
0053 0052 0051 -0050 0050 -0051 0052 0055 0058 0063 .0068 0070 0070 0070 0072 0069 
0067 0068 0069 0071 0072 0071t 0078 008 l 0085 0090 0089 0089 0081t 0082 0082 0082 
0055 OOH 0085 0100 0115 013 l 01"8 0159 0171 0180 0188 0191t 0197 0200 0203 0206 
0207 0209 0209 0210 0201t 0198 0186 0172 0156 0137 0120 0109 0089 0090 0083 0079 
0077 0073 0071 0071 0071 0072 0072 0071t 007" 0071t 0075 OO'R, 0077 0078 0079 0079 
0078 0077 0015 0072 0070 0069 0071 007" 0080 0088 0092 0095 0093 0090 0089 0081t 
0081 0079 0082 0081t 0088 0089 0091t 0100 0110 0120 0123 0119 Olllt 0108 0102 010·0 
0088 0108 0128 0152 0177 0202 0226 0250 0275 0298 0317 0331t 031t8 0361 0378 0398 
Olt2l Oit5l Olt89 0532 0562 0576 0556 0518 Olt6l 0398 031t0 0291 0252 0223 0200 0180 
0166 ·0151 Olit6 0139 .0131t 0132 0130 0130 0129 0128 0127 0127 0128 0130 0132 0136 
0138 0139 0138 0137 0133 0136 0139 01"7 0159 0172 0180 0179 0167 0151 0137 0120 
Olll 0108 0112 0119 0127 0133 Ollt5 0163 019" 0226 0232 0218 0203 0188 0175 016·9 
0102 0125 Ollt5 0167 0189 02llt 0239 0267 0293 0321t 0351 0376 0403 Olt3l Oit68 0511 
0572 061t8 0738 0836 0913 091t6 0929 0872 0786 0686 0587 Olt9l 0416 0359 0317 0281 
0252 0229 0213 0201 0193 0186 0182 0179 0176 01 71t 01 73 0171 0173 0176 0182 0188 
0196 0199 0199 0198 0198 0200 0208 0223 021tl 0257 0261t 0256 0229 0203 0178 0156 
0141 0137 Ollt5 0158 0168 0178 0197 0225 0276 0328 0338 0313 0291 0269 020 0237 
0118 01"0 0162 0182 0203 0221t 021t6 0276 03011 0339 0371 Olt08 041t5 Olt88 051tl 0608 
0701 0821 0969 llOit l221t 1278 1262 1193 1087 0951 0812 0686 0576 Oit9l Olt29 0381 
031tl 0308 0286 0268 0257 021t9 02it3 0239 0236 0233 0232 0231 0233 0237 021tlt 0256 
0265 0270 0270 0269 0268 0273 0281t 0301 0327 031t5 03"7 0328 0293 0253 0222 Ol91t 
0176 0173 0182 0200 02llt 0228 021t9 0288 0358 Oit28 Oitlt2 Oltll 0385 0357 0331 03llt 
Olit3 0166 0190 0213 0232 0257 0281 0312 031t8 0382 0418 Olt58 0500 0550 0609 0687 
0797 0921 1066 1210 1321 1371 13"8 1271 1158 1025 0872 0739 0631 0547 0487 Oltlt.l 
Oit07 0378 0362 0351 031t8 0349 0350 1)352 0353 0356 0358 0359 D36l 0365 0310 1)378 
0382 -0381 0376 0367 0362 0361 0368 0385 Olt05 Olt20 0420 0397 0357 0313 0278 021t7 
0228 0228 0238 0256 0269 0286 0313 0359 0"38 0518 0529 0501t 0471t Olt55 Olt20 0399 
Oilt9 0177 0199 0222 0242 0268 0293 0319 0354 0389 0421t 0·1t62 05 02 1l549 0609 0686 
0788 -0923 1062 1209 1335 1387 1368 1295 1187 1051 0913 0776 06b8 0592 0539 04'19 
0473 0456 Oltlt1· Oltlt8 0451t 0465 04 78 0488 Or.98 0507 0513 0517 0519 0520 0522 0522 
0519 0511 Olt9b 0480 Olt66 0456 Ot,56 0466 O't82 0491 Olt8'1 0"63 O't20 0378 0339 0306 
0287 0286 0296 0311 0327 03'tl 0366 O'tll O't88 0572 0601 059't 0585 0558 0512 O't74 
0000 0000 0001 0001 0002 0003 0004 0005 0006 0006 0007 0008 0008 0008 0008 0009 
0010 0011) 0011 0012 0013 0014 0014 0014 0015 0015 0016 0016 0017 0018 0019 0019 
0019 0019 0020 0020 0020 0020 0021 0021 0021 0021 0021 0021 0021 0022 0022 0022 
0023 0024 0024 0021t 0025 0027 0029 0031 0033 0035 0037 0039 0041 0043 0052 0052 
0051 0051 0051 0050. 0049 0048 0046 0044 0043 001t2 0040 0039 0038 0037 0037 0038 
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS FOR SN-PCV COMPLEXES IN lM CL-
EXT,COEFT.•10••-2x•. WAVELENGTH IN MU 
··-o.600E-o5 1.oooE-05 2.oooe-05 3.000E-05 4.000E-05 5,000E-05 6.000E-05 
000286 000286 000llt3 000286 000286 000286 000286 000286 000429 OOO'o29 
000286 000143 0001"3 000286 00042'9 000571 001143 001714 0021t29 00lit29 
004143 0051t29 007714 010143 013000 017000 021857 02'11t29 033llt3 OltOB57 
050714 058571 068714 0807llt 093857 l.Olt857 117857 12971'4 1i,04z9 150429 
159571 166857 171000 174000 173857 171429 166571 16071~ 152000 l431t29 
133000 l23 llt3 112429 103000 094286 087143 Oll07llt 075286 071429 067857 
065286 0631t29 062286 061143 061000 060429 060286 0601t29 061286 0621t29 
063714 0647llt 066714 071571 080714 096143 l 07857 106000 095llt3 1)7\l,.29 
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EQ~IL for Ligand Sy~~~ms 
SUBROUTINE EQUILCX,Y,Q,Tl,T2,DK,1) 
DIMENSION QC9,101,DKC8) 
FKPJ=l./DKC 11 
FKP 2= 1./DKC 2) 
FKPl=l./OKC3) 
IFCFKP3.EQ.l.) FKP3=0.0 
JFCFKP2.EQ.l.) FKP2=0.0 
XALPH=l./Cl.+X•FKPl+X*X*fKPl•FKP2+X•x•x•FKPl*FKP2*FKP3) 
XB=Tl*XALPH 
Qll,I)=XB 
QC2,l)=XB*X*fKPl 
QC3,Il=X6*X*X*FKPl*FKP2 
QC4,l)=XB•x•x•x•FKPl•FKP2*FKP3 
RETURN 
END 
APPENDfX F 
SlABILITY CQN$TAN1S OF TIN~PXROCATECBOL 
VIOLET COMPLEXES FRO~ COMPUlER 
ANALYSIS OF SP~T:RI\L DATA 
i84 
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Abstract 
Si~ computer prqgrams have peen ~pllected, modified, or written 
powerfµl method ~or analyzing spectrophotometric;: data obtained from 
systems co11ti:1,ining mononucle1;Lr, polynuclec;1.r, o,; a mixture of m<:monu"" 
clear and polyn~cle~r complexes. Tpree acid dissociation constants 
of pyroqateehol violet in 1M Cl solutions were dete;nnined with 
M0lar e;ict;i.p.ct:i,on coef;f:i,qients of pyrocatec;:hol violet species were 
cal~ul~ted. Spectrophotometric data from :1M Cl~ solutions of tin(lV) 
and py;rocatechol violet have been interpreted on the basis of the 
:formation of 1: :t., 1;.2, and ?,: :t. metal-ligapd comple~es with 
log ~21;::: 12.922 + 0.34.2. 
- . 
Molar extinction coefficients of tin(lV)-
lntrocluction 
Studies of the absorption of visible and ultraviolet radiation 
have long been used to obtaip. info:rmation aboµt equilibria in solution. 
Bo¥ever, since the optical ~bsorbance of a sol~tion is ~overned by a 
cnaracteristic intensive factor, the e~tinction coefficient, as well as 
by the 9oncentration 0f each apsorbing spec;i.es, interpretation of 
measurements of this tyPe is complicated if several complexes coexist. 
Many speotrop~otometriG methods used :i,n quantitative analysis have been 
developed without complete l:Q1owledge of the nature and properties of 
the absorbing species. Therefore, unambiguous methods for the determi-
nation of the number, nature, and stabilities of several absorbing 
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species in solution are nee9ed. 
When systems compi;,se<,:l o;f $evera1, complexes ;in eql.l,;ll;i.bl['iu,m are 
studied by spectropni;,tometry, equations describing the systems are 
usually nonlinear in the u~nown coef!;i.cients. Least squares curve 
~itting, iterative calcµlations, the method of continuous variations, 
and other graphical methods often used in these studies attempt to 
detennine two or three of these parameters in a single experiment or a 
single calculation. Except in the s;i.mpJ,est cases, the accuracy and 
precision of the experimental, data are not sufficient to produce 
unambiguous results. 
Ex:per;i.mental 
Apparatus. All glassware used was Pyrex and volwnetric glassware met 
ACS requirements. Only Class A volumetric gJ,assware was used. 
Scientific Cell Cpmpany fused silica cells were used. The matched 
silica cells were rectangular with a one centimeter path length, 
Instrµments. AU weighings were performed on a Mett.:J,er l'ype H,5 balance, 
Samples were weighed to! 0.001 grams. A Beckman Zeromatic pH meter 
equipped with a Sargent/Jena S-J0080-15C saturated calomel reference 
electrode and a Sargent/Jena S~J0050-15C glass e],ect+ode was used for 
all pH mel;l.surements. The pH mete:,;, was standardized befor:e use with 
bu,f:(ers p,:epared from pHydrion Buffer powders. Absorbanqe measurements 
were made with a Cary ~ecording ~pectrophotometer, Model 1~. All 
measuremen~s were ma<,:le in the visible or ultraviolet regions of the 
spectrwn. Absorban~e readings we~e taJ<en from the spectra of the 
solutions at 50 R intervals, All read:i.ngs were estimated to+ 0,001 
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absorbance units, These absorbanqe readings were then punched on 
computer cards fo,::> analysis. 
Reagents. Distilled H~O which had been passed through a mixed cation-
anion exchange ~esin was used thr9ughout. The pyrocatechol violet 
reagent grade. Stock solutions of PCY were prepared by dissolving 
appropriate amounts of the reagent in distilled H2o. Baker Analyzed 
0 Reagent grade sod,ium stannate, Na2sno3•JH2o~ was heated at 160 C for 
approximately 24: hou:rs to :re,;nove water of hydration. Stock Sn( IV) 
solirl;ions were prepari,!d by d,issoi v;i.ng Na2Sno3 in 6.1JM f!Cl. Baker 
Analrzed Reagent grade hydrochloric acid was used for soiution prepara-
tion and sodiwn chloride solutions were used to provide a constant 
ionic mediwn, 
Pyrocatechol Violet Solutions, Visible and µltraviolet spectra of 
aqueousi solutions of pyrocatechol violet at a fixed concent;r,ation of 
8 x 10-5M but of different pH's were record,ed,, The pl-I was varied from 
o.'*2 to 8.16 using appropriate amounts of HCl or NaOH solutions. 
Solution pH was measured just prior to recording of the spectra. The 
ionic; strength was he;I,d constc;l.nt by maintaining the Cl ... concentration 
at 1M, SoJ.utipn composi tioni:i are given in Table UI and the spectra 
in figures 5 and 6. 
The spectra of another series of PCV solutions were determined 
,,.5 -5 
with the PCV concentrations :ranging from 2 ;l<: 10 M to 7 x 10 M in 
1M Cl media. The pH of each solution was adjusted to 3.00 + 0.05 
with H~l or NaOH solutions. $olution com~ositions are given in Table ~V 
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Tin(IV)-.Pyroci;ttecho~ Violet Solutions. The vis:i.ble and ultraviolet 
spectra of four series of solutions, each with a different total Sn(IV) 
concentration, were obtained. the compositions of these solutions are 
given in Tables VI, VII, VI~l, and IX with the corresponding spectra 
given in Figures 12, 1J, 14, and 15~ These solutions were prepared by 
adding the required volume of J;>CV solut:i.on to an a.Iiquot of tin(IV) 
solution. Af;te;i;- mixing thoroughly, enough 3 0 00M NaCl was added to give 
a solution 1M in CJ.-. '.['he solution was diluted to volume withdistiJ,led 
H2o and the pH adjusted to J.oo ~ 0.05 with small amounts of HCl or 
NaOH, The dilution error was negligible. After adjusting the pH, the 
spectr\Ull was obtained using a reference solution of 1M NaCl. 
Resµlts and Piscussion 
Computer Programs, $ix computer progi;-ams are used for the analysis 
of the absorbance data: 
l) Mat:rdx Rank Pi;-ogram 
2) Species Number Program 
3) Corresponding SolutioJ:1.s Plot J;>rogram 
4) Corresponding Solutions n, [L] Program 
5) Fo:nnation Function Program 
6) Pit~Mapping. 
These programs constitute a generaJ.ly applicable and objective method 
for analyzing spectrophotometric data obtained from multicomponent 
systems. 
The matrix rank program calculates the number of components that 
contribute to the absorption spectrl.Wl of a multicomponent system. The 
only asi:;umption involved is that Beer's law is va~id for each component. 
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The program ca.lcula.tes the number of absorbing species by performing a 
series of row and column operations on an absorbance matrix. 
The spec;i.es m,1moer progrc;1.m determines the number of absorbing 
species and gives information concerning trends in species number with 
wavel.ength or i;;olution compoE1ition. This metllod is based upon the rank 
o:f a.n a,l;>sorbance matrix. 
The corresponding ~olutions plo~ program calculates corresponding 
solution fu~ctions, E, which are used as input for program~. This 
program also plots the E functions versus total ligand concentration at 
each metal concentration, The corresponding solutions n, [L] program 
cal~ulates :fo:i;,t1ation function data using the E functions, CL and CM 
concentrations, and the molar e~tinction coefficients of the ligand as 
input data. The formation function program calculates stability 
constants from then, [~] data obtained in program 4. 
The pit .. mapping program is a general least squares curve fitting 
program which is valid for nonlinear as well as linear functions. This 
program, using absorbance readings 1 CL and CM concentrations 1 and pM's 
as input data, calculates s~ability constants and molar extinction 
coefficients for mononuclear, polynuclear, or mixed mononuclear and 
polynuolear complexes. 
;Fiow1ch~l:'ti,;,, input requirements, program listings, and typical data 
sets for programs 1 1 2, 3, and~ are given in Appendices A, B, C, and 
D,. Program 5 ;is published elsewhere {t). A set of input requirements 
for the pit-mapping progJ;"Afll is given in ,Appendix E along with a pl;"ogram 
listing and a typical data set. A flow chart is given elsewhere (68),. 
Pyrocatechol V;i,o],.et~ 'l'he llesults of the computer analysis of the 
spectra obtained from the sol.utions given in Table IJI indicate the 
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presence of 4 pyrocatechol violet species oyer the p~ range o.42 to 
8,18 (Table X). The spectra are interpreted in terms of stepwise acid 
dissociation with the corresponding pK valµes determined in the pit-
mapping program being: 
pK:I, ;:; 0.261 + 0.00,3 
pK:2 = 7.,508 + o.oo:i. 
pKJ = 8~JJ2 + o.ooJ 
Tin(IV)-Pyrooatechol Violet. The results of the computer analysis of 
the spectra obtained from the solutions given in Tables VI, VII, VIII, 
and IX indicate three tin(IV)~pyrocatechol violet complexes are formed 
(Tables XII, XIII, XIV, and XV; Figures :t.6 through 2,5). The mole ratio 
method o;f Yoe and Jones (9) and, the method of HolmEl and Langmyh:r (15) 
were used to obtain information concerning the composition of the 
complexes. 'l'he results, spown in Figures 28 1 29, and JO, indic1;1,te the 
presence of 1:1, 1:2, and 2:1 metal.,.ligand complexes. 
The pit..-mapping program was used to calculate the stal;>ilities and 
molar extinction coefficients of these complexes, since the method 
of corresponding solutions is not valid if polynuclear species are 
present. The values ol:>tained are spown below and are tabulated in 
'l'able xvnr. 
log 
~11 ::; 7.801 + 0.133 
log 
~:t.2 = 14.899 + 0.297 
log 
~2:1, :;;: :i.2.922 + 0.342 
The molar extinction coefficients of the tin( IV)-pyrocatechol viol~t 
complexes and the four forms of pyrocatechol violet ar~ tabulated in 
Tabie XIX. 
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